[UPDATE: April, 2016—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but adding
additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some additional
photos to enhance the original travelogues.]
While it was hellishly hot when I made this trip, the vacation itself was mostly a result of the severe weather we had last winter.
I’d scheduled a trip to Boston between Christmas and New Year’s last year, which was supposed to be a reward miles trip with free flights.
Blizzards cancelled the flights I’d originally scheduled, and I ended up having to book a different itinerary and pay for the flights at
Christmas. I was able to get a good fare, but I still had to pay for the flights to Boston. The miles I’d planned to redeem were refunded,
and I earned even more from that trip at Christmas. [Lately I’ve been pricing redemptions for Amtrak Guest Rewards points, and
one trip I’m considering for those—though it would be at least a year in the future—would also be to New York.]
I considered a number of possibilities for what I
might do with those miles, and I decided on a “freebie” trip
to New York. I had enough miles to book a convenient flight
itinerary for free (though Id be flying to LaGuardia, rather
than the more familiar JFK airport), and I was able to find a
pleasant hotel at a rate of just $80 a night—which is
incredible in New York. [Strangely, New York is actually
one of the more affordable cities for hotels—as long as
you avoid Manhattan. Prices in Queens are invariably
cheaper than most Midwestern cities. One of the most
expensive places to book a hotel—for no good reason I
can find—is Des Moines. Even chains like Econolodge
are more than $80 a night there.]
Through the spring I gradually added various things
to this trip, buying advanced tickets for a number of sights
and events and discovering various obscure things that
sounded interesting in various books and websites. I ended
up with far more than I could fit into a short getaway, but I
did the best I could to see as much as possible. It turned out
to be quite an enjoyable trip.

David Burrow, with the New York skyline in the background
(taken on the Rockefeller Center observation deck)

Prelude …
It’s hard to say exactly when this trip began. I flew to New York on Friday, August 6, but I really began the vacation on
Wednesday, August 4. I started by driving south to Des Moines, where I saw a couple of ballgames and had a nice visit with my brother
Paul.

Wednesday, August 4
Algona, Iowa to Ankeny, Iowa
I ran some minor errands and did some work around the house this morning. I’d put in quite a bit of time this week cleaning up
my apartment, and it (for a change) it showed. The place actually looked halfway decent—much nicer than it usually does. I was glad to
have it in good shape as I set off.
I left home around 10:30 and headed south on highway 169. I was amused that the first vehicle I was aware of as I drove
southward was a semi from Van Wyk trucking. This company is based in Sheldon, Iowa, but its name is almost identical to Van Wyck, a

New York city father for whom much of the Queens neighborhood where I’d be staying was named. I hoped that might be a good omen
for the trip.
I often listen to audiobooks as I drive. Today I listened to Tuesdays with Morrie, a late ‘90s bestseller
that chronicles an elderly man’s decline and death from ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease). It’s a fascinating book that
manages to be at once inspiring and depressing. The author read his own book aloud, and he mimicked the
central figure’s voice in a gasping, breathy manner that was probably accurate for a dying man, but hard to
understand while driving. Nonetheless, I did enjoy listening to the book.
I had lunch at a new place in Ankeny, part of a chain I’d heard about on Food Network. It’s called
Smashburger, and the Denver-based chain is apparently the latest thing in fast food. It had been reviewed
favorably on TV, so I thought I’d give it a shot. I doubt I’ll be going back, though. Most of their menu was the
same stuff you could find at any other fast food place, just dolled up a bit and at double the price.
What Food Network raved about were their fried foods: so-called haystack onions and tempura vegetables. I tried the onions.
They were julienned matchsticks of onion, battered and fried, and then piled in a heap with a spicy dipping sauce on the side. I could
have gone across the street to B-Bops (a Des-Moines area chain that’s much cheaper), ordered onion rings, and gotten pretty much the
same thing. I think those would B-Bops’ would actually have been better than these onions, which were greasy and too lightly salted.
I also ordered a classic Chicago-style hot dog and a chocolate malt. Both were overpriced, but very good. The malt was served
in an old-fashioned metal mixer cup with an elegant parfait glass I could pour it into. I could have gone to Steak ‘n’ Shake and gotten the
same stuff for about two-thirds the price (though the nearest Steak ‘n’ Shake is in Iowa City, so that wouldn’t have been very convenient.)
I parted with more than ten bucks for the meal, and it felt like a rip-off. I’m definitely not someone who feels fast food needs to be a dining
experience, and even if I were, there wasn’t enough of an experience at Smashburger to justify their absurd prices.
[I gave Smashburger another try at a location in the Twin Cities, and I was equally unimpressed there. I had a burger
and found it both greasy and surprisingly devoid of flavor. They seem to have an aversion to salt at Smashburger. Perhaps
they think that’s healthy, but healthy isn’t what I’m looking for when I buy a premium burger.]
I had a reservation at the Fairfield Inn—Ankeny, which is about a mile north of Smashburger. I accidentally got into a turn lane,
though, and I ended up heading back south on I-35 and making a second stab at getting to the hotel. What should have taken about two
minutes ended up taking fifteen. I did get there, though, and I checked in quickly and easily.
This hotel stay was one of two free nights I’d gotten because of a screw-up on the quiz bowl trip I’d made earlier in the summer.
We stayed at a Fairfield Inn in Ohio, but instead of charging that stay to gift cards we had bought ahead of time, the clerk put our four
rooms on the school credit card. I politely complained after the trip, and in addition to resolving the problem, the manager credited me
with points that would allow me to stay two nights at any low-level Marriott property. I have no idea what, if anything, those points cost
the hotel, but they were a nice way to smooth over an unpleasant situation. I was certainly pleased to use some of them for a night at a
pleasant hotel that otherwise would have cost about $100. [As I noted before, Des Moines area hotels are expensive.]
I was checked in by the hotel manager, who was extremely talkative. He noticed I was from Algona and proceeded to talk about
his experiences fishing in the area. He also asked if we’d had much flooding up in northern Iowa. We hadn’t, though I knew there had
been flooding further south. He kept on visiting the whole time he checked me in. Usually on point-based stays, the clerk asks for a
credit card to take care of any incidental expenses or to have on file if there is damage to the room. At this hotel, though, the manager
just gave me the key, and I headed upstairs. I wondered if in all the talking he forgot to ask for a credit card.
I was surprised when I got to my room to see a welcome sheet on the desk that among other things had a weather forecast.
When I looked closer, though, I saw that the forecast was for the July 4 th weekend—a month ago. It made me wonder if this room (a very
standard king room on the top floor) had been occupied since then.
It was a very hot day, so I spent most of the afternoon in my hotel room. Mostly I watched TV. I was surprised to flip through
the channels and see Let’s Make a Deal on the air. I don’t think I’d even thought of that show in decades. It’s apparently been revived
with a new host (I’m not sure if Monty Hall is even alive these days) but the same trading games and ridiculous costumes. I could tell
from the prices that this was the new version of the show. I can remember the big prize on Let’s Make a Deal being a car that sold for
$1,995. Today’s “big deal”, on the other hand, was worth more than $50,000.
[I just googled Monty Hall. He’s still alive, now 94 and living in the same Beverly Hills home he’s been at since 1962.
He was apparently employed as a “creative assistant” on the new version of Let’s Make a Deal, and in 2013 he and model Carol
Merrill appeared for a week on the show in a golden anniversary tribute. I also checked an online inflation calculator to find out
how much $1,995 in 1970 was equivalent to today. While it’s much higher, it’s nowhere near $50,000. Overall prices in 2016 are
about six times what they were during the Nixon administration.]
Even more than the big prizes, though, I was astounded by the “suggested retail prices” of the small stuff they had on the show.
One game involved estimating prices on various grocery products, and I must say I’d never shop at a store that charged the prices they
had here. One item I distinctly remember was a brick of cheese. It was a brand name (Land ‘o’ Lakes), but otherwise no different from
the half-pound cheese blocks I regularly buy at Aldi or Hy-Vee. I usually buy cheese when it goes on sale for about $1.50, and the full
price is $2.59 at Hy-Vee. [The standard sale price is now $1.67, and it’s $2.99 when it’s not marked down.] According to Let’s

Make a Deal, this one was supposed to sell for $5.49. Even the cheese I bought in Alaska was less than that. The rest of the groceries
seemed similarly overpriced. [I don’t think Land-O-Lakes cheese is sold in Iowa, but in 2016 the Kraft cheese at Hy-Vee is about
$3.59 at full price, and it regularly goes on sale for $2.50. I can’t imagine paying more than five bucks for a brick of cheese.]

Tacoma Rainiers during the playing of the National Anthem at Principal Park – Des Moines, Iowa
(Brad Nelson, #40, is near the center.)
My main reason for coming down here was to see Brad Nelson, my baseball-playing former student. His team, the Tacoma
Rainiers, were in Des Moines for a series at Principal Park (the former Sec Taylor Stadium). Around 5:30 I drove to downtown Des
Moines. When I saw the downtown ramps were charging $5 for “event parking” I decided to drive to the lot by Principal Park and just
park there. That lot cost $6, but it was worth it to be right next to the park.
It was dollar dog night at the ballpark, meaning hot dogs were $1 instead of the usual $4. My one-buck dog was nothing special,
but it was far more worth its price than the Chicago dog at Smashburger had been.
The game was also nothing special, at least from the point of view of the Tacoma Rainiers and their fans. The Iowa Cubs
dominated from start to finish, and they ended up winning handily. Brad was hoping he might have a good game, particularly since tonight
was his father’s sixtieth birthday. (Doug Nelson carries his age well, and I must say I was surprised he was that old.) Every at-bat Brad
had, he hit the ball well and put it into play. Unfortunately every time it went right to someone rather than to a gap. He looked good at
the plate, but he ended up 0 for 5.
The game got over relatively quickly, and I made my way back to the hotel. The bed was comfortable, and I got a good night’s
sleep.

Thursday, August 5
Ankeny, Iowa to Des Moines, Iowa (via Perry)
I had no particular schedule to keep today, but nonetheless I was up around six. The hotel had a very nice breakfast spread,
one of the nicest I’ve seen anywhere. I enjoyed a microwaved ham and cheese quiche, some grapefruit sections, and a glass of grape
juice.
I spent most of the morning bumming around Ankeny.
Ankeny is one of just a handful of places in Iowa that is actually
growing, and it has both the housing and the business to show
that. My main walk today was along Delaware Avenue (the
hotel’s address), which runs parallel to and just west of I-35.
The area right by the hotel (First Street) has been developed for
years, but it’s not that long ago that the land south of there was
entirely empty. That’s certainly not the case now. The first mile
of my walk I saw condo development after condo development.
I assume those who live in these places must like them, but I
certainly wouldn’t care to live there myself They’re in a green
suburban setting, but when you get right down to it they’re just
rowhouses—with the same lack of privacy, character, and
charm you find in inner city rowhouses. In the city, though,
they’d at least be part of a real neighborhood. Here they’re just
a bunch of rowhouses out in the middle of nowhere—boring and
lifeless. Apparently people buy them, though, and they’re
certainly are a lot of them in Ankeny. [My nephew Tim and
his wife now live in a condo in Ankeny, though I think a bit

Online photo of a condo development in Ankeny

north of this area. They seem to like it, but I still can’t imagine living in such a place. … And at that Ankeny is nicer than a lot
of suburbs.]
The walk got a bit more interesting a mile south of the hotel. The condos gave out there, and the development changed to
business. For another full mile the street was lined with strip malls, professional offices, and “big box” stores. To Ankeny’s credit, there
is at least a sidewalk all along here. I can’t say it was the most pleasant walk I’ve ever taken, but at least it was doable.
The destination I’d planned to go to was a Walgreens store exactly two miles south of my hotel (just west of the next exit on I35). I got there around 8:00, only to find they wouldn’t be opening until 9:00. That surprised me, because I’d think they’d get business
from commuters on their way to work if they were open to serve them. Apparently they never thought of that, though. [It’s really odd
given that most Walgreens are open long hours, many around the clock. I checked while writing this revision, and they’ve
extended their hours slightly. They’re now open at 8:00 in the morning. That’s still pretty late in a commuter area, though.]
I ended up getting the stuff I would have gotten at Walgreens at a nearby Wal-Mart. I very rarely shop at Wal-Mart (it’s easy to
avoid, since we don’t have one in Algona), and it had been literally years since I’d set foot in one of their stores. The store in Ankeny was
enormous, huge to the point of being intimidating. It was really more a chore than a pleasure to shop there. As annoying as it was when
the place was nearly empty early in the morning, I can’t imagine going there on a crowded weekend. I do have to give Wal-Mart their
due, though—they had the stuff I wanted, and it was all dirt cheap.
I’d walked off the hotel breakfast, so I felt no guilt stopping at a Panera just north of Wal-Mart. I had nearly the same thing I’d
had at the hotel, though Panera calls its featured breakfast item a soufflé rather than a quiche. I also had some good, strong coffee, and
that fortified me for the return trip back to the hotel. I was absolutely soaked with sweat by the time I returned, so I showered for the
second time this morning.
I still had plenty of time to kill, so I spent a couple hours watching TV. The show that was on when I turned on the set was
Martha Stewart, who happened to be making “gourmet” hamburgers. I’m really not a great fan of hamburgers, and I tend to like them
less when people attempt to make them pretentious. (That’s why I opted for a hot dog at Smashburger.) My bet is I wouldn’t really care
for the ones she was cooking this morning. I also couldn’t help but wonder what sort of burgers they served in the West Virginia federal
prison where Martha Stewart spent time for stock fraud.
I flipped through channels and settled on I Love Lucy, which is still being re-run on cable more than half a century after it originally
aired. This episode even got me in the mood for my New York trip. Lucy and Ethel went to Sardi’s, the famous restaurant where
Broadway stars went to wait for their reviews. While there they saw an actor who was apparently famous in the ‘50s (but who I never
heard of) and proceeded to make a scene. Sardi’s is still open today, and I actually thought of going there on this trip. There were only
so many things I could cram in, though, and it ended up being dropped.
Around 11:30 I checked out of the hotel. I drove westward through Ankeny, which extends much further west than I’d ever
imagined. Here it’s mostly “McMansions” rather than condos, pretentious homes with more space than the people who live there really
need. They’re all brand new, and while I’m sure they cost a fortune, they all look very cheaply built. I’m sure their occupants love them,
but you couldn’t pay me to live there.
Once Ankeny finally ended, I had a short drive on
highway 415 up to Polk City. There’s a long bridge that
runs right through the middle of Saylorville Reservoir at
Polk City. It was under construction, so I crawled across
it. That gave me a chance to enjoy the view, which really
is quite lovely.
Just past the reservoir I joined highway 141, a
four-lane road that leads from Des Moines up to Perry. My
brother Paul is now the pastor of three Methodist churches
in the Perry area. When I’d last talked with him (which was
two weeks ago), we’d arranged to meet at the church office
in Perry and then go out for lunch. We’d since e-mailed
each other a couple of times, and the time for our lunch
had changed. I still assumed we were meeting at the
church, though, so that’s where I drove.
I found the church easily enough and managed to
find parking on a side street nearby. The only person who
appeared to be at the church was an elderly secretary,
though, so I killed some time wandering around the
Saylorville Reservoir near Polk City, Iowa
neighborhood for a while. Downtown Perry has definitely
seen its better days. There are some beautiful old buildings, but far too many of them are empty. It tells you something about the
economy that even a Mexican grocery store had gone out of business. There’s still a lot of nice architecture, though, and I had a pleasant
walk. [I’ve been back to downtown Perry a few times since this trip, and my opinion of the place is generally more positive. It
has traded down, but it’s got a lot more going for it than many small town business districts.]

When I got back to the church, I didn’t see Paul. Who I saw instead was his wife Nancy. She was at church for a women’s
group meeting, and she was very surprised to see me there. She told me Paul was waiting for me at their home in the town of Rippey,
about ten miles away. I got directions on how to get there and then drove up to their home.
Once we got together, Paul and I had a nice visit. He’s obviously very busy being a pastor, but he seems to truly enjoy his new
career. He gave me a tour of the three churches he serves, all of which are quite different from each other. Perry looks like a standard
“big town” church, but apparently it’s the weakest of the three. The congregation there is almost exclusively elderly, and both attendance
and giving are poor. Rippey is a very small town with only one church in town, and it’s apparently a strong and active congregation. The
church building I liked the best was Fairview, a rural church in the open country about halfway between Perry and Rippey. It’s old, but
very well cared for, and it reminded me of some of the places Margaret’s husband Brian served years ago. [Paul continues to serve
these three churches six years later, and his parishioners seem to like him a lot. He does keep VERY busy as a pastor, though.]
After seeing the different churches, we had lunch at Casa de Oro, a pleasant Mexican restaurant in downtown Perry. Nearly
half of Perry’s population is Hispanic, which is one of the reasons Paul (a former Spanish teacher) was assigned there. One of the
projects he is working on this fall is starting up a Spanish language ministry in the Perry church.
After lunch we went back to Rippey, and I had a nice visit with Paul and Nancy through the afternoon. They’ve just finished
moving in to the parsonage, which is enormous compared to their old home in Oskaloosa (and it was not small itself). The parsonage is
a couple blocks away from the church, which is something Paul likes a lot. It’s close enough to be convenient, but it’s good to not be right
next door.
I left Paul’s around 4:15 and drove into Des
Moines. Much of my drive was along I-235, and as I drove
I couldn’t help but think of the last time I’d driven east
through West Des Moines. That was last winter, when I
was here for the state mathematics conference. It had
begun to snow during our board meeting after the
conference, and by the time I left (around 4pm) it had
snowed quite heavily. Traffic on I-235 crawled along at
less than 10mph, and even at that people were sliding off
the road. It took me over an hour to get from Valley
Southwoods at the south end of West Des Moines to NE
14th Street and I-80 at the north end of Des Moines. That
trip normally takes fifteen or twenty minutes, even in heavy
traffic, and by the time I’d gotten there I knew I didn’t want
to go any farther. Even though I hadn’t brought any
overnight supplies, I stopped and checked into the Motel
6—Des Moines/North. I left around 9:00 the next morning,
and even then the roads weren’t very good. I was very
thankful to make it up to Algona. [We’ve since changed
the format of the state math teachers’ convention, and
we’ve moved it to fall. Attendance has increased, and
it’s nice not to have to worry about the weather.]
There were no weather problems today, and
traffic zipped right along. My destination was a much nicer
place than the Motel 6, too. Tonight I had a reservation at
the Quality Inn—Events Center in downtown Des Moines.
I’ve stayed here several times, and it’s one of my favorite
hotels anywhere. The rooms are well maintained, and
most of them have lovely views. (Mine tonight looked out
at the Des Moines River and the state capitol.) They’ve
also got free parking and are within walking distance (for
me, anyway) of everything in downtown Des Moines.

View from Room #626 at the Quality Inn—Des Moines, Iowa
up to my room, settled in, and changed to go to another ballgame.

As I almost always do these days, I paid with a
gift card from Garrigan’s scrip program. The clerk
appeared to process things efficiently, and she wrote down
the balance that was left on the card. I got my key, went

I’ve written before that almost everywhere I go people seem to stop me to ask for directions. That happened tonight as I was
walking to the ballpark. A car pulled up beside the sidewalk, and the woman in it asked how to get to—of all places—the Quality Inn. I
didn’t tell her that was where I was staying, but I was able to confidently tell her it was just a couple blocks ahead on her left.

The Rainiers got trounced in another bad game tonight. More memorable than the game itself, I had a very nice visit with Brad’s
wife Jill and with his father. It was particularly interesting to talk with Doug Nelson, who usually just paces nervously during games.
I didn’t talk at all with Brad tonight, and I’d barely just said “hi” to him last night. Des Moines has a lovely ballpark, but (like a lot
of newer parks) it’s awkward to visit with the players there. I’d have liked to have seen Brad in Omaha, where the team was going after
the Des Moines series. Rosenblatt Stadium is an older and much more fan-friendly park. (though it’s being replaced by a new park that
will open next year) Unfortunately I’d be in New York while the Rainiers were in Nebraska. [I’d go to the Omaha Storm Chasers’ new
ballpark, Werner Field, a year or so later. It’s located almost literally in the middle of nowhere. It’s off I-80 in the extreme
southwest suburbs of Omaha, nearly a third of the way to Lincoln. It’s interesting that Rosenblatt (the site of which is now an
expansion of the Omaha Zoo) was actually replaced by two different ballparks. In addition to Werner Field, they also built the
TD Ameritrade Ballpark in downtown Omaha for the exclusive purpose of hosting the College World Series. Both of the parks
were lavish projects, with a combined cost to Nebraska taxpayers of almost $200 million. They strike me as cold, sterile sports
facilities, though.]
It was around 10:00 when I walked back to the hotel. Thursday is apparently a big night for the bars in downtown Des Moines.
They were definitely hopping, with tipsy crowds spilling out onto the sidewalks. I can’t say this was the most pleasant walk I’ve ever had.
I watched some TV back at the hotel and double checked my packing. I tried to get to sleep fairly early, though. Tomorrow I’d
begin my trip for real.

The Main Event …
Friday, August 6
Des Moines, Iowa to Queens, New York (via Mason City and Minneapolis)
I was up at 6:15 this morning and enjoyed the hotel breakfast of ham, eggs, and waffles. The one thing they didn’t have that I
wanted was good coffee. What they offered was weak and tasteless. I knew there was a Burger King just across I-235 from the hotel,
so after breakfast I set out to get some real coffee. I found Burger King easily enough. Unfortunately the place was closed. Apparently
they’re doing renovations and I think adding a playland. On my way back I detoured to walk “the Mercy Mile”, a painted stretch of sidewalk
that surrounds Mercy Hospital and apparently is a mile long. It struck me as less than that distance, but who knows?
I checked out of the hotel at 8:00 and got a receipt that showed my gift card had been debited and my balance due was $0.
Traffic was heavy as I made my way northward, and I still wanted to fill my caffeine fix. So I took a break at the Panera in Ames, where
I picked up coffee and an apple danish. I managed to spill coffee on the white shirt I was wearing, but I figured if anyone cared, it was
their problem.
North of Ames I saw two identical SUVs that had been pulled over by the highway patrol. Normally I assume people were
speeding when I see cars pulled over by the state troopers. With two identical vehicles, though, I wonder if there wasn’t a warrant out for
someone smuggling drugs or hauling illegal aliens. It would be interesting to find out what was up.
I got to the Mason City airport shortly after 10am. I’d found out when I went to Seattle that MCW now has complimentary high
speed internet access, and I was pleased to take advantage of it again. Mostly I checked the Delta Airlines website to find out the status
of my flights. The flight from Mason City to Minneapolis was shown as “on time”. Unfortunately my connection to LaGuardia Airport in
New York was delayed. The problem was that the aircraft that would become that flight was late leaving Phoenix, apparently due to
equipment problems. In fact it had not yet left when I checked, and they estimated it would be an hour and a half to two hours late arriving
at MSP. While that would give me a much longer layover than I anticipated, there wasn’t much I could do about it.
They opened the security checkpoint right at 11am, and I was the first one through. Security is always very strict in Mason City.
I think that’s because they have the time to be thorough here. There’s not an endless line being held up if they detain someone for further
searches. I was scolded for not placing my bag of liquids in a separate tub from the rest of my stuff. They separated the bag out and reX-rayed all my stuff. There was nothing of interest there, of course, but they had to be doubly sure of that.
There’s been a major change in the schedule for flights from north central Iowa. It used to be that Mason City and Fort Dodge
were linked together. Every flight originated in Fort Dodge and landed in Mason City before continuing to Minneapolis. Now they’ve
separated those two destinations, giving each non-stop service to MSP. Mason City definitely got the better deal here. They reduced
service to Fort Dodge to two round-trips a day, while Mason City still has three. (The consolation for FOD is that their morning flight is
not at an ungodly early hour like it used to be.) They store planes overnight in both places now. Most likely they service them there as
well, which is probably cheaper than doing the service in Minneapolis.
Because Fort Dodge is no longer linked in the schedule, the morning flight from Minneapolis was in fact our plane. Because of
that, they’ve changed how they have people de-plane. It used to be that arriving passengers just walked straight into the main part of the
airport. No one ever boarded to go to Ft. Dodge, so the arrival was completely separate from the departure. Now they treat the security

area like an actual gate. When arriving passengers de-plane, they walk past the security area. That small area gets very crowded with
the arriving passengers walking past those who are waiting to board.
I happened to see one of the strangest quirks of the new security rules while I was waiting to board this flight. The pilot, a young
blonde woman, had to leave the secure area and walk back through security before she was allowed to fly the plane again. Ap parently
crew members have to do this every few hours. I’m not sure what they think might have happened since the last time they were through
security, but those are the rules. Both the pilot and the TSA officials got a laugh as she just followed the passengers out, circled around,
and went back through the metal detector.
Most of the passengers on this route are
businesspeople who fly out early in the morning and return
late at night. Because of that the midday flight has never
been terribly popular. Without the Ft. Dodge passengers,
our flight today was about one-third full. It’s been quite a
while since I’ve been in that empty of a plane, but I certainly
wasn’t complaining.
[Delta no longer flies to either Mason City or
Ft. Dodge. For quite a while both cities were without
any commercial air service. About a year ago, though,
a St. Louis company called Air Choice One contracted
with both airports, mostly as a way of claiming the
government subsidy for rural air service. Air Choice
One flies to Chicago O’Hare and to St. Louis, but no
longer to Minneapolis. Once again, though, Mason
City has become an intermediate stop on the way to
Ft. Dodge. There are more daily flights now than there
were with Delta, but Air Choice One flies only ninepassenger Cessna aircraft.
What’s more they
apparently have a severe shortage of pilots and
frequently cancel flights due to staffing problems.]

Mostly empty interior of Saab 340-B
MCW Airport – Mason City, Iowa

Most noteworthy among my fellow passengers was a young woman who was traveling with three children. They sat together in
the back row of the plane, which has four seats across instead of the normal 1—2 configuration. My seat (10-A) happened to be right in
front of them. The woman was from South America and was working as a nanny in Iowa. (The concept of Iowans having nannies is a
bit odd to me, but I know Brad’s wife Jill used to work as a nanny for a family in Algona.) She was taking the kids on a tri p to Disney
World. It surprised me to find that the woman was married. Her husband is apparently a college professor in Argentina. I really don’t
think of married nannies, but then Jill had that job even when she was Mrs. Brad Nelson.
The weather was crystal clear today, and we had a lovely flight up to Minneapolis. It was fun to look down and recognize the
towns and roads below. There were even a couple of specific interchanges I recognized from the air.
We flew past Mall of America and landed at the southwest corner of MSP airport. From there we taxied all around the perimeter
of the airport, making our way clear up to the Ft. Snelling area at the far northeast corner. We curved back southward and finally pulled
up to Gate B-4. I think we taxied nearly as long as we were in the air.
The TVs showed the gate for LaGuardia as D-5, so I made my way up there. I located the gate and then went to the quiet
observation deck to relax for a while. I called Margaret from there, and we talked for about an hour. I then had lunch (a Southwest
chicken salad and a berry smoothie) at the airport McDonalds.
By the time I’d finished lunch, the TVs showed that the gate for my flight had been changed. The LaGuardia flight was now
leaving from C-3, while D-5 was for a flight to Newark. Both of those airports serve New York, but it is important to head to the correct
one. When I got to C-3 the sign over the desk said “Salt Lake City”, but I overheard the clerk tell someone else that it was indeed the
gate for LaGuardia.
The gate change caused a lot of confusion, and apparently lots of people hadn’t checked the TVs for the latest updates. Even
the pilot for the Newark flight had gone to this gate by mistake. The biggest problem was for an elderly black woman who had come to
Gate C-3 in a handicapped cart with her daughter. Right after arriving at the gate, her daughter went to get food. Only then did the
woman discover she was at the wrong gate. I told the gate attendant about the problem, and he called for a wheelchair, but the old lady
and the wheelchair pusher had to wait for the daughter to get back before they could go to the other gate.
After the Salt Lake City flight left, they changed the monitor to read “LGA” and showed our departure time as 4:16. It was
originally scheduled as 3:35, and the new time was better than I’d have imagined from what I’d checked on Delta’s website. I tried to
check online again, but at MSP all I could pick up was the “Go-Go in-flight wireless” designed to serve planes. What’s more, that gave
me an error that said it was “not available under 10,000 feet”.

I had brought along a book to read on this trip. The title of What’s Science Ever Done for Us: What The Simpsons Can Teach
Us pretty much explains the book. It sounded interesting when I happened upon it on Amazon.com, but it turned out to be one of the
dullest books I’ve ever seen. It was basically just a re-hash of plot summaries from The Simpsons, and very little beyond that. I’d already
seen the shows, so the plot synopsis was pretty pointless. This is one of the few books I started, but wasn’t able to finish.
The agents working Gate C-3 were a south Asian man named Mohammed, a middle-aged woman with a thick East European
accent, and a very helpful Asian woman. The Asian woman was in the typical uniform for a gate agent—a white shirt with a blue vest
over it. Both of the others seemed underdressed, though. They were both wearing red T-shirts with a Delta logo. That struck me as the
sort of thing the people who load luggage or signal the pilot where to park might wear, but it seemed odd to have people at the gate
dressed that way.
A wide variety of people were waiting at this gate. Among them was a group of businessmen who were trying to get a first class
upgrade. They were wearing fancy shoes and jackets, but—oddly—no ties. [This attire, sort of a modern leisure suit, seems to be
more and more common. A lawyer in my church dresses like that every Sunday, and it looks very strange. I can understand
wanting to dress casually, and I can understand wanting to dress up. Combining the two just looks strange, though.] I don’t
think they actually got the upgrade they were seeking, but it was interesting to watch them try.
Another person at the gate who got my attention was sitting in a wheelchair. He spent the time we were waiting making various
business calls on his cell phone. It turned out, though, that although he was sitting in a wheelchair this guy was in no way handicapped.
Before the plane arrived, he got up and walked over to the restroom unassisted. When he came back he just leaned on a pole instead
of sitting in the wheelchair, and he boarded the plane without assistance.
The other noteworthy person at the gate was a European boy (probably eighteen or
so) with long blond hair who carried a purple-colored passport. He wore a T-shirt that said in
English “Nobody’s perfect – I am nobody”. I got a laugh out of that, and I think several others
at the gate did as well. [Variations on this garment, including the version pictures at right,
are currently available on Amazon for between $10 and $20. I just used up the balance
on a gift card to get myself one of them.]
The flight from Phoenix arrived at 3:35, which was exactly when we were scheduled
to depart. As soon as the Phoenix passengers had deplaned, they called an unaccompanied
minor (Catherine Aaronson) to board, and fairly soon they began the general boarding process.
Delta has a strange boarding system. They officially board by zones, but there doesn’t seem
to be much pattern as to which zone is which. On Northwest they always boarded from the
back of the plane forward, which kept things moving fairly well. I think what Delta may be doing
is making Zones 1 and 2 their frequent flyers [or possibly “premium economy”], because
when I boarded in Zone 3 there were already lots of people toward the front of the plane who
had already gotten on. That meant the aisles were full, and it was hard to make my way to the
back. [This really is a stupid method of boarding.]
The pilot announced that our ETA was now 7:45, just fifteen minutes after the scheduled arrival time. Since we were scheduled
to leave almost forty-five minutes late, there was obviously a lot of padding in the schedule. The flight attendant told us there was two
hours and one minute of flying time from Minneapolis to New York, which was interesting since the schedule indicated nearly three hours.
Almost every seat on this plane was full. Oddly, though, row 25 (where I was) only had three of its six seats occupied. That
was nice. I had the window seat (25-F), but the middle seat next to me was empty. That gave me a bit of room to stretch out during the
flight.
They closed the door at 4:16pm, and before long we pushed back from the gate. We were in the air at 4:27 and reached 10,000
feet at 4:32. The pilot told us to expect some turbulence, but it was really a very smooth flight.
The free food on this flight amounted to a cookie and one little cup of a beverage (I chose Fresca). I supplemented that by
buying the “Flight Delights” snack box. My $6 purchase included a variety of pre-packaged items: olives, bagel chips, asagio cheese
dip, dried cranberries and pineapple, candied cashews, and a Toblerone chocolate bar. I also got a “collectable” card featuring one of
Delta’s destinations—in this case, Buenos Aires. [Delta’s “newly refreshed” snack boxes now cost $8.99.]
The woman on the aisle slept through the entire flight. I’d have found that hard to do, because our row was right by the toilet.
Dozens of people made their way to the back to use the restroom, but the woman on the aisle didn’t seem disturbed by any of them.
When the flight attendant came around to collect trash, he had two separate bags with him. One was for actual garbage, while
the other held deposit cans. New York is a deposit state, which Minnesota isn’t. These days the deposit information appears on almost
every can, regardless of where it is sold. The flight was probably catered in Minneapolis, and I wondered if they didn’t make money by
redeeming cans they hadn’t paid a deposit on in New York. (Of course, if they were really smart, they’d send all the cans to Michigan,
where it’s 10¢ instead of 5¢. [Detroit is also a Delta hub, so it wouldn’t be all that difficult to make a scheme like that work.])

I read through the in-flight magazine and was intrigued by the list of items that were prohibited. One of them was e-cigarettes.
I never knew such a thing existed and looked it up later on. Apparently there actually are hand-held electronic devices that send out
bursts of nicotine without emitting any actual smoke. [These have since become quite popular, especially with young adults. They
have a perception—mostly undeserved—of being healthier than “real” cigarettes.]
It was almost totally clear the whole way to New York, and this was a smooth and pleasant flight. At 7:03 the pilot announced
we were 132 miles out and should prepare for arrival. At the time we were over heavily settled mountains, either in eastern Pennsylvania
or possibly New York’s southern tier. It was interesting to see windmills below us. What was odd was unlike in the Midwest, where there
are whole fields of windmills, these were all in a single row.
Before long we passed an urban area that was not New York. I’m not entirely sure what it was, but I’d bet Scranton or perhaps
the Allentown—Bethlehem area. Beyond there we had a stretch of very rural area, mostly forest with a few farms mixed in. Our final
approach surprised me, because we came in from the south. I suppose there’s a “no fly zone” over the densely populated part of New
York. We instead flew over Staten Island and Brooklyn and then just west of JFK Airport. We crossed all of Queens before landing at
LaGuardia, at 7:29pm, essentially right on schedule.
The runway at LaGuardia is right next to Long Island Sound. Landing here reminded me of taking off from Honolulu a year ago.
We barely taxied at all, and at 7:33 we were already at the gate.
My life will definitely be complete if I never return to LaGuardia again. This is definitely one of my least favorite airports anywhere.
I e-mailed Margaret and Paul saying it reminded me of a Third World Airport, and it definitely has more in common with the terminals in
Mexico City or Lima than with Minneapolis or Chicago. When we came out of the jetway there was just one big mass of humanity.
LaGuardia (or at least the Delta terminal there) doesn’t really have individual gates. Instead everyone who’s waiting for any flight is in
one tiny space. There’s far too little seating, and the place is crowded beyond belief. I paused to use a bathroom, but then I was very
glad to make my way to the exit.
JFK Airport was greatly improved a few years back by the addition of the AirTrain, a direct link from the terminals to the New
York subway system. Unfortunately there is no good public transportation to LaGuardia. The guidebooks suggest arriving passengers
should take a taxi to their destinations. Taxis in New York cost $2.50 just to open the door, plus 40¢ for every one-fifth of a mile (i.e., $2
a mile), plus 40¢ for every minute stuck in traffic, stopped at a red light, or traveling at less than fifteen miles per hour, plus a surcharge
of $1 for traveling between 4 and 8pm. Combining all of that, the taxi fare from LaGuardia to Jamaica (my ultimate destination) would
have been about $25, which is about twenty bucks more than I wanted to spend. [Today they have an online taxi fare finder, so I
know that in 2016 the fare would be $30.35—plus tip, of course.]
No subway service goes to LaGuardia. Apparently there were several proposals in the past to extend subways here—either
from Astoria to the west or Willets Point/Flushing to the east. Every proposal got trampled by “not in my back yard” people. There’s even
a current proposal that would extend the JFK AirTrain up to LaGuardia, but it appears it will also meet resistance among the homeowners
in Queens.
Since no train is available, that means the only public transit to LaGuardia is city buses. I had to ask exactly where the bus stop
was, and it wasn’t easy to find. It’s located in the middle of the airport loop road; you have to cross the drop-off road to get there. I did
find it, though, and I joined about two dozen other people who were waiting for a bus out of the airport.
There are actually four buses that serve LaGuardia. One only serves the Marine Terminal, a terminal that originally served
PanAm’s flying boats and now serves the hourly Delta Shuttle to Washington and Chicago. Another heads to Main Street in Flushing, a
destination no one except those who live there would ever go to. [It actually serves a lot of industrial areas as well.] The others are
the M-60 and Q-33 buses. All the guidebooks recommend travelers take the M-60, which goes from LaGuardia to 125th Street in Harlem.
Even if your ultimate destination was Manhattan, though, it would be quicker and easier to take the Q-33. That bus heads straight to the
74th Street/Roosevelt Avenue subway station in Jackson Heights, Queens, where you can connect to the E, F, M, R, or 7 trains. Those
in turn will take you pretty much anywhere in the city.
A Q-33 bus showed up before long. I wasn’t entirely sure I could board it, because its destination said “LGA—CENTRAL
TERMINAL”. The bus makes a loop, and you can ride any distance on any part of that loop, regardless of what the destination says. We
passed the central terminal and all the other terminals at LGA and continued on to Jackson Heights.
I could tell from the passengers on the bus that I was in Queens. The U.S. Census Bureau says that Queens County, New York
is the most ethnically diverse place in the United States, and that was certainly true among the riders on the Q-33. About half were
Hispanic, which makes sense since Jackson Heights is mostly Hispanic. There were also whites, south Asians, east Asians, and black
people, though—and others whose ethnicity defies easy categories. [As I write this one of the big news stories is the upcoming New
York primary, where the diversity of the electorate is a major factor. Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump are expected to win big
in their home state, while Bernie Sanders and Ted Cruz are perceived as not really understanding a place where no one is really
in the majority.]
The bus runs through the neighborhoods of Elmhurst and Jackson Heights. Neither of these is high on the tourist radar, but
they were surprisingly pleasant areas. Most of the ride was through residential districts, with a mix of duplexes, rowhouses, and a handful

of single-family homes. Even the rowhouses had tiny yards in front of them, and the area really seemed quite a pretty pleasant place to
live.
The last part of the run was along Roosevelt Avenue in Jackson Heights. This is an entirely commercial street, and its dominating
feature is the elevated 7-train that runs above the street all across Queens. There are a number of national chain stores along Roosevelt,
but the bulk of the business are “ma and pa” stores owned and operated by the immigrant families who make up the neighborhood.
It was convenient that I was riding to the end of the line. Unlike in many cities, New York’s buses do not give any indication of
location. [Most transit systems added this feature to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. It’s surprising New York
hasn’t been sued over it.] If I had not scoped out the route ahead of time, I’d have had no clue when we were nearing our destination.
Fortunately the bus pulls up under a canopy right in front of the Jackson Heights subway station, so it was pretty obvious where I needed
to get off.
Most passengers who arrive at LaGuardia end up paying two fares to take the bus and subway to their ultimate destination.
That’s because if you pay cash, there’s no free transfer from the bus to the subway. Free transfers are allowed with Metrocards, the
electronic payment that commuters use, but tourists typically don’t have those cards. Unlike many cities, New York doesn’t normally sell
its transit cards online, so most tourists have to pay cash (actually coin) fares when they arrive. [You can buy Metrocards in train
stations, but you can’t buy them on a bus anywhere convenient at LaGuardia Airport.]
I lucked out on this.
That’s because I chose to buy a
ticket for the Long Island Railroad.
LIRR does sell tickets online, and
those tickets are printed on the
back of a Metrocard [though it’s
made of cardboard instead of
the standard flimsy plastic].
You have the option of buying
value on that Metrocard when you
buy an LIRR ticket online, and I
jumped at the opportunity. By
buying in advance, I was able to
pay one fare for both the bus and
subway to get to my destination.
I had a bit of trouble
getting the Metrocard to scan in
the subway station, but eventually
it worked. I went down to the
platform for the E-train and took a
very crowded train to Jamaica—
Van Wyck station. This is the
same station I went to several
years ago when I stayed at a
Comfort Inn in Queens. That hotel
is no longer a Comfort Inn. It’s
Gulf station & Clarion Hotel from the Van Wyck overpass – Jamaica (Queens), New York
now a Best Western and has
increased its nightly rate substantially. [Another Comfort Inn has since opened just a little ways further east, and I might look at
staying there on a future trip to New York.] I had instead made reservations at a Clarion Hotel which was actually closer to the
subway than I’d been before. When I surfaced at Jamaica—Van Wyck I walked across a freeway overpass and past a Gulf gas station,
and the next building was my hotel. It was about a two-minute walk from the subway to the hotel; it really couldn’t have been more
convenient.
Check-in was very efficient. The clerk, Raj, processed my gift cards without any problems at all. He gave me the key and printed
out the folio to show that everything had been credited. I went over to the elevator, but before I could go up he stopped me. He noticed
that one of the gift cards I’d given him still had a balance on it. That happened to be the one I’d used to pay for the hotel in Des Moines.
Apparently they’d screwed something up in processing the card and hadn’t actually debited it for anything.
Raj gave me back the card, and I made my way to my room. I called the customer service number on the back of the gift card
and confirmed that it did indeed have a balance equal to what the hotel in Des Moines should have cost. Eventually I e-mailed the Quality
Inn to try to straighten things out. They said their records indicated everything had been credited—so I guess this was my lucky day, and
I’ve got another “free” night coming for no good reason.
Before going on this trip I had read many reviews of the Clarion—JFK, mostly on the website TripAdvisor.com. It’s amazing just
how many different ways people can see the exact same hotel. There are reviews that are everywhere from glowing to caustic. With
such variety, I wasn’t certain just what to expect, but the place served my needs well. While it isn’t a luxury hotel, the Clarion—JFK is

really quite pleasant. The building is six floors tall (plus a lobby level and two more floors below ground), but each floor has only about a
dozen rooms. My room (#315) was in the southeast corner of the hotel on what most Americans would call the fourth floor. The room
was small, with a lot of furniture crammed into it. I had a king-sized bed, a wardrobe, a refrigerator, a dresser, a desk, an easy chair, and
two end tables. One wall had a flat screen TV on it, while another featured abstract art prints. The tiny bathroom had the towels stored
inside the shower. Somehow they managed to stay dry, which amazed me. The whole hotel was decorated in wood tones and fall colors,
which gave it a more masculine feel than many hotels have these days.
[This hotel is no longer a Clarion. It is now called the Lexington Inn, which is part of the Vantage Hospitality Group
best known for the chain called America’s Best Value Inn. Lexington is definitely not “best value”. The going rate at this
property in 2016 is $170 a night, while most of the Choice Hotels properties in Queens are around $100. The reviews remain
widely varied. Most people seem to like the hotel itself, but they feel the surrounding neighborhood is sketchy.]
My window faced onto an alley that doubled as the Clarion’s parking area. They can only accommodate about ten cars (and
share that space with a hardware store), so it’s good that most guests arrive by either subway or taxi. When I arrived I and first opened
the curtains I looked down on a teenaged couple who were making out in a convertible right below me. If I looked straight across the
alley, I looked right into an apartment above the hardware store. There appeared to be no curtains at all in the apartment, so it’s fortunate
the family living there never seemed to be doing anything terribly personal.
After dumping my stuff I set out to get something to eat. Jamaica Avenue in Queens is home to every kind of restaurant
imaginable. Within just a couple of blocks were at least a dozen different fast food chains, plus ethnic restaurants from all over the globe.
Most of the fast food places have twenty-four hour drive-through windows, but their dining rooms close as early as 8 or 9pm. That limited
the choices for where to get a quick bite. I settled on the closest place, which was a Subway restaurant right across the street from my
hotel. I had a very tasty ham and cheese sandwich that cost exactly the same as it would have back in Algona. This Subway a lso had
a Carvel ice cream shop in it. I would have gotten some ice cream as well, but apparently Carvel closed at 8pm, while Subway stayed
open until 10. That was weird, but I suppose they’re allowed to keep whatever hours they care to.
Back at the hotel I got out the iron and ironing board that were stored in the wardrobe and attempted to make my shirts look
presentable. I’d crammed far too many clothes into a tiny carry-on bag, so everything I had was wrinkled horribly. It took most of the
evening, but eventually I got things looking the way they should.

Saturday, August 7
New York City
I was up right at 6:00 this morning and went down to the first floor (one floor up from the lobby) for breakfast. [A surprising
number of buildings in New York use European floor numbering.] The Clarion provided a fairly nice complimentary buffet. Best
among their offerings were fresh New York bagels. They also had what might best be described as plastic doughnuts (pre-packaged,
with brightly colored frosting—they looked like the sort of thing Homer Simpson would eat). They also had fresh fruit, toast, and cereal.
Pitchers of milk and pre-made orange juice were provided, they had a machine dispensing grape, cranberry, and apple juice, and there
was also an extremely complicated machine that provided freshly brewed individual cups of numerous styles of coffee and hot chocolate.
The hotel bragged that they’d recently expanded their breakfast to include hot items. Those were definitely the low point of the buffet.
The hot items included pre-formed egg patties and sausage logs, both of which were served lukewarm.
[I describe almost every hotel breakfast I eat in my travelogues, so I probably should note what my ideal breakfast bar
would include. Positives at this hotel were good coffee, a wide variety of juices, and fruit. In addition, on the cold side of the
buffet I enjoy seeing citrus salad, a wide range of pastries—particularly danishes, cinnamon rolls, fresh biscuits, and the
occasional cream puff. On the hot side I like ham and or bacon (rather than the ubiquitous sausage), and I especially enjoy
specialty items like quiches, breakfast sandwiches, or bagels topped with eggs and cheese. One of my favorite items is cheap
and easy, but surprisingly few hotels include it at breakfast: hash browns. I also enjoy toaster waffles, but I’m not a big fan of
those do-it-yourself Belgian waffles that are ubiquitous at hotels.]
After having a few bites I made my way over to the subway station.
This station, Jamaica—Van Wyck, is at the intersection of Jamaica Avenue,
Metropolitan Avenue, and the Van Wyck Expressway (I-678). It’s one of the
newest subway stations in New York, dating to the mid 1980s. The main
entrance is a small street-level building in the middle of a scruffy little park
just west of the expressway. [The picture at left came from an article on
the website of the Queens Chronicle entitled “Van Wyck Triangle An
Eyesore”.] From there steps lead down to the mezzanine, while an escalator
leads back up. Once below ground, a long walkway above the platform leads
down to the turnstiles, which are near the auxiliary exit to Jamaica Hospital.

Online picture of Jamaica—Van Wyck station

When I wrote a travelogue of my previous trip to this area, I said
(quoting guidebooks) that the “correct” pronunciation of the expressway and
the station for which it was named was van-WIKE, but I also pointed out that

no one seemed to say it that way. I actually read a newspaper article about that on this trip, and there is apparently a bit of controversy
in the matter. By far the most common pronunciation (including that used by the recorded voice in subway announcements) is van-WICK.
However the descendents of the first mayor of New York, the namesake of the freeway, say it should be pronounced with a long “I” sound.
They apparently wrote nasty letters to the traffic reporters on the New York TV stations and made them change to the “correct”
pronunciation—even though no real person actually says it that way. The article went on to point out that in the original Dutch the name
would be closer to “fine whack” than to either of the current alternatives.
There are a lot of things New
York City Transit does well, and one of
those is their vending machines. Unlike
those in most cities, which have
needlessly complex machines, it’s easy
to pay for your fare in New York. First
you decide whether you want a pay-perride card or an unlimited time-based
card. For a tourist, the unlimited card is
almost always the better deal, and that’s
what I chose. Next you choose whether
you want a one-day, seven-day (my
choice), or thirty-day card. You then put
in money or a credit card, and you’re
done. I’ve been to cities where I’ve
missed a train because buying a ticket
took too long; in New York I had my
Metrocard in seconds. [Readers are
encouraged to contrast this with my
descriptions of the needlessly
complex
and
user
unfriendly
Washington metro and Seattle light
rail vending machines.]
My seven-day pass cost $27.
That’s a fair amount of money, but really
quite good value. A single ride on the
subway or bus is $2.25, and with a
Metrocard you get one transfer free. If I
Website picture of metrocard vending machines
paid the single-ride rate, I’d have gotten close to $27 today alone. The biggest advantage of the unlimited pass is that it allowed me to
take short rides without worrying about the cost. When I was in Seattle (where they have no passes), I was always conscious of how
much each ride was costing. Here, with everything paid up front, I could ride where and when I wanted and not worry about the cost.
While buying a Metrocard is easy, using one can be a bit of a pain. In New York scan your card manually at the turnstiles, sliding
it through a magnetic reader to open the gate. If you do things right, a read-out on the turnstile says “GO” and the turnstile unlocks.
Unfortunately the readers are very sensitive, and there’s a trick to getting the scan speed correct. The last time I was here I saw the
“SCAN AGAIN” message almost as often as “GO”. Buying a pass, I was also a bit worried whether the magnetic stripe would hold up for
the whole time I was here. Fortunately on this trip the only problem I had with a turnstile was yesterday when I entered the Jackson
Heights station with the LIRR ticket. I had to scan it four times before it finally registered. The seven-day pass worked perfectly every
time, though.
[New York is one of the few places that continues to use magnetic fare media even in 2016. Almost every other city
has moved to “contactless” smart cards with a radio transmitter chip embedded inside. That’s what Chicago’s Ventra cards
are, and it’s also the only fare medium in use these days in Los Angeles, Washington, and Philadelphia. That’s also the
technology that newer credit cards use. The smart cards were touchy at first, but time has worked most of the kinks out of
them. The magnetic metrocards continue to be a problem, though. One of the biggest issues is that they are swiped manually,
rather than being handled mechanically like Chicago’s old magnetic farecards were. In addition to the many things that can
desensitize magnetic media, you have to get the speed of the swipe and the placement of the card just right or it doesn’t properly
register. I’m not sure why New York has been so slow to replace them, but even today people have to swipe metrocards to
pass through the turnstiles.]
I passed through the turnstile and made my way down to the platform, which is apparently directly underneath the expressway.
Jamaica—Van Wyck has a strange décor that looks a bit more dated than the place actually is. The walls are covered with burnt orange
tile, and the platform seating are banks of boxy bright orange plastic chairs. There’s bright fluorescent lighting, but the cavernous station
still looks dim regardless of the time of day. [The station really does look like the early ‘70s, or perhaps even a bit older than that.
It reminded me of the color scheme décor my mother used in our home in Mt. Pleasant. The extension that includes Jamaica—
Van Wyck dates to 1988, though, so the décor must have been outdated when it was new.]

A train soon arrived, and I boarded. Before
leaving home I had repeatedly checked the MTA website,
where they detail planned service changes for the subway.
There
are
numerous
changes—particularly
on
weekends—at the moment. That’s partly because the city
is struggling to hold together a system much of which is
over a hundred years old and partly because they’re trying
to get their fair share of the government stimulus money—
getting the construction taken care of while there’s money
to do it.
I’m very glad I’d checked on the changes,
because I was prepared for the unusual route this train
would take. Normally E-trains run express through
Queens, cross under the East River at 53 rd Street, and
then run down 8th Avenue on the west side of Manhattan.
This train was still called an E-train, but it did none of those
things. Because of construction on the express tracks we
ran local all the way across Queens, and because of major
construction in the Financial District, we switched to the Fline tracks in western Queens, crossed into Manhattan ten
blocks further north than usual, and then went down 6 th
Avenue rather than 8th. E-trains normally terminate at the
World Trade Center site, but this one (and all E-trains this
weekend) would end up at Herald Square, about three
miles northeast of the normal terminal.

Platform at Jamaica—Van Wyck station

Those changes confused MANY of the riders on
the train. A lot of E-train riders are tourists who flew into
JFK and took the AirTrain to Jamaica. (I did that the last
time I was in New York.) I saw several people with luggage
staring at the subway map in the car and looking very
confused. Some of these people didn’t speak English and
couldn’t even communicate where they wanted to go. With
those who could, I was able to give advice on where they
should transfer to reach their destinations. [A surprising
number of locals were confused about the routing,
too—even though it really was quite well publicized.]

They’ve updated the E-train cars since the last time I was in New York, and the new ones are very nice indeed. The seating (all
facing the center) is standard for New York, but there are several improvements from the older car. Each car now has a digital display
that lists the next ten stops, then a section for “further stops” that keeps alternating in groups of five at a time, and the final stop for the
train. All the stops have the different connections you can make shown with them, so it’s easy to plan where you need to get off. They’ve
also replaced the old conductor’s announcements with very clear recordings. I was impressed that they had programmed the recordings
and digital read-out for the complicated, non-standard route this train took. In a typical announcement a pleasant female voice would say
something like, “This is a Manhattan-bound E-train running local on the ‘F’. The next stop is Roosevelt—Jackson Heights. Transfer is
available to the 7-train and to the Q-33 and Q-47 buses to LaGuardia Airport.” All this information had obviously been recorded not only
for the normal E-train stops, but also for all the unusual stops to which the train had been re-routed. Exactly how they got it to work, I
don’t know, but the announcements and read-out were both clear and convenient. [The newer train cars in Chicago have similar
read-outs, and they’ve used recorded announcements there for more than a decade. Those read-outs and announcements
don’t generally work for special routings, though. When something unusual happens, the drivers over-ride the recordings and
make the announcements themselves.]
Except that the local service made the trip take longer than normal, the changes were actually a good thing for me on this
particular trip. Traveling on the F-line took me straight to my first destination of the day without requiring a transfer. I got off at 50 th Street
and 6th Avenue, directly beneath Rockefeller Center. I’d been through Rockefeller Center at least twice before, but I hadn’t really seen
anything there in detail. The complex is simply gorgeous. The art deco buildings date to the ‘30s, but they’ve aged much more gracefully
than more modern buildings nearby. The complex is dotted with a number of plazas and parks which give a surprisingly open feeling to
what is essentially a skyscraper canyon. There are well-tended flower gardens and beautiful statues and fountains. It really is a lovely
place.
I was here because I had a ticket to go to Top of the Rock, the observation deck on top of the GE Building (formerly the RCA
Building) that is the heart of Rockefeller Center. My timed ticket was for 8am, and I reached the entrance about 7:50. Then I waited with
about half a dozen other visitors … and waited … and waited … and waited. They apparently open the place “sort of eightish” rather than

LEFT: Main entrance to the GE Building
RIGHT: Statue of Prometheus in the Channel Gardens

View from Top of the Rock, looking southeast toward the Chrysler and Met Life (formerly Pan Am) Buildings
promptly at 8:00. A guard unlocked the door around 8:05, but we couldn’t actually go beyond the lobby until about 8:15. Eventually we
through a metal detector took the elevator up to the roof.
Almost surprisingly, Top of the Rock was actually worth the wait. It’s a much more pleasant place to visit than the Empire State
Building, and by getting there first thing in the morning I was able to enjoy it without any crowd at all. Top of the Rock has two separate
levels, though, and there are different sections to each level. Because of that I think that even later in the day, when there likely would
be more of a crowd, it would still be an enjoyable place to visit. [The Garrigan band and choir recently went to New York, and Top
of the Rock was a highlight for them as well. I’d recommend it to anyone who visits the city. It’s definitely a better observation
deck than the Empire State Building.]
The view here really is the best in New York. I still can’t say the New York skyline is my favorite (Chicago would hold that honor
for me), but it is distinctive, and from Top of the Rock you can see it all. In particular you can see the Empire State Building, which of
course can’t be seen from its own observation deck.

While I really
enjoyed Top of the
Rock, I only spent
about half an hour
there. It’s interesting,
but there are only so
many pictures of
skyscrapers you can
snap. Before long I
set off again to
explore some more of
the city.
I happened
to read that there was
a monument marking
the site where Nathan
Hale was hanged at
the corner of Third
Avenue and 66th
Street, so I used that
as an excuse to
explore that part of
Manhattan’s
East
Side. I wandered all
around the area but
never did find any
monument. When I
returned from the trip,
I did some further
research and found
out
that
the
View from Top of the Rock, looking northeast toward
“monument”
is
Central Park and the AT&T Building
actually a bronze
plaque affixed to the side of a Banana Republic store. I walked right past the store, but I never did notice the plaque there. Apparently
there are actually three competing
sites that claim to be where the
patriot finished that one life he
gave for his country. There’s
another plaque in Grand Central
Terminal (twenty-two blocks south
of Banana Republic) saying his
death occurred there and a large
statue in City Hall Park (clear at
the south end of Manhattan) that
also claims to be the hanging site.
Historical records are murky, but it
appears most likely to be the
Banana Republic site. [Banana
Republic has since closed at
this location. Apparently the
Nathan Hale’s execution site
now houses a Pier 1 Imports
store.]
While I failed to find the
Nathan Hale tribute, I did see
numerous signs and posters
paying homage to a more modern
figure in U.S. history.
Elena
Kagen, the newest Supreme
Court justice, got her K-12
education at the Hunter College
School just north of here, and they
were definitely celebrating their

A picture I didn’t take … the Nathan Hale Republic at Banana Republic
(photo from the Upper East Side Journal blog)

alumna. (The elementary and high school are actually no longer on the main Hunter College campus, but the building where she attended
school was there.) Kagen still lives in New York, and the city as a whole seemed proud to see her selected for the court. [As a math
teacher, I know Hunter College better as the alma mater and professorial home of Mary P. Dolciani, the author of the “Structure
and Method” series of textbooks that were THE high school math books from the late ‘60s through the ‘90s.]
I took the 4-train north a couple stops from Hunter College to 86th Street [which is where the upper east side Banana Republic
has relocated]. Just above the station was an outlet of the Canadian baked goods chain Tim Horton’s. This was like no Tim Horton’s
I’ve been to before, though. The place was tiny—almost literally a hole in the wall with a counter and nothing more. They sold doughnuts
and bagels, but not the soups and sandwiches that most Tim Horton’s sell later in the day. I ordered a box of Timbits and picked up a
bottle of grapefruit juice from their cooler. There was nowhere to eat inside, so I just munched my doughnut holes as I walked down the
street. [Apparently this was one of many Tim Horton’s locations that closed following that company’s merger with Burger King
last year. They went from more than twenty New York City locations to just four.]
I made my way south to 50th Street and Park Avenue, the location of the landmark St. Bartholomew’s Church and the
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel. They’d blocked off Park Avenue at this point for some sort of charity event. People were running, walking, and
riding bikes up the avenue while police attempted to block off traffic on the side streets to allow them to pass.
My ultimate destination was slightly west of here, the Museum of Modern Art. The ticket I’d bought back in January said that
MOMA (which everyone calls the place) opened at 10am, and that’s when I arrived. However they’d since changed their hours and were
now opening at 10:30. That strikes me as absurdly late, but no one asked my opinion. I killed about fifteen minutes in their gift shop and
then made my way to the entrance where I was one of the first in line to enter. That was good, since by the time they actually did open
there were literally hundreds of people waiting to get in. They kept subdividing the line so by the time it was 10:30 there were six different
entrance lines.
Having now been
to most of New York’s big
museums at one time or
another, I can advise
anyone who asks that if
you have the time or
money to visit only one
museum in New York, that
museum
should
be
MOMA.
I was truly
astounded at how many
truly famous works of art
there are here, including
many I really don’t think of
as
“modern”
(mostly
impressionist works from
the 1800s). Among the
most famous paintings are
Van Gogh’s The Starry
Night,
Dali’s
The
Persistence of Memory,
Monet’s
Water
Lilies
triptych, Matisse’s The
Dance, Cezanne’s The
Bather, Pollack’s Number
31, Warhol’s Campbell’s
Soup Cans and Portrait of
Marilyn
Monroe,
and
Picasso’s
The
Three
Musicians
and
Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon .
There’s also lots of
geometric and completely
abstract art, photography,
architectural
drawings,
and sculpture.
The Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh
MOMA is a very
well-organized museum. It’s easy to get from one gallery to the next (a problem at many museums), and the important works can be
located quickly. I started with their special exhibition (a tribute to Matisse) on the sixth floor and worked my way back down. Some stuff
I liked and some I found amusing, but it was all interesting to see. Their brochures do a good job of explaining the collection and telling
why different artists created works in the way they did.

Surprisingly, they allow photography inside the museum [in the smartphone era, most museums have lifted their restrictions
on photos], and I snapped a number of pictures of both famous and obscure works of art. Of course, the pictures don’t really do justice
to the paintings, but they make a nice souvenir to look at later on. Another nice thing about MOMA is that it’s a well-lit museum. So many
art museums are horribly dark, but MOMA is bright and airy. That allowed me to enjoy the artworks as the artists intended, and also let
me get reasonably good pictures without using flash.
After seeing MOMA I walked to 57th Street and caught the N-train. This line crosses under the East River and then becomes
elevated at Queensboro Plaza. That station is unique as it is the only one in New York that offers an easy transfer between lines of the
two formerly competing companies that merged to form today’s New York subway. Usually to get from the BMT (Brooklyn—Manhattan
Transit, most of the lettered lines) to the IRT (Interborough Rapid Transit, the numbered lines) you have to take a series of stairs or
escalators up or down. That’s because the different lines were built with different sizes of tunnels, so equipment from one branch can’t
travel on the other. (There’s a third branch, the IND or Independent Subway, that was built during the Great Depression to the BMT
specifications.) At Queensboro Plaza [where the elevated tracks aren’t constrained by a tunnel], though, you can between the N and
7 trains by just walking across the platform. That’s exactly what I did, and then I took the 7-train almost to the end of the line.
The 7-train car I entered was mostly empty at one end, but crowded at the other. I soon saw why that was. Someone had
spilled their lunch (literally, not a euphemism) all over the floor at one end of the car. They were Asian noodles with shrimp, and there
were even chopsticks sitting near the spilled meal. The noodles were apparently highly spiced, and they really stank up the car. At one
station I ran out to the platform and made my way to the next car, which was much more pleasant.
Going to the platform to move from one car to the next definitely shows I am not a New Yorker. There are signs by the doors
that lead from car to car that clearly state they are for emergency use only and that it is illegal and dangerous to walk between cars.
Almost no one seems to obey those signs, though. People of all sorts move from car to car, mostly trying to find one that has an empty
seat. A news story while I was in New York told of a handicapped Asian woman whose artificial leg got stuck while she was moving
between cars. She was thrown on the tracks and run over by eleven different trains before her body was discovered. There had been
investigations as to whether the train operators should have noticed her body and stopped their trains. They were found not be at fault,
a decision that was apparently quite controversial. No one seemed to think it was unusual that a handicapped person should be moving
between cars, though. [That’s something I found really weird in New York. In Chicago the only people who move between cars
are beggars and scam artists.]
I got off at Mets—Willets Point Station, which until last year
was called Willets Point—Shea Stadium. Rather than trying to keep
up with corporate naming rights for the new stadium, they were
probably wise to just put the team’s name on the station. I wasn’t
here to see a baseball game, though. Instead I turned south and
made my way to Flushing Meadows—Corona Park.
Lots of other people were also headed to the park today,
but most of them stopped just outside the station and boarded a
shuttle bus from there. They were here to see Chinese dragon boat
races on a lake in the park. That might have been interesting, but it
would have taken a long time to get there and back. My destination
was much closer, right next to the park’s main landmark, the
Unisphere.

Unisphere – Flushing Meadows—Corona Park

I soon made my way to the Queen Museum, one of several
museums the City of New York operates in its different boroughs.
Like most governments, the City of New York is having financial
difficulties right now, which has led them to severely reduce the
hours of their cultural facilities. The Queens Museum, for instance
is open only from 12 – 6 on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. It
probably makes sense that they chose to keep it open on weekends,
rather than during the week, since that’s when the local people
would be more likely to be able to get there. It’s kind of sad that
they had to reduce the hours so much, though. [As of 2016 the
museum is open Wednesday – Sunday from 12 – 6.]

The museum building is vaguely historic. It was originally built for the 1939 world’s fair, and for five years after World W ar II it
served as the first headquarters of the United Nations. Perhaps most noteworthy the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was drafted
here, and passages from that document are shown on banners and signs around the museum. There’s also a bronze plaque that tells
the history of the building, and unlike with Nathan Hale, I actually managed to find this one.
While there are a lot of small exhibits at the Queens Museum, there is only one major attraction. That is the Panorama of the
City of New York. The Panorama was an exhibit built for the 1964 world’s fair, and it’s probably best described as the world’s largest
diorama. It’s a scale model of every single building in all five boroughs of New York. Highways, airports, railroads, parks , rivers, and
bays also appear in this massive display. There are more than 895,000 individual structures in the panorama, which at 9,335 square feet

is larger than two standard
basketball courts.
During the
world’s fair they had a ride here that
simulated flying over the city in a
helicopter.
Today there are
walkways around the perimeter, so
you can take your time looking
down over every part of New York.
The
panorama
was
updated regularly up until 1994,
and it currently portrays the city as
it looked then. The twin towers of
the World Trade Center still
dominate lower Manhattan, and a
number of buildings (like the
Clarion Hotel in Jamaica) haven’t
been built yet. They’ve got an
“adopt a building” program to raise
money to update the exhibit again,
but there’s no clear plan for when
that will come. [They apparently
have updated the panorama a bit
since my visit.
The biggest
change was the addition of Citi
Field, the new home of the New
York Mets.
They have also
added the new Yankee Stadium,
World Trade Center in the Panorama of New York City – Queens Museum
a major wastewater treatment
facility, and a variety of other buildings around the city. The old World Trade Center is still portrayed as it looked before the
towers fell, though, and there are apparently no immediate plans to change that.]
Around the panorama walkway they had a series
of small exhibits that were nearly as interesting as the main
attraction. This was called the Toy Theatre of Terror as
Usual. According to the museum website, this exhibit
began in 1990, at the time of the first Gulf War. A group of
Queens-based artists has added to it periodically since
then, mostly during the George W. Bush administration,
but most recently just last summer. They describe it as “a
prismatic, useful, and entertaining response to the
everyday terror of reading about current events in the
newspaper”. The exhibit is a series of little puppet theatre
displays that mostly call attention to the desire of both
government and business to want people to live in a
constant state of terror. It’s not the sort of thing that would
play well in the “red” states, but I found it most intriguing.
The most recent addition, by the way, is called “The Curse
of Bigness” and mocks the government bailout of
businesses that are allegedly “too big to fail”. [The exhibit
has been moved from Queens and is now housed at
Concorrdia University in Montreal.]

Toy Theatre of Terror as Usual – Queens Museum
The Queens Museum also features a large collection of Tiffany glass. While people think of Tiffany as a Manhattan company,
their manufacturing center was actually in Astoria, Queens, so this is very much local art. They also display the work of contemporary
Queens artists and have studios that you can look into and see artists at work.
Another interesting exhibit features memorabilia from the two worlds fairs that took place in Flushing Meadows—Corona Park.
One display notes the sudden disappearance of Germany, which had a pavilion at the start of the 1939 fair but was gone by the time the
fair closed.
I stopped briefly in the museum gift shop, which also mostly featured fair memorabilia, and then made my way to the west edge
of the park. I walked past the New York Hall of Science, a museum oriented to children that is housed in an ultra-modern curving building
that is a remnant of the ’64 fair. There was an interesting playground outside the science museum that basically consisted of a bunch of
ladders and ropes placed at different angles to one another. It amazed me that someone hadn’t ordered the place closed down as too
dangerous, but the local kids were having great fun (and probably getting lots of good exercise as well) climbing and swinging.

I left Flushing Meadows—Corona Park and walked north on 111th Street, which runs at the edge of the neighborhood known as
Corona. Once an Italian enclave, Corona today is almost exclusively Hispanic. The store signs and even the billboards are all in Spanish
here, and that was the language I heard as I made my way down the street.
What may seem surprising to some people is that, while its residents are Mexican and Central American, this part of Corona is
very much a middle class neighborhood. People live in neatly kept duplexes and rowhouses with lace curtains and flower boxes in their
windows. It’s really a very pretty area, and I had a pleasant walk through it.
I turned left when I reached Roosevelt Avenue, which is dominated by the elevated tracks of the 7-train running overhead.
Roosevelt is a lively business strip, but the train tracks definitely make the place look dark and grim. I walked west on Roosevelt to 103rd
Street, where I stopped to have lunch.
My lunch stop was the first of
several places I visited that would best
be described as ethnic fast food. Pollo
Campero is a restaurant chain based in
Guatemala. They have around 1,000
locations. Most are in Mexico and
Central America, but there are also
outlets in Europe, the Middle East, and
places with large Hispanic populations
in the United States and Canada. The
Corona location occupies an entire
three-story building on Roosevelt
Avenue, but inside it has the look and
feel of any fast food place. They even
have a drive-through at an alley in the
back. The restaurant’s name basically
means Country-Style Chicken, and the
place competes with KFC and similar
restaurants. In Queens the advertising
signs were in both Spanish and English
(including one that said “a taste you
can’t campero”), and the menu board
was in English only. With the exception
of me, though, everyone in the place
spoke Spanish. When I got to the front
of the line, I was greeted with, “Muy
buenos días, y gracias por elegir Pollo
Website photo of Pollo Campero – Corrona, Queens
Campero. ¿Cómo podemos servirle?” (Hello. Thanks for choosing Pollo Campero. How may we serve you?) I responded by ordering
in English. The clerk was taken aback slightly, but she took the order without a problem.
I ordered a grilled white meat combo meal. [Supposedly their fried chicken is much better than the grilled variety, and I
have no idea why I chose the healthier option.] All their meals come with Latin American side dishes. I chose beans with tortillas and
yuca fries. I also had Fanta orange soda. When I placed the order I thought the yuca fries were made of the spiky desert plant yucca. In
fact yuca is cassava, the same root from which tapioca is made. The fries were interesting, but definitely my least favorite part of the
meal. They were fibrous and rather flavorless. I ended up drenching them in spicy salsa, which made them minimally palatable. The
chicken was also not my favorite. It was marinated and grilled with the skin on, and I’m not a fan of chicken skin. The seasoning was
very good, though. The beans and tortillas were—well, beans and tortillas. Again salsa helped them immensely. I doubt I’ll be rushing
back to Pollo Campero again, but it was interesting to see a Guatemalan spin on fast food.
[Pollo Campero has closed their Canadian and Middle Eastern locations, but they’ve opened dozens of locations in
Spain and also expanded into Ecuador. They now have more than a hundred U.S. locations, stretching through fourteen states
from coast to coast. There are at least two dozen in metro New York alone. There’s even one in St. Paul now, so if I do get a
hankering for Guatemalan chicken I won’t have to go that far.]
I went to the 103rd Street station and took the 7-train over to 61st /Woodside, where I went to another ethnic fast food place for
dessert. While you’ve probably never heard of it, Jollibee is one of the largest restaurant chains on earth. They have thousands of
locations throughout east Asia, plus in the Middle East, California, and a single location in Queens. [Jollibee is also expanding, though
it appears not as quickly as Pollo Campero. They’ve now added locations in Hawaii, Nevada, Texas, Virginia, and Washington
state, and the Queens location has been complemented by another in suburban New Jersey. Their newest location will open
this summer in Skokie, Illinois—and I might just check it out.]
Jollibee (whose symbol is a jolly bee) is based in the Philippines, and I’ve read several places that what they serve is reasonably
authentic Filipino food—which is a bizarre mix of east and west. Almost everything on their menu is overly sweet. [It reminded me a lot

of what I ate in Hawaii.] For instance the hamburger they serve has a slice of
pineapple on it, they have spring rolls with that mix pork and ham with kiwi fruit and
honey, and they serve pasta with a sauce made of mashed bananas.
Everyone at Jollibee spoke English, and the building was a newly-built
metal and plastic structure. The place had a much more foreign feel than Pollo
Campero did, though. Not only was the menu bizarre, but people crowded around
the counter in the disorderly manner you might expect in a Third World country.

Halo-Halo from the Jollibee website menu
Given their tropical menu, I figured it was safest to stick with something that
was supposed to be sweet. I opted for their featured dessert, the halo-halo. The
name (with the A’s pronounced as “ah”) apparently means “mix” in Tagalog, and it’s
Jollibee – Woodside, Queens
basically a mix of every conceivable dessert. It starts as the type of shaved ice they
serve in Hawaii, a base of sweet beans and ice cream topped with flavored ice. Mixed in with that, though, they have all kinds of little
“treasures”. You can find little bits of fruit, sweetened corn kernels, and chunks of gelatin and flan. On top of the ice they pour condensed
milk, and that is topped with two flavors of sherbet and whipped cream. New York requires the calories of every item on a re staurant
menu to be listed beside the price. I’ll tell you that halo-halo cost $4.95, but I’ll just let you guess how many calories were in it. [On their
website they show 490 calories per serving, but buried in the fine print is the fact that this refers to a one-cup serving. They
claim a single halo-halo is actually three servings—so that one plastic cup holds almost 1500 calories.]
I personally found the halo-halo too sweet and too much of a mish-mash of flavors. A lot of the individual components were
good, but I can’t say I cared for the overall dish. It was interesting to try the thing, though. [There are Jollibee locations all over Los
Angeles, and Margaret and I may check out some of their other menu offerings when we’re out there this summer.]
I walked west along Roosevelt to the next subway station. The language on the signs was different, but the street looked almost
identical in both Corona and Woodside. If anything Woodside (which was once Irish and now is mostly Asian) struck me as a bit poorer
than Corona, but it’s lively, interesting neighborhood. [There’s a couple of Choice Hotels properties in this area as well, and it’s
another area I might stay in on a future trip.]
Like most of New York, there’s a lot of graffiti around here. One spot that would lend itself to graffiti has instead been turned
into a more traditional artwork, though. Underneath the Long Island Railroad overpass in Woodside there’s a lovely mural called
Woodside on the Move that shows all the different forms of transportation people have used here in the past 400 years.
My next stop was at Court Square in Long Island City, clear at the west end of Queens. My MOMA ticket also entitled me to
visit the P.S. 1 Museum of Contemporary Art, which is located in an old school building just south of Court Square. I found P.S. 1 with
no problem, but they were having a special event, and normal tickets did not provide admission to it. Honestly I wasn’t all that interested
in seeing the place anyway, though, so it was no great loss.
Across from P.S. 1 is a rather strange artistic display. The inside of an old brick warehouse building has been turned into lowrent studio space for local artists. The outside of the same building is now what they describe as “an outdoor exhibit space” called Five
Pointz. What that means is that they’ve made it a place where graffiti is welcomed and treated as art. I personally found Five Pointz
ugly, but it is definitely unique.
I walked south on Jackson Avenue to the 21st/Van Alst G-train station. [Like many stations in Queens, the name of this one
is redundant. Van Alst is just the former name of what is now 21 st Street.] I bought a book some time ago that chronicles one buy’s
trip to every single subway station in New York. Dave Frattini begins his review of 21st/Van Alst with the words, “Boy what a mess this
joint is!” I would have to second that. Some of the New York subway stations are lovely, and most are acceptably utilitarian. 21st/Van

Alst, though, is easily the worst station I’ve seen anywhere.
The whole place looks like it’s literally falling apart, and I’d
be amazed if a janitor has been there since the Reagan
administration. According to the MTA website, this station
was closed just a couple weeks ago for asbestos removal,
and I couldn’t help but notice suspicious white stuff
hanging from the ceiling. I really wanted to hold my breath
the whole time I was there, and I was very glad when a
train finally arrived.
The G-train is unique in that it’s the only subway
line that never enters Manhattan. It makes a short run from
Long Island City to downtown Brooklyn. The line used to
extend east along Queens Boulevard, but they shortened
it due to budget cuts. Those same cuts mean trains run
less frequently and with fewer cars on the G-train than on
the other subway lines.
I rode south just a couple of stops to Metropolitan
Avenue. Just west of there was my next destination, the
Website photo shows peeling tile and grime at 21st/Van Alst station
City Reliquary. I was not familiar with the term “reliquary”
and in fact thought it was spelled with the “q” before the “l” when I first encountered this museum. The term basically means a collection
of relics and traditionally referred to a religious shrine. In the context of this museum it refers to relics of the city itself. It’s basically just
a bunch of old junk that’s been put on display in a little storefront museum in Brooklyn.
That said, much of the junk is fascinating. There’s thousands of old photos and postcards, a variety of old beverage bottles, and
the first Metrocard issued by the subway system. Probably the most interest exhibit is on the belly dancer Little Egypt who was considered
scandalous decades ago. The museum is “pay what you wish”, and it made an interesting quick stop.
I walked west and north through Williamsburg, one of the hippest and most rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods in New York. It
may be trendy, but it was far from my favorite part of the city. It comes across as a college town with no college. There’s bars and coffee
houses and overpriced boutiques, but the place seemed to be lacking in cultural opportunities. That doesn’t seem to matter to the blondhaired, black-clad twenty-somethings who call it home, though.
I made my way to the Bedford Avenue subway L-train station. I soon crossed into lower Manhattan and then headed west
beneath 14th Street. I took the L-train to the end of the line, at 8th Avenue. From there I headed south past a tiny little triangle called
Jackson Square (amusingly small compared to the main downtown park in New Orleans that shares the name). I was intrigued to see a
Lukoil gas station across from Jackson Square, since I’d stopped at another branch of the Russian-owned chain on my quiz bowl trip
earlier in the summer. The cheapest grade of gas in Manhattan, by the way, cost $3.01 9 a gallon, while the Gulf station next to my hotel
in Jamaica charged $2.899 for the same stuff. [The Lukoil station has apparently been torn down to make way for luxury condos.]
I walked west from
Jackson Square to Gansevoort
Street, a place that looks like it
should be a movie set.
Gansevoort is part brick and
part cobblestone, and it is lined
with neatly-sandblasted 19th
Century buildings. The area
looks more like a small town
than a big city neighborhood
[really it looks like a small
city—like Burlington, Iowa,
for instance], and it made for
a pleasant stroll.
I walked three blocks
west, almost reaching the
Hudson River. I stopped when
I reached my destination, the
High Line. This was built early
in the 20th Century as an
Google Street view image of the Meatpacking District – Manhattan
elevated freight railroad that
served a variety factories and food processing businesses on Manhattan’s far west side. The neighborhood is still called the Meatpacking
District, but the businesses the railroad served died out decades ago. The High Line was abandoned and stood rusting above a bad
neighborhood for years.

Less than a year ago the High Line was restored
and re-purposed as a park. They put a pedestrian path
down the middle and planted the sides with a combination
of native plants and plants that had overgrown the route
when it was abandoned. This is apparently a copy of a
similar project in Paris called the Promenade Plantée. It’s
a nice idea. What used to be an eyesore is now a park in
the sky.
[The success of the High Line has inspired a
number of similar projects in other cities. Chicago
recently opened the Bloomingdale Trail (a.ka.a “the
606”) which runs on a former elevated freight line
across the north side. Elevated trails are also in
development in Philadelphia, St. Louis, Toronto,
Mexico City, and London—among other cities.]

The High Line appears to be a heavily used park.
Hundreds of people were walking along it this Saturday
afternoon. Most interesting among them was a wedding
Wedding party walking along the High Line – Meatpacking District
party who were taking their formal photographs on the
High Line. It was a hot day, and I’d think it would be miserable to be wearing a tuxedo, but the setting would make for some interesting
pictures.
The High Line runs both beside and through a number of abandoned factories. Most of these have been converted to apartments
(with “affordable” rents starting at $2000 a month), but some have found other purposes. The most famous building along here is
the former headquarters of Nabisco. That building is now called Chelsea Market. It’s a European-style market that’s seems to be
mostly oriented to tourists, and the same building is also the home of my favorite TV channel, Food Network. Chelsea Market was very
touristy, and honestly I didn’t care for the place much. I’m glad to have been there once, though.
I did buy a refreshment at Chelsea Market. Two guys had set up a table in the tunnel where the High Line passes through
Chelsea Market, and they were selling what they called organic shaved ice. What made it organic, I’m not really sure, but I can verify
that the ice was indeed shaved—literally. They took a razor-like device to a big block of ice and physically shaved bits off of it. It was
obviously hard work and couldn’t have been very comfortable in the heat. I normally completely ignore tip jars, but I took sympathy on
the guy who shaved my ice this afternoon. My drink cost $1.50 order, and I gave him back the change from two bucks.
The High Line is currently about a mile long, with
plans to extend it much further in the future—perhaps even
up to the rail yards west of Penn Station. [It is now open
all the way north to that point.] For now it ends at 20th
Street and 10th Avenue. There I descended to ground level
next to a bizarre parking garage that basically consisted of
a bunch of elevators that can each hold several levels of
cars. Apparently each one travels in a big circle, so when
needed they can bring any car down to ground level. It
seemed needlessly complicated, but I suppose it would
store the maximum number of cars in the minimum space.
I walked east and north through the neighborhood
called Chelsea. This is a highly gentrified and rather
snooty-feeling area that is apparently the hot spot for gay
people in New York. I didn’t check out the numerous clubs,
but it was a pretty neighborhood that made for a pleasant
walk.
I went back to the subway at 23rd Street and 7th
Parking garage at 10th & 20th – Chelsea
Avenue. This station serves the 1-train, which is the main
subway along the Manhattan’s West Side. Normally this train runs quite frequently. They must have been doing construction on the line,
though, because I waited more than fifteen minutes on a hot, crowded platform before a train finally came into the station.
I transferred at Times Square to the 7-train and rode out to the 74th/Broadway station in Queens. This elevated station is directly
connected to the Jackson Heights/Roosevelt subway station, and I walked downstairs to transfer to the subway. The first train that came
was an R-train, which I boarded. Oddly, almost no one else got on this train. I think they avoided it because the R-train runs local along
Queens Boulevard, and they didn’t want a local train. What they either didn’t know or weren’t thinking was that this weekend ALL the

trains on Queens Boulevard were local trains. The E or F (which are normally express) would take the same length of time to get
anywhere as the R.
The construction they were doing was near the Elmhurst station, one stop east of Jackson Heights. I’m not sure exactly what
they were doing, but they’d managed to fill at least five cars of a work train with concrete chunks, and there was enough work happening
on the express tracks that the local trains had to slow down to almost nothing to get past.
I took the R-train east to 67th Avenue, where I again headed up to street level. 67th is in a neighborhood known as Rego Park.
The origin of the neighborhood’s name is amusing. It was named almost a century ago by the company that built the houses here, the
Real Good Construction Company. The houses (mostly duplexes with tiny front yards) are all on the side streets. Queens Boulevard
itself is entirely commercial.
Rego Park has traditionally been a heavily Jewish neighborhood,
and—unlike most of Queens—it retains its historic ethnicity today. I
stopped here to check out yet another ethnic fast food place, this time a
Kosher restaurant called Knish Nosh. Knishes (and, by the way, the “k” is
pronounced in the word) are little lumps of starch. The classic version,
which I had, amounts to mashed potatoes covered in pastry and baked like
a danish. It’s East European peasant food, but it really is quite good,
especially when topped with spicy mustard. I enjoyed a knish and also
added a new Pepsi can (a souvenir of the Yankees’ 27 th World Series
championship) to my collection.

Old Knish Nosh location – Rego Park, Queens
The old location is apparently now a Starbuck’s.]

[Knish Nosh has apparently relocated, though they only
moved about a block away. They’re slightly further from the subway
station now, in a new building they share with a Peruvian restaurant.

Knish Nosh is right on Queens Boulevard. This extremely busy twelve-lane street has been dubbed “the boulevard of death” by
the press because of countless fatalities among pedestrians along it. I took up the challenge and actually crossed Queens Boulevard at
67th Avenue. That’s no small challenge. The street is set up in four sections, each with three lanes of traffic, so you have to pass through
three medians to get to the other side. The light switched from “WALK” to a flashing hand by the time I got to the first median. Fortunately
it was still flashing when I made it to the third median, and I just managed to get to the other side when traffic started moving on the
boulevard. I rushed the whole way, too. It’s no surprise that people who dawdle even a little have trouble getting across.
I took the E-train back to Jamaica—Van Wyck and had a relaxing soak in the bath tub. That was nice. I do plenty of walking in
summer, but today I’d walked A LOT. I don’t often use a bath tub [and when I do it’s almost always at hotels], but it was good to
soothe the tired muscles.
I changed into nicer clothes (long pants and a dress
shirt) and then headed east along Jamaica Avenue. I stopped
briefly near the corner of Jamaica and Sutphin Avenues for my
final ethnic snack of the day. This time I patronized a chain called
Golden Krust, which specializes in Jamaican cuisine. While they
have an almost encyclopedic menu, the main things they serve
at Golden Krust are “patties”. This not a hamburger patty or
anything of the sort. It’s what people in Spanish-speaking
countries would call an empanada. I’d bet the Jamaican “patty”
comes from the British “pasty”. The product they sell is a baked
meat-filled turnover.
I had a spicy beef patty and a jerk chicken patty. Neither
was anything I’d order again. Both fillings might have been all
right on their own (the chicken more than the beef), but the
Golden Krust patties had far too much bread and far too little
meat. While the bread was colored bright yellow, it was almost
completely flavorless. I really didn’t care much for the patties at
all, and I ended up throwing about half of each one out. It was
interesting to sample something different, though—and it was
also interesting to be the only white person in a long line of
Caribbean blacks at the counter. [This really was one of the
worst meals I’ve ever had. If I never try Jamaican food again,
my life will be complete.]
I had gone over to Sutphin mostly because that is where
the Jamaica Long Island Railroad station is located. Normally the

Website view of a Golden Krust patty
(The article that carried this picture told of a food
poisoning incident that affected the food.)

LIRR is a very expensive way to travel, but on weekends they have a deal called “City Ticket” that allows you to travel anywhere within
the New York city limits for not much more than a subway fare. The LIRR is both quicker and more comfortable than the subway, so I
bought a City Ticket from a vending machine and made my way up to the platforms.
On weekends most LIRR stations are served about once an hour. The exception to that is Jamaica, where all but one of the
numerous commuter rail lines come together. Trains arrive in Jamaica every five or ten minutes, and from there an express train will
reach Penn Station in about fifteen minutes. Especially with the construction, this was a much quicker trip than the subway.
The LIRR trains are also nicer than the subway. On the outside they look almost identical to subway cars (and apparently use
the exact same technology), but inside they have padded seats that face forward. The train was nearly empty on a weekend, and I
enjoyed a swift and comfortable ride into “the city”. (Technically Queens is part of the city, but even Queens residents mean Manhattan
when they use that phrase.)
The LIRR lets out on a concourse well beneath street level that is lined with shops and restaurants. I happened to see a much
larger Tim Horton’s than the one I’d been to this morning, and I bought a doughnut and a bottle of juice there. [I’d gotten a Tim Horton’s
scrip card before this trip, and I wanted to use it up.] I also happened to see a candy vendor who was selling the new M&Ms with
pretzels inside them. Having tried strange food from around the world, I figured I’d have a bite of strange American food as well. The
pretzels gave the M&Ms a strange crunch. They were interesting, but I don’t know that I’ll be buying them again. I personally like the
good old-fashioned peanut kind. [Peanut butter is good, too.]
I took the subway back to Rockefeller Center and then walked a couple blocks to the intersection of 47th Street, 7th Avenue, and
Broadway. My destination was the Palace Theatre, where I had a ticket to see a Broadway show. The theatre was THE Palace referred
to in the phrase “playing the Place” meaning reaching the peak of a show business career. The Palace was founded as a vaudeville
house in 1913. It morphed into a movie theatre during the depression and was the site of premieres for major films like Citizen Kane. It’s
been a Broadway stage theatre since the mid ‘60s, featuring shows such as Sweet Charity, George M, Man of La Mancha, La Cage aux
Folles, Beauty and the Beast, and modern musical version of Aida. I was here to see the latest in its line of show, the revival of a musical
set in New York—West Side Story.
On the outside the Palace looks very strange. Its historic building is surrounded on the north, east, and south, and completely
covered overhead by a modern hotel, the Doubletree Suites. Both the theatre and hotel are covered with those garish advertisements
for which Times Square is famous. While one of the ads is for West Side Story, if I hadn’t have checked out the exact location of the
theatre ahead of time, it would have been very easy to overlook it. The marquee is very small, and the place really gets lost in the
surrounding confusion.
It was less than twenty minutes before showtime when I arrived, but they hadn’t yet opened the doors. They finally did at about
7:45, and I made my way upstairs. I was seated in the front row of the balcony, with a great view of the stage at a bargain price [though
nothing is really a bargain on Broadway].
The theatre was lovely, though really not much different from the other old theatres I’ve visited in numerous other cities. What
stands out at the Palace is that almost every surface is gilded, which made the place seem bright even when the lights went down. There
was also an enormous chandelier that dominated the ceiling. At one point they used the chandelier for an interesting lighting effect during
the show, shining a spotlight through it so the light reflected randomly off the glass baubles.
There was a full house for tonight’s show, which is apparently rather unusual since
the economic downturn [though I’d bet typical for a weekend night]. I was expecting a
New York crowd to be well dressed, but that really wasn’t the case. Some of the women were
dressed up, but I was about the best dressed man in the theatre. I saw absolutely no one with
a tie, and some people were in T-shirts and shorts. That just doesn’t seem appropriate for
the theatre to me, but I suppose they’ll take whatever money they can get.
West Side Story is definitely not my favorite show. I’d seen the movie, and I’d seen
the show on stage in college. I can’t say I found either of them terribly memorable. The
concept of taking the plot of Romeo and Juliet and setting it among 1950s street gangs just
doesn’t seem terribly believable to me, and while the music has won awards, I just don’t really
care for most of it. I’d chosen to come to this show (rather than one some I knew I’d like
better, like Hairspray) because it was a show about New York and one I hadn’t seen by a
professional cast before.
This particular production was very different than either the movie or the stage
version I’d seen years ago. The director sought to bring authenticity to the show by having
the Puerto Rican characters speak (and in one case sing) to each other in Spanish. That was
honestly strange, and while I was able to follow the dialogue, it was clear many members of
the audience weren’t. I think the idea would have worked better if they had a screen above
the stage with English captions on it. [This is a technology no theatre ever seems to use,
though I’d think it would be easy to implement.]

The show is known for its aggressive choreography, and that was certainly evident in this version. If anything the dance was
almost overdone. There are several fighting scenes in West Side Story, and these were almost entirely staged as acrobatic ballet.
Someone behind me muttered, “It’s like a @$%& operetta,” and it did bear a striking resemblance to The Pirates of Penzance.
The sets were very nice, and surprisingly elaborate for a show that is often performed on a mostly bare stage. Professional sets
most often allude to a scene rather than completely creating it. That makes sense, given that most people are viewing those sets from a
long distance away and that a typical show can take place in a dozen or more different locations. The sets for West Side Story had a lot
of intricate detail—most likely done oversized (so it would look detailed from the balcony), but beautiful nonetheless.
I mentioned I didn’t care for the music in this show, and I had pretty much the same reaction to the vocals as I’d had before.
The lead actress was an opera singer from Argentina, while the main actor sort of spoke his way through his songs. Those two styles
didn’t mix well. The orchestra, however, was outstanding. This was a true orchestra. I counted at least twenty different musicians,
including a dozen different people on strings. It was fascinating to have violin rather than piano as the primary background instrument,
and it really was a beautiful sound.
The show got finished shortly after 10pm, about ten minutes earlier than the program implied it would run. The flow out of the
theatre was surprisingly smooth. When I got to the top of the balcony, I was able to immediately catch an elevator down to the lobby. I
wish all theatres emptied so easily.
Broadway is nicknamed “the Great White Way”, and I got a sense as I exited where that name came from. Times Square was
literally brighter than day when I walked out of the theatre. Those old neon lights have been replaced with LEDs, but they’re shining as
bright as ever. It’s not an exaggeration to say it was almost blinding.
I had thought Rockefeller Center was the closest station to the Palace, but it turned out there was an entrance to another station
literally right next door to the theatre. The entrance led to a long hallway, and I think I finally went through the turnstile about two blocks
away, but it worked out all right. I took the D-train to Queensboro Plaza, where I immediately transferred to the 7-train. Sitting across
from me on the 7 were two pudgy peroxide blonde girls whose skimpy clothes in no way flattered their figures. Each of them was carrying
a tiny Abercrombie & Fitch bag about the size of a lunch bag. I first pondered what article of clothing could possibly fit in so small a bag.
Staring longer at the bag, I couldn’t help but notice the nude man and woman on it, each strategically positioned so that nothing obscene
was revealed but it was obvious they were totally nude. The concept of a clothing store advertising with nudity seems just bizarre to me.
You’d think those same beautiful models could wear some of the garments the store sells. [Abercrombie has since completely
overhauled their advertising, and using nude models to sell clothes is a thing of the past.]
I’d see those nude people almost everywhere I went in New York. Abercrombie & Fitch was probably the most common bag I
saw in New York, though Macy’s might possibly have given it a challenge. The models on the bags are shapely white kids, but the
customers run the gamut of all races, ages, and figures. I suppose the elderly black man and the obese gray-haired Chinese woman I
saw with A&F bags must have been buying something for their grandchildren; I can’t imagine there’d be anything either of them would
want (or even that they could possibly fit into) in the store.
While they may buy Abercrombie clothes, I must add that New Yorkers as a whole really didn’t strike me as overly trendy. If
anything the clothes I saw seemed a bit on the conservative side, and that was even more true in Queens than in Manhattan. The vast
majority of New Yorkers I saw were also more than a little overweight. They may walk more than people in other places, but there’s a
reason Tim Horton’s, Dunkin Donuts, and Krispy Kreme do such a good business.
I took the 7-train to Jackson Heights, and made my way down to the subway. The first train to come along was an F-train, so I
rode it to 71st—Continental. Two other trains came and went before I finally on an E-train, which I rode back to Jamaica—Van Wyck. As
I left the subway, a white kid in droopy “hip-hop” jeans got on his cell phone to tell a friend he had just gotten off the train. “You wouldn’t
believe the delays,” he said. “I’m never taking the train again!” Even making a triple transfer and waiting at 71st for the E-train, it was still
less than an hour from Times Square to Jamaica. When I stay in Chicago, I’m normally in hotels out by O’Hare, and even when
everything’s going perfectly on the ‘L’ it takes forty-five minutes to get from downtown to the outskirts. To me the time to get to Jamaica
didn’t seem like a big deal at all.
An elderly white couple who spoke some language I didn’t understand were also among those who got off at Jamaica Van Wyck.
They looked perplexed as they left the station, but turned around and smiled. It turned out they were also headed to the Clarion, whose
bright sign is easily visible from the station at night. I passed them on my way there, but before the elevator arrived in the lobby, they had
arrived.

Sunday, August 8
New York City & Long Island
I was up promptly at 6:00 this morning and left the hotel around 6:30. I stopped briefly at the McDonalds across Jamaica Avenue
for coffee and an Egg McMuffin, and I was surprised to find the prices in Queens were actually less than in Algona. Something you do
need to be careful of when you look at menus in New York is that it’s the price you notice rather than the calories. Both are required to

be posted in New York, and they’re normally listed side-by-side in equal sized type. The Egg McMuffin, for instance, said “2.29 – 300”.
Many times the decimal point gets obscured in the price, so it can be a challenge to figure out which is which.
I made my way to the
Long Island Railroad station
and
double-checked
the
departure time for the train I
wanted. Jamaica station is a
“real” train station, with a lobby,
ticket office, and restrooms at
street level. From there stairs
and elevators lead up to eight
different elevated platforms,
and there are connections to
the underground subway and
the JFK AirTrain, which is
elevated even higher than the
LIRR.

Website picture of the lunch menu board at a New York McDonalds
(The “Cal” notation has been added since this trip.)

I should have known
better than to use the restroom
in an urban train station, but
the need was pressing. At
some point in history this was
probably a lovely bathroom,
with marble fixtures and brass
hardware. The place has seen
decades of abuse, though, and
today no one would ever
describe the men’s room as
nice.

I made my way up to
Platform 8, and almost immediately my train arrived. Jamaica is the major transfer point between lines, so most trains stop there for three
or four minutes before continuing on. I settled into an empty set of seats that was designed for three passengers, and before long we
headed off east.
As we made our way out of the station the conductor came up and punched my ticket three times. That worried me a bit, since
it was a round-trip ticket, but he explained that there are three punches for each trip. Why that is, I don’t know, but it seems to be standard
policy on the LIRR.

The Long Island Railroad connects Penn Station in Manhattan and Atlantic Terminal in Brooklyn with communities as far as 100
miles away at the eastern edge of Long Island. Most lines are served about every fifteen minutes at rush hour (which is as often as the
subway or light rail service in some cities) and hourly even on weekends. Most of the people waiting on the platforms were dressed in
beach clothes, and many were carrying surfboards or innertubes. I was wearing the same clothes I’d worn to the theatre last night, and
on a Sunday morning, I was by far the best dressed person in the station.
I’d taken the train mostly as a way of seeing some places
I hadn’t been to before. While Jamaica is the end of the subway,
it’s actually smack dab in the center of Queens. There’s nearly
ten miles of New York City east of here that you can’t get to by
subway. Much of eastern Queens is served by the LIRR, and
riding eastward was a way of seeing what that area was like.
The eastern Queens neighborhoods I saw (Hollis,
Queens Village, Bellrose, and Floral Park) were about as different
from Manhattan as you could get. The area looks more like Staten
Island than anywhere else in New York. Guidebooks describe it
as feeling suburban, but I found it more like a middle class urban
neighborhood in a small city somewhere west of New York. It
feels a lot like residential Des Moines or Minneapolis, for instance,
or perhaps even Portland or Seattle. It’s mostly large old wooden
single-family homes from the middle of the last century. There are
some duplexes thrown in, and many of the homes have been
converted to apartments. There are also low-rise business strips
running along all the main drags. Everybody’s got a tiny, well-kept
lawn, and everybody owns a car. On the other hand there are
sidewalks and buses everywhere, so the cars are parked as much
as they’re used. There’s still a bit of graffiti and vandalism, but the
general feeling is much cleaner than other places in New York.
Location of Jamaica compared to Queens
Like all of Queens, these neighborhoods are very multiand the rest of New York City
ethnic. The majority here is black, but there are substantial numbers of people from all over the world. When outsiders hear these are
black neighborhoods, many people (myself included, sadly) first imagine they must be slums. An interesting fact, though, is that in
Queens blacks actually have a higher per capita income than whites do. It’s one of only four counties in America (and the only one of
any size at all) that has that distinction. Part of the reason for that is that nearly half of Queens’ black population is immigrants from Africa
and the Caribbean. Like virtually all immigrants, they have a strong work ethic and a vision of upward mobility. [That’s absolutely true,
though you wouldn’t know it from the horrible things some Presidential candidates say.] More importantly, for generations Queens
has been the place that successful black New Yorkers have moved to. While TV’s Jeffersons may have “moved on up” from Archie
Bunker’s neighborhood to Manhattan’s East Side condo towers, it’s much more common for blacks who do well to move from row houses
and low-rent apartments in Brooklyn or the Bronx to a “garden neighborhood” in Queens. In past generations black celebrities like Louis
Armstrong, Lena Horne, and Jackie Robinson lived near the LIRR stations in eastern Queens, and that continues to be where successful
blacks move today. (Asians, by the way, earn more than either blacks or whites in Queens, and Hispanics have the lowest average
incomes.)
I continued eastward on the LIRR passed Belmont Racetrack, which marks the end of New York City and the start of what New
Yorkers call Long Island. Technically both Brooklyn and Queens are part of Long Island, but the term invariably refers to Nassau and
Suffolk Counties, which extend east of the city to a point just south of Rhode Island. I chose to head here partly because it is a place my
mother spent time when she was a young woman. She was one of the millions of women who worked during World War II, though instead
of being “Rosie the Riveter”, she held a service job. During the war she lived on Long Island with her uncle, and from the fuzzy black and
white photos of her from that era, I felt a strange connection as I entered Nassua County today.
I actually have no clue exactly where my mother lived back in the ‘40s.
The pictures were just labeled “Long Island”. They look a lot like the Queens
neighborhoods I’ve already described, and they could be almost any close-in
suburb as well. Regardless of exactly where she may have been, it was
interesting to catch a glimpse of Long Island this morning.
As I traveled beyond Queens, Nassau County rapidly started looking
more and more suburban. My ultimate destination, Garden City, looked a lot
like Brookfield or LaGrange (both older, but well-kept suburbs west of Chicago).
The yards here were much larger than in Queens, more like what you might see
in a small town. The houses ranged from modest to palatial. Like Queens,
though, Garden City was a diverse place. The majority here is white, but there
Typical home – Garden City, New York
was clearly a significant black minority, as well as a lot of south and east Asians. I also saw some Hispanics in Garden City, but I got the

feeling they were day workers who came there by train. A number of well-known people live in Garden City, including Secretary of Energy
Stephen Chu, retired football player Joe Namath, and journalist Bill Moyers. [As a side note, Garden City is probably best known
historically as the place from which Charles Lindbergh departed in the Spirit of St. Louis on his famous trans-Atlantic flight.]
I spent about twenty minutes walking
around the area near the Garden City station.
Besides homes, there are two noteworthy features.
The first is the Garden City Hotel, a grand old resort
that dates to the late 1800s. This was a place people
like the Vanderbilts and the Astors spent their
weekends. It’s still going today, having been added
on to numerous times. Today they provide rooms for
businesspeople who visit the nearby office parks and
elegant ballrooms for local proms and wedding
receptions. The hotel really stands out because the
center (the original building) it is topped by a gold
dome. Passing by, you’d think it was a courthouse or
a church rather than a lodging establishment.
The other noteworthy thing near the station
was my destination this morning. That was the
Cathedral of the Incarnation, seat of the Episcopal
Diocese of Long Island. I’d looked at a number of
places I could go to church this morning, most of them
in either Queens or Manhattan. A couple of the
Queens churches happened to have links to the
cathedral on their websites, and the place seemed
both interesting and a nice excuse to visit Nassau
County. They also had a “service of divine Eucharist”
at 8:00, which allowed me to go to church and still
have most of the day free afterward.
Garden City Hotel, with monument to Alexander Tunney Stewart
(founder of Garden City) in the foreground
(The view is from the parking lot of the Garden City LIRR station.)
The Cathedral of the Incarnation was a gorgeous old church, both
inside and out. Its aggressively gothic design makes it look centuries old. It
fascinated me, though, that the building was actually almost twenty years
newer than the church I regularly attend in Algona. While the coastal areas of
Long Island were settled in the 1600s, Garden City was not founded until after
the Civil War, and the cathedral dates to 1876.
This is a quite a large church, though they certainly didn’t need their
space for the 8:00 service today. The place probably seats around 500, but I
was the fourth person who walked in this morning. By the time everyone had
arrived there were exactly twenty-one in the congregation, almost all of them
sitting alone and scattered all over the sanctuary.
For such a small group, there was surprising diversity in the
congregation. I expected it might be just old ladies, but actually the majority in
attendance were men and most were middle-aged rather than elderly. I fit in
surprisingly well in the group. Most were dressed about like I was, too; nice,
but not elegant clothes were the norm (though some of the women did wear
hats). I counted thee people of color, one who was definitely black, one who
was south Asian, and one who I can only describe as “ethnic”. There were
only about three couples attending the service, and no children at all.
Part of the reason for the low attendance was probably that the church
was not air conditioned. It was a hot day, and while the bricks and stone made
it cooler indoors than outside, it was still stifling. They had at least a dozen
different portable fans running, and at times the priest got drowned out by all
the whirring.

Cathedral of the Incarnation
Garden City, New York

The service was interesting, and not really what I expected. I’ve been
to Episcopal services on a couple of other occasions, and they came across
as similar to Catholic masses, but with slightly more dated language. This
service was unique because it was a “said Eucharist”. I assumed this meant

he responses would be said rather than sung, as most Protestant communion services are. It turned out, though, that “said” referred to
not just the communion liturgy, but to the entire service. It was most like a brief daily mass that a Catholic church might have, with no
hymns and no other music of any kind. I must say it was strange to have no music at all at a Sunday church service. Aside from that,
this was a very formal service. They used Rite I, the most traditional wording from the Book of Common Prayer. The prayers were long
and flowery, with that same careful language Anglicans have said for centuries. That was actually rather fun, and the ornate liturgy made
up for the lack of music.
While the language was stuffy, it was clear from the bulletin and brochures in the narthex that this was not an old-fashioned
church. The Episcopal Church is one of the few that ordain openly gay clergy, and it was clear from a rainbow banner that th is was not
one of the congregations that chose to split with the national church over that issue. The cathedral sponsors a food bank in a nearby
town, and they do mission projects in poor neighborhoods in the city. There were announcements on opportunities to get involved with
a program for the uninsured and a seminar on fair treatment for immigrants. I also saw brochures on a number of other social action
issues that made it evident this is a church that puts its faith into action.
[The American Episcopal Church has emerged as just about the most liberal church around, particularly on issues
related to the gay community. In many cases the Episcopalians are further to the left than my own United Church of Christ,
which because of its local governance can be very different from one congregation to the next. The Episcopalians have had a
formal ministry to the gay community since 1976, and they’ve ordained gay clergy since the ‘80s. They’ve had openly gay
bishops since 2003, and they’ve been blessing same-sex partnerships since 2009. In 2014 the American church changed the
name of those same-sex blessing to “marriage”, which led to a censure by the World Anglican Communion. They recently
voted, though, not to change back to the former wording. Episcopalians are also very active on social justice issues. There’s
a big push toward living the gospel, rather than just preaching it. I’ve found that while working on interdenominational
committees here in Algona. Other churches come and go, but the three that ALWAYS participate are the U.C.C., the
Episcopalians, and the Catholics.]
The sermon reflected that attitude as well. The key text was from Matthew: “Where your treasure is, there will your heart be
also” (though I think it was more like “Wheresoever abideth thy treasure…” in the translation the deacon read from). This is often used as
a theme for stewardship campaigns, but that was not the priest’s point today. He essentially said we need to get our priorities in order
and use our treasure (which he noted there was no shortage of in Garden City) to help others, rather than hoarding it for ourselves. I
wish more churches would focus on that part of the gospel.
Even with so few people, communion took quite a long
time. They had a very small communion rail, where only about
half a dozen people could kneel at a time. Without music this was
the most awkward part of the service. [You don’t realize just
how much background music adds until it’s missing.]
Episcopalians make a point that theirs is open
communion, so members of all churches (like me as a
Congregationalist) were free to participate. There was no usher,
so small groups went up front on their own, one after another. The
priest went down the rail distributing matzo wafers, while the
deacon offered a crystal chalice filled with an incredibly dry red
wine. The priest consumed what was left of the wine after the
congregants had communed, and I was amazed he didn’t choke
on it. After each group had finished at the rail, they went back and
knelt on stacks of stiff pillows that were set up in lieu of kneelers
in the pews.
Even without music the service took just shy of an hour.
I had about twenty minutes to kill until I had to be back at the train
station, so I took a walk around the business part of Garden City.
This could be suburban anywhere. It’s a bunch of one-story brick
buildings, mostly with parking in back. There are probably a
dozen full-service restaurants, plus half a dozen coffee bars, a
small supermarket, a couple of convenience stores, a pharmacy,
a bridal shop, several hair and nail salons, and a handful of
boutiques that sold things I can’t imagine anyone would want to
buy. The sidewalks were planted with trees and shrubs, and there
were about three wrought iron benches on every block.
Everything was immaculate, and it all seemed at once pleasant
and dull. There was certainly nothing wrong with Garden City,
and it has way more character than most newer suburbs. A
couple of hours was really all I cared to spend here, though.
Website view of the interior
of the Cathedral of the Incarnation – Garden City New York

I took the LIRR back to Jamaica and then caught an Etrain to Jamaica—Van Wyck. The day was getting warmer and

warmer (with a high of 98o predicted this afternoon), so I took a minute to run back to the hotel and change into shorts. I had hoped to
take a different LIRR train for my next excursion, but I just missed one when I got back to Jamaica Station. In fact it was pulling out just
as I got up to the platform. I felt like I should re-enact one of those tragic farewell scenes in an old movie and run next to it in slow motion.
I passed on that and instead opted for Plan B, which involved making my way up to the AirTrain station at Jamaica.
The AirTrain turnstiles are unlocked with Metrocards. However, the train system is owned by the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey rather than by the Metropolitan Transit Authority (owner of the subway and LIRR). They have an entirely different fare
structure (one of the priciest on transit anywhere) and don’t honor unlimited ride passes. I needed $10 in value on a Metrocard, and I
spent quite a while at their vending machine getting that amount correct. I know that sounds strange, but the Metrocard vending machines
give a 15% bonus on all purchases. I actually paid $8.70 to get $10.01 in value, which is as close as I could get to $10. I may be a math
teacher, but dividing percents in my head is definitely not my forté. It was basically trial-and-error (hitting the “back” button repeatedly)
to zoom in on the amount I needed to buy. [I was amused to find while writing this revision that there a smartphone app has been
devised for precisely this purpose. It tells you the exact amount you need to buy to get the amount of value you want. You
could accomplish the same thing by just taking the necessary value and dividing by 1.15 on any cheap calculator, but I suppose
people find the app a cooler way to do it.]
I scanned my new card in the AirTrain turnstile (which works remarkably like the turnstiles in Chicago), and $5 was immediately
deducted. The LIRR would have definitely been cheaper than the AirTrain (and it’s not cheap itself). Had everything been going correctly,
the AirTrain might have been quicker. However, even though the AirTrain is less than a decade old, they’re already doing repairs on it.
The trains normally run every five minutes, and a sign said they’d be ten minutes apart today. I waited nearly fifteen before one finally
showed up, though.
The AirTrain does provide a fun ride as it zips along high in the air above the Van Wyck Expressway. I described that in an
earlier travelogue, so I won’t dwell on it here. I took the Jamaica train to Federal Circle at the entrance to JFK and then walked upstairs
to Howard Beach branch of the line. When I was here before the trains were timed so you could make an immediate transfer between
the branches (much like happens on the subways). I had apparently just missed a Howard Beach train, though, because it was a full tenminute wait before I boarded. That train whisked me west to Howard Beach. I had to scan my card again to exit (another $5, leaving
exactly 1¢ in value on the card), and then I had to scan the unlimited card to enter the subway system.
I again just missed a train at Howard Beach. I could see the subway below me as I went through the turnstile, but it was long
gone by the time I reached the platform. Most NYC subway trains run frequently, but there are a few exceptions. One of those is the
southern part of the A-train in Queens. The A-train provides frequent service for most of its route, but it divides into branches in Queens.
On Sunday mornings the area around Howard Beach is only served every twenty minutes, so I had a long time to pace up and down the
platform. While I waited two northbound trains arrived (an indication of more frequent afternoon service) before I finally was able to board
a southbound train. I rode just one stop south. That was a long ride, though, because it’s an eight-minute trip across Jamaica Bay to
Broad Channel [the longest space between stations on the NYC subway and one of the longest between rapid transit stations
anywhere].
Theoretically I could have taken the subway all the way from Jamaica to Broad Channel. The route goes far out of the way,
though; I’d need to go well into Brooklyn to make a transfer and then come back out to Queens. With the luck I’d had today, that would
likely have taken even longer. The quickest trip would probably have actually been by bus. While I’d taken a bus from the airport, I was
very hesitant to use one here. New York’s buses really aren’t very user friendly. Neither the driver nor a recording announces stops, and
unlike in many other cities, there’s no digital read-out showing where you are. The lines ramble, so it would have been very hard to know
just where to pull the cord. The AirTrain and subway were certainly inefficient today, though. Broad Channel is less than ten miles from
Jamaica, but the trip ended up taking right at an hour—mostly waiting on platforms.
Broad Channel is like nowhere else in New York City. In fact there aren’t a lot of places anywhere on earth that this obscure
Queens neighborhood resembles. I’d been on the open-air subway platform here before, but I hadn’t actually gone outside. The
surrounding area really is fascinating. Historically Broad Channel was a fishing village, and many of its residents still make their living
from the sea. Even in the 21st Century a surprising number of the homes here are cantilevered on stilts over the bay, and many have
docks beside them where you’d expect to see a garage. There’s not a lot of true soil here, so even away from the water the homes are
mostly little bungalows built on cement blocks. While luxury condos are going up on the edge of the neighborhood, the bulk of the area
still feels like a somewhat depressed small town—the sort of place that might be more at home in rural California than in the East Coast’s
largest city.
[Broad Channel was one of the areas most severely damaged by Hurricane Sandy in 2012. The area was evacuated
during the storm itself, but there was severe flooding throughout the area. The subway line and a parallel highway bridge were
both severely damaged, taking months to repair. The bridge was restored in about three weeks, but subway service was cut
for more than half a year. On a positive note, the Broad Channel subway station received a major overhaul including ADA
accessibility because of the damage.]

I walked down Noel Road, a mostly residential street that
leads west from the subway station. Besides little bungalows
crammed on scruffy little lots, Noel Road features a single bar, a
shack-like volunteer fire station, and the only two churches in
Broad Channel—nearly identical little structures (one Catholic,
one Presbyterian) half a block apart that looked more like a little
country church in Iowa than something you’d see in New York
City.

Noel Road – Broad Channel (Queens), New York
While most of Queens is very well integrated, Broad
Channel is almost exclusively white. They appear to be mostly of
Irish and Italian heritage, but most of the families have been in
America for generations. Numerous flags, yard signs, and bumper
stickers made it clear this was a much more conservative
neighborhood than most of New York City.
St. Virgilus Catholic Church – Broad Channel
The sidewalks were empty, but many people had their
front doors open. That made me feel a bit awkward as I walked along. It was also annoying that lots of people had dogs chained in their
driveways that took turns yapping and growling at me as I went by. I hate dogs, and the more they yap or growl, the more I loathe them.
This wasn’t the most pleasant walk I made on this trip, but it definitely was interesting.

Homes on stilts off Beach Channel Boulevard – Broad Channel (Queens), New York
I probably walked half a mile or so on Noel Road. There aren’t any real cross-streets, so it was hard to get a good sense of
distance. Eventually I turned right onto Beach Channel Boulevard, a strange four-lane with parking in the median. This and the subway

are the only connections between Broad Channel and the main part of Queens. I walked north on Beach Channel past a number of pole
building businesses and lots of those homes on stilts. By the looks of things the biggest employer in Broad Channel appears to be a
business named Call-A-Head, which is a distributor of porta-potties. Their grounds were surrounded with razor wire, and signs proclaimed
there were guard dogs and video surveillance all around. I didn’t know portable toilets were such a valuable commodity.
[I went to the website of Call-A-Head while writing this revision, and it really is fascinating. The company features the
motto “We’re #1 with #2.” Their main customers are construction companies, and they sell two vastly different designs—one
intended to serve construction workers, and the other intended for the office workers who occupy portable trailers on
construction sites. They also rent portable toilets for athletic events, concerts, and fairs, and they sell self-contained guard
shacks with toilets in them for use on industrial property. Something that took me by surprise, though, was that they also
provide toilets for outdoor weddings. It never occurred to me that there would be a market for such a thing. The wedding
collection porta-potties are either covered with floral or religious motifs or disguised to resemble other things like a British
phone box.]
I walked three-quarters of a mile north on Beach Channel Boulevard (at least that’s how far guidebooks say it is) and finally
reached the entrance to Jamaica Bay National Wildlife Refuge. Located just west of JFK Airport, this is by far the largest urban wildlife
refuge in America and one of the largest refuges anywhere on the East Coast. With the exception of Broad Channel itself, the entire bay
is protected land, owned by the city but administered by the federal government. The refuge covers hundreds of small islands in Jamaica
Bay that are home to countless types of birds and also to various reptiles, insects, and amphibians.
I made a brief stop at the modern visitors center,
which had little to offer other than air conditioning.
Surprisingly few of their displays actually deal with the
plants or animals in the area. Instead they boast about the
visitors center itself, which “green” building constructed to
sustain itself without outside energy or water. Given the
environmentally friendly building, I couldn’t help but notice
the enormous parking lot out front. It was clear most of the
visitors here don’t arrive by subway. [There is a bus that
runs along Beach Channel Boulevard, but not many
visitors to the refuge come that way, either.]
I spent about forty-five minutes hiking over the
West Pond Trail at Jamaica Bay. The first part of the trail
is a handicap-accessible boardwalk made of recycled
plastic “wood”. After a quarter mile or so the boardwalk
ends, and the rest of the trail is gravel. [The gravel is
really easier to walk on than the fake wood.] Signs do
a good job of pointing out the plants along the way and
explaining which plants provide food and habitat for
West Pond Trail – Jamaica Bay National Wildlife Refuge
different animals. They describe the area as a desert
swamp, which means it is very well watered, but the water drains through the sandy soil almost instantly. Many of the plants are
succulents, and I must say it was weird to see cactus in New York.
I saw lots of plants on my hike, but almost no animals. The signs explained that the majority of the creatures are nocturnal,
preferring to be out when it is cooler. I did see a lot of birds, and if I were an ornithologist, I might have been able to note some unusual
species. To me one bird pretty much looks like another, though, so I can’t say they really stood out.
I don’t know that I’ll be rushing back to Jamaica Bay, but I’m glad to have done the hike once. This is a place I’ve wanted to go
for years [I remember finding it on a map when I was a small child and wondering what it was like.], and there was a sense of
accomplishment in finally crossing it off the imaginary list. It certainly is odd to do a nature hike in America’s largest city. While it was a
nature hike, it was also definitely urban, though. Planes were taking off and landing overhead all the time, and around every bend I had
a view of public housing towers in the distance.
When I finished hiking I re-traced my steps back to the subway. I was the only person on the Manhattan-bound platform at
Broad Channel, though the outbound platform was crowded. Thousands of people head to Rockaway Beach each weekend. To get
there you have to transfer to a shuttle train at Broad Channel. A train from Manhattan had just pulled in, and about a hundred people
were waiting to make that transfer when I arrived. [Broad Channel has the honor of having the fewest people go through its
turnstiles of all the subway stations in New York. It is nowhere near the bottom in overall use, though, but the vast majority of
the passengers at the station are just waiting to transfer to another train.]
I waited for a little over ten minutes for the A-train. When it finally arrived, I settled in for the longest subway ride of this trip. I
rode about twenty miles, first across the bay to Howard Beach, then on an elevated structure through Ozone Park and Woodhaven,
Queens. At the Brooklyn border, we dipped below ground and as we neared Manhattan the train ran express. On the last part of the trip
we whizzed under the west side of Central Park, running all the way from 59 th to 125th Street without stopping. I was sweating horribly

when I boarded the train, and it was nice to be able to sit in air conditioning for the better part of an hour. By the time I’d reached 125 th I
was refreshed and ready to go again.
My next excursion was inspired by an episode of the TV show
Kate and Allie that aired about the time I started teaching at Garrigan. The
show featured two divorced mothers who somehow always had more than
enough money to do anything they wanted. They lived in Greenwich
Village, down at the south end of Manhattan. In the episode I recalled, Allie
(Jane Curtain) took a cab up to Harlem to pay her daughter’s tuition at
Columbia. She left her purse in the cab, though, and was left without any
money or any means to get home. The award-winning episode primarily
looked at the plight of the homeless, as it followed Allie’s walk down
Broadway from Columbia to the Village. My goal was to replicate that walk,
and while I didn’t finish it this afternoon (largely due to the heat), over the
course of a couple of days I did manage to trace most of the route.

out shopping or strolling, and everyone greeted me with
a friendly smile or hello as I passed. It was fascinating
to see just how different one block was from the one
before, and the whole walk was totally enjoyable.

I can’t say I gained great sympathy for the homeless (although I
did see about a half dozen of them), but I had a great time walking down
Broadway. It’s one of the most fun things I’ve done—not just in New York,
but anywhere. On a Sunday afternoon it seemed like all of New York was

[I re-watched this episode on YouTube while
writing this revision. It really is quite touching,
though the details of her walk aren’t particularly
realistic. Allie starts getting tired less than half a
mile south of Columbia, and they imply that several
hours have passed and she’s utterly exhausted by
the time she reaches Columbus Circle, which is less
than a four-mile walk.]
I began near the corner of 125th and Broadway
(the A-train actually goes a couple blocks east of there),
walking past one of New York’s largest public housing
complexes. The Grant Houses were named after the
general whose tomb is just west of here. I was a little
worried when I scoped this area out on a map, but it was
an easy and enjoyable walk. The apartment towers are
separated from the street by a playground area, so what
I mostly passed were black and Hispanic mothers
supervising their kids at play.

Screenshot from “Brother, Can You Spare a Dime” episode
of Kate and Allie

Just south of the Grant Houses are Columbia University and its sister school Barnard College. These brick and concrete edifices
look much like any schools of higher learning, though a bit more densely built than most. The surrounding neighborhood is all old
apartment buildings, most with collegetown business (bars, bookstores, and trendy clothiers) at street level.
South of Columbia, around 110th Street, there was a farmer’s market lining the sidewalk on the east side of Broadway. Signs
by the stalls advised people to eat local produce, though much of what they sold couldn’t possibly have been local. There were lemons
and other citrus fruits, as well as papayas and mangos for sale. Unless those came from a local greenhouse, they had to have been
shipped from at least a thousand miles away.
I didn’t buy any local produce, but I did patronize an ice cream truck that was parked in the same general area as the farmer’s
market. The Spanish-speaking clerk apologized that he only had chocolate soft-serve. That was fine with me, and I got a chocolate
cone, dipped in chocolate. It was just a buck and a quarter, and most refreshing.
A little ways beyond the farmers market Broadway was blocked off for a film production. The sidewalk was open, but no cars
except the movie vehicles were allowed on the street, and pedestrians were not allowed to cross the street. I have no idea what they
were filming, but the scene obviously involved driving. A truck with camera equipment on it towed a car behind. They sped down a two
block run, made a U-turn, and then sped down the other side of the boulevard. I saw them make this loop about three times, and who
knows—maybe I’ll end up in one of the crowd shots!
Apparently filming is quite common in this area, and it’s extremely unpopular with the people who live there. I read a story in
the paper later in this trip about an Upper West Side resident who was charged with assault for punching a security guard who wouldn’t
let him cross Broadway because of filming. Whether it was the same film project I saw or a different one, I have no clue. Pretty much all

the “man on the street” interviews in the paper supported the guy, though. They universally said filming was one of the most annoying
aspects to living on the Upper West Side.
I made a short detour to the east near the filming area. In preparing for this trip, I happened to come across the address 115
W. 95th St. That address happens to be the home of Virginia O’Hanlon, the little girl who penned the famous letter to the editor that
generated the response “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.” The New York Sun has been gone for a generation, but Virginia’s letter
is well known today as it was a century ago.
115 W. 95th Street is a nondescript brick rowhouse in the middle of a long block. It has been well maintained and modernized,
but it looks as if it could be old enough to be the same place where the legendary Virginia once lived. It was almost a bit embarrassing
that a middle aged man walked out the front door while I was gawking at the place. He walked about a quarter block down the street and
got in an black SUV that was parked there. I wondered if he knew the history of the place he lived or if anyone has ever been by to check
out the address. I made myself look busy while he pulled away and then crossed the street and snapped a picture. It was a fun little
side-trip.

Google Street View of 115 W. 95th St. – Manhattan
When people say that New York is like a European city, they are referring to neighborhoods like the Upper West Side. Lining
Broadway for about forty blocks south of Columbia are apartment buildings. They’re anywhere from six to twenty stories tall, and they
range from a century old to brand new. A wide range of stores and restaurants occupy the lower floors of all these buildings. While it’s
a dense neighborhood, it looks surprisingly green. The median of Broadway is filled with trees and flowers, and each time the angled
street intersects the main grid of Manhattan, there’s a little park. [Allie stopped and rested in many of these in the show that was
the inspiration for this hike. I just enjoyed passing by them.] I’ve seen neighborhoods in Madrid, Paris, and London that are a lot
like this. It’s a lovely neighborhood, and it made for a pleasant walk.
My next stop was at the Broadway location of a place I’d gone to in Honolulu. Beard Papa is a Japanese chain that specializes
in cream puffs. The New York location was quite a bit nicer than the supermarket counter I’d patronized in Hawaii, and the pastry was
equally good. I ordered a single vanilla cream puff ($1.50), and it made a nice treat.
I continued south a few blocks and stopped next at Zabar’s. This is a
grocery store that has been in business in Manhattan since 1934. They’re a very
famous store, very likely the place the characters in the film I saw being made go
to shop. (I’ve heard Zabar’s mentioned in several movies and TV shows.) They
stock the sort of merchandise you’d expect in this upscale neighborhood. You don’t
see Russian caviar at Hy-Vee, but you can get it at Zabar’s. They also have a huge selections of imported cheeses, smoked fish, and
fresh nuts. It really is quite an assortment.
While their selection is broad, like all New York grocery stores, Zabar’s is small and crowded. Their website brags that the store
is 20,000 square feet and is one of Manhattan’s largest grocers. I did a bit of searching and learned that a typical new suburban
supermarket is around 30 – 50,000 square feet—or about double the size of Zabar’s. I read this is mostly because the high cost of rents
in the city (and almost all New York businesses rent space; very few own their buildings) and the comparatively small income per square
foot; supposedly big supermarkets just aren’t profitable in New York. The fact that most residents live in small apartments without much
storage space and walk or take the subway to the store limits how much they will buy at a time, which in turn limits grocery income. There
also seems to be a big preference here for ma ‘n’ pa businesses in New York. Even though it’s more expensive, a lot of New Yorkers
seem to prefer shopping at their corner “bodega” over a supermarket.

Whatever the reasons, it
certainly is weird that both of
Algona’s grocery stores are
bigger than anything in America’s
largest city. Chicago seems to
have an Aldi on every corner and
a Jewel in every neighborhood,
but that’s definitely not the case in
New York.
A few blocks past
Zabar’s I happened to see the
new location of the Viand café.
Years ago when I brought the quiz
bowl team to New York Margaret
and I had lunch at this elegant
diner, which was then located just
west of Times Square. The new
location looks more spacious, but
it still appears to have the same
menu and the same reasonable
prices it did in Midtown.
I didn’t eat at Viand.
Instead my next stop was at an
Upper West Side institution,
Gray’s Papaya. Located at the
southeast corner of 72nd and
Broadway, near 90th Street – Manhattan
Broadway, in a tiny corner of a
building that mostly houses a mattress store is one of several sleazy hot dog stands with “papaya” in their name. The original, a place
called Papaya King, is on the East Side near the Tim Horton’s I stopped at last Saturday. (It was closed for remodeling in Summer,
2010.) Founded during the Great Depression, they differentiated themselves from the competition by serving a cut-rate combo meal that
combined a hot dog with a tropical drink. More than forty years ago one of the Papaya King employees had a falling out with his employer
and opened Gray’s Papaya on the west side. The concept and menu are identical, and today there are about half a dozen other papaya
clones scattered around Manhattan.

Gray’s Papays – 72nd & Broadway
(Note the double-decker tourist bus headed up Broadway.)
Gray’s Papaya is best known for their Recession Special. That meal was started several recessions ago, but it is just as special
today. The special features two hot dogs and a tropical drink (papaya, mango, or a concoction they call coconut champagne). The price
has been edging upward ever since the Ford administration, and today the cost is $4.50. That’s still a cheaper lunch than you’ll find
almost anywhere else, though, and I decided to have it. It was interesting, but I doubt I’ll be returning. The grilled hot dogs (served with
sauerkraut and mustard) weren’t bad, but I’ll take a smothered Chicago dog any day. The papaya juice was just weird. What’s more the

restaurant seemed dirty to the point of being unsanitary, and both the workers and the customers were unpleasant to be around. I’ve
been to hot dog stands I found fun and tasty, but this wasn’t one of them. [The recession special now costs $5.95. Recent reviews
of the place note that since they’ve passed the $5 mark, it’s not really a cheap place to eat anymore. There’s no incentive to go
there over fast food or a diner. I certainly have no desire to return to Gray’s Papaya in the future.]
Not far past Gray’s Papaya are Lincoln Center and the Julliard School. While it’s more modern, this area feels a lot like the
neighborhood around Columbia. Lincoln Center marks a transition between the Upper West Side and the start of Midtown. Gradually
the apartments give way to offices and the buildings grow taller and taller. By the time I reached Columbus Circle (59 th Street), I was in
the middle of a sea of skyscrapers.
I had read that not far south of Columbus Circle, at the north end of
Times Square, there was a monument recreating the famous VJ Day kiss
between a sailor and a nurse that marked the end of World War II. I never
did find the statue, probably because the crowds in Times Square today
would make those on the historic cover of Life look sparse. I can’t begin to
estimate just how many people there were in Times Square. It was absolute
madness!

Crowds in Times Square – August 8, 2010
Adding to the zoo, this was Dominican Day in New York City. Tens
of thousands of Caribbean immigrants had come to Times Square for the
The famous Times Square celebration
“Desfile Dominicano”, one of the five largest parades the city hosts each year
at the end of World War II
(not quite as big as Thanksgiving, but a big event nonetheless). I saw nothing of the parade itself, but I certainly saw lots of Spanishspeaking people who had imbibed more than enough beer and rum.
My ultimate destination this afternoon was the flagship Macy’s store in Herald Square, at 34th and Broadway. I’d walked past
Macy’s at least three times when I’d been to New York in the past, but I’d never gone in the store. Among other things, I was a bit
resentful of the company taking over regional department stores like Chicago’s Marshall Field’s, and I didn’t particularly want to patronize
them. I’m still not thrilled with the idea of a national Macy’s chain, but I figured I really should check out their main store.
I’m almost annoyed to say that the Herald Square Macy’s really is quite a nice place. It’s not as elegant as the State Street
Marshall Field’s (which the company also calls a “flagship” Macy’s), but it would hold its own against any other department store I’ve been
to. It’s also immense. They advertise this is the world’s largest store, though other places make that claim as well. It really is huge,
though, with a nice breadth of merchandise.
Macy’s actually includes two separate buildings that together cover and entire city block. The main building was built on all of
the block except a small indentation on one corner where they were unable to buy the land. Years later the owner of that corner finally
sold out, and they’ve connected the main building with the existing building on that corner. The floors are not on the same levels, though,
so you have to go up or down stairs or ramps to get between them. Menswear happened to be in the secondary building, so I got the
grand tour of the connection.
The “nice” outfit I’d worn last night and this morning included a pair of pants that were definitely on their last legs, and I decided
to look for a replacement for them. I found a pair of very stylish blue Nautica pants that had been marked down from $70 to $30. They
were exactly what I was looking for, and the price was certainly right. They became my main souvenir of New York. [Interestingly, I
just wore those pants the day before writing this part of the revision.]

I made my way to the Herald Square subway station, which this weekend was the downtown terminal of the E-train. A train was
waiting on the platform when I arrived, and I rode it all the way back to Jamaica—Van Wyck. I relaxed a while and cleaned up, and then
I set out for the evening.
My destination was another long subway ride away—Yankee Stadium. To get there I took the E-train to Rockefeller Center and
then transferred to the uptown D-train. It took about an hour, but eventually I got to 161 st Street in the Bronx. I was surprised to actually
be able to get seats on both trains, though this was partly because I went clear to the front of the platform at Rockefeller Center. It was
absolute madness leaving the station, with a crush of people heading from the platform up to street level. An employee in th e station
repeatedly bellowed through a megaphone, reminding people to make sure they had enough money on their Metrocards now so they
could avoid lines after the game. Even if people had wanted to add value, though, I don’t think they could have made it through the crowd
to the vending machines.
While they built the new Yankee Stadium across the street from the old ballpark, it is still just steps from the subway. The crowd
at street level was similar to Times Square, but I managed to wade through it and make my way to an entrance. Many people were being
wanded by security guards at the entrance, but the only thing I was asked to do was remove my cap so the guard could see I had nothing
hidden under it. I then scanned my ticket at a self-service turnstile (a new invention that seemed to create a major bottleneck) and made
my way inside.
Once through the gate I was greeted by an extremely loud and aggressive program vendor. Had he not been so obnoxious, I
might have bought a program from him. Instead I made my way to a gift shop on the concourse. The girl there was pleasant, though the
program was more than a little on the pricey side. They wanted $10 bucks for a magazine that was mostly advertising. Splurging for the
program kept me from buying any other souvenirs at Yankee Stadium.
The extreme prices also made me limit my food selections. I bought a bag of peanuts and a cup of Diet Pepsi, and those two
items alone were another ten bucks. The new stadium seems to have a much broader selection of concessions than the old one, but I
wasn’t about to pay premium prices to check out their offerings.
The peanuts I bought were disappointing to say the least. They—and most of the other food offerings at the stadium—were
unsalted. This wasn’t like popcorn, where you can salt it to taste. To retain the salty flavor, peanuts need to be salted in the shell before
roasting. I assume this someone (most likely Mayor Bloomberg, who was the force behind posting calories on every restaurant menu)
was on a health kick and forcing everyone else to go along. I must say, though, unsalted peanuts made me wonder what the point of
eating them was. They had almost no flavor, and what taste they did have was like peanut butter that was past its prime.
I was amused by the salt-free peanuts partly because about a week earlier I had used the “link” between sodium and high blood
pressure as an example in my Statistics class. I use the quotation marks around “link” because the research is dubious at best. What
repeated studies have shown is that in better than half of people there is no relationship at all between sodium and hypertension. Some
people (around 10% of the population) are salt sensitive, and for them excess salt can raise their blood pressure. There is another group
(2 – 3% of the population), though, for whom sodium actually lowers blood pressure, so it’s in no way a clear-cut relationship. It’s a
perfect example of people cherry-picking their facts and publicizing only what agrees with their point of view. They try to imply that
everybody will react the same way to sodium, when that’s not at all the case.
I have high blood pressure, and not long after I was diagnosed, they found I was in the first group—the people for whom there
is no basically relationship between sodium and hypertension. The clinic tried at first to treat the disease with diet, and after months of
tasteless food they found my blood pressure had actually gone up. They then tried a variety of drugs until they finally found a combination
that kept things under control.
Something very strange about the new Yankee Stadium is that the primary means of transportation between levels is by elevator,
rather than ramps or escalators. I found this out by mistake, because I mis-read a confusing sign and thought I had to go up a level to
get to my seat. I joined about fifty other people in an enormous elevator and headed up to what turned out to be one level too high. So,
I immediately went back downstairs to the entry level. Even once I got to the correct level, it was not at all clear just where I was supposed
to go to get to my seat. It turns out the entrance to “field level” is hidden behind unmarked doors. A guard had to show me where I
needed to go. I might expect that for the skyboxes, but not for very standard seats.
I was sitting on field level because that was the only kind of seat available when I bought a ticket to this game. The Yankees
were playing their arch-rivals, the Boston Red Sox tonight, and the game ended up being a sell-out. Even months ago all the “cheap”
seats were booked solid, which left the back of the lower deck as the least expensive available option. That certainly wasn’t cheap,
though. My Yankees ticket cost nearly double what I paid to go to West Side Story last night. I suppose I shouldn’t complain, since
compared to seats further forward, mine was a bargain. On a whim I searched for “best available” on Ticketmaster. The seat that came
up cost $1528—plus all the various taxes and processing fees. You can get season tickets at some big league parks for less than that;
I can’t imagine paying so much for one seat to a single game.
[Amusingly, with baseball season just starting this week, late night talk show host John Oliver looked into the premium
seating at Yankee Stadium. The team had issued a policy making it more difficult for people to re-sell high priced tickets
because of complaints they’d had of people who obviously wanted to be separated from the riff-raff. The Yankees’ owner
lamented that these seats were now being occupied “by people who have sat in a premium location, which is a frustration to
our existing fan base”. Comedian Oliver responded, “He is saying rich people couldn’t bear to sit next to people who aren’t as

rich—which would be offensive if you
were talking about the opera, much
less a sport whose primary fashion
statement is the goatee.” He bought
$1600 tickets for seats right behind
home plate for the first three games
of the season and had a contest to
sell those tickets for 25¢ each with
the stipulation “you must dress as if
you’ve never been in a premium
location before”. Viewers responded
by the thousands, and the winners
had extremely creative costumes. To
their credit, the Yankees played
along.
They named two of the
costumed guests “Fans of the Game”
and featured them on the video board
with the caption “Thanks, John
Oliver.
Everyone is welcome at
Yankee Stadium.”
Field level at the new Yankee
Winners of John Oliver’s contest dressed as Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
Stadium is entirely made up of padded
sitting in ”Heritage Club” seats at Yankee Stadium
seats. I don’t know if that’s true higher
up or not, but I did enjoy the comfort my seat gave me. I was also pleased that in the tradition of the old ballpark they kept the color
scheme of Yankee blue. Most parks these days have chosen green seats, which look boring to me. Blue gave the stadium a regal look.

Yankees vs. Red Sox at Yankee Stadium – August 8, 2010

While it may have been
pricey, I’d never describe my seat
as “good”. It was in the next to last
row of the field level, down the
baseline, closer to right field than
first base. The biggest problem
was that the upper deck was
cantilevered above my section,
which blocked much of the view
I’d otherwise have had. I couldn’t
see the scoreboard at all, and I
could barely make out the relocated Monument Park beyond
centerfield. I had a narrow, but
wide view of the field—about the
same format you’d get from a flatscreen TV.
While Yankee
Stadium is an outdoor park, the
overhang almost made it feel like
a [very cramped] dome. In fact,
the old Metrodome had a more
spacious feel to it. Probably to
compensate for the poor view,
they had TV monitors (in
traditional format) mounted above
the seats, and pretty much
everyone watched the game as
much on TV as on the field.

I was sitting in the middle of my row. To my left was a very loud middle-aged woman who drank $16 cocktails and ate a $12
cheeseburger. To my right was a group of Red Sox fans who were very quiet, probably hoping to avoid being ostracized by everyone
else in the stadium. They swilled $9 beers and munched on $7.50 hot dogs. By contrast the money I spent at the concession stand
seemed trivial.
Sometime in the future this place might have the sense of history that the old Yankee Stadium had. Even though the Yankees
won the World Series in their first season there, though, the place doesn’t feel historic yet. It does appear to be a very nice stadium.
Even though I’m a lifelong Yankee fan, though, I didn’t feel any great need to rush back there. [I might tour the stadium one day, but
I doubt I’ll ever see another game there. It had a very snooty feel to it and really wasn’t a very pleasant place to watch a game.]

I actually didn’t stay all that long at this game. That was mostly due to when it was scheduled. When I bought my ticket, the
game time was listed as “TBD”. Most Sunday games are afternoon affairs, and I assumed it would be 1 or 2pm. If it did turn out to be
an evening game, I was expecting the standard 7:00 start time. The reason the time was “to be determined” was that the Yankees were
negotiating with ESPN to have this game be the “game of the week” on the cable sports network. ESPN did broadcast the game, and
the Yankees moved the time to fit the TV schedule. It started at 8:10pm Eastern Time, which from my point of view was absurdly late.
The first two innings took about an hour, and after that I figured it was time to leave.
It turned out I had seen the most important part of a somewhat historic game. One Yankee passed another tonight, as shortstop
Derek Jeter surpassed Babe Ruth’s lifetime total hits. Jeter was already the Yankees all-time hitting leader, having passed Lou Gehrig
last year. (Many of Ruth’s hits came when he was with the Red Sox.) He’s still about 1,400 hits short of Pete Rose’s overall MLB record,
but then Jeter could easily play for another decade, with lots of opportunities to add to his total. [Jeter is now retired. He finished his
career with 3,465 hits, which ranks him sixth all-time among major leaguers—behind Rose, Ty Cobb, Hank Aaron, Stan Musial,
and Tris Speaker. Fellow Yankee Alex Rodriguez (who is #20 overall) is the only active player who could conceivably pass him.
Jeter is also the Yankees’ leader in doubles, stolen bases, and times on base.]
I made my way to the exit and walked
past a sea of fans who were lighting up outside
the stadium doors. All over the city it was clear
that New Yorkers still smoke. They smoke more
than Chicagoans or Angelinos—and way more
than Iowans. As is true almost everywhere these
days, smoking has been banished from almost
anywhere that could be considered indoors. That
means sidewalks are constantly lined with people
lighting up, and second-hand smoke chokes the
air pedestrians breathe. I personally liked things
better when the smokers used the break room or
the restaurant smoking section. Back then the
sidewalks were clear. Somehow the health
police think the new way is better, though. [This
is one of many issues where I differ with my
liberal friends. While I’m not a fan of smoking,
I don’t think much is gained by banning it. In
general, I don’t think there’s much point in
regulating any sort of behavior.]
Both the underground D-train and the
elevated 4-train serve Yankee Stadium. Since I’d
come on the D, I figured I’d leave via the 4. I just
missed a train when I arrived in the station, and
when one did arrive, I found it was running local
rather than express. To save time (though just a
tiny bit of it), I transferred at 125th Street to the 5train. I rode that down to Grand Central and
transferred to the 7. Then at Jackson Heights, I
finally caught the E-train and rode it back to the
hotel.
All those transfers actually went
remarkably smoothly, and I ended up getting
back about 10:20pm.
I flipped on the TV in my hotel room and
was immediately glad I’d left the stadium early.
The game was only in the seventh inning; in fact,
they hadn’t yet gotten to the stretch. There was
a much better view on TV than at the stadium,
and I enjoyed laying in bed and watching the end
of the game. The Yankees ended up winning 7 –
2. [Truthfully, I don’t remember a single thing
about this game.]

Nighttime view of new Yankee Stadium – Bronx, New York
(taken from the downtown 4-train platform)

I had hoped to get to sleep relatively early tonight, but things didn’t really work out that way. The game finally ended right at
midnight, and I quickly got to sleep.

Monday, August 9
New York City & the Hudson Valley
This was a short night [intentionally so]. I was up at 5:30 and showered quickly. I left the hotel before 6am. I made a brief
stop at a nearby Dunkin’ Donuts, where I picked up a grilled flatbread breakfast sandwich and a large coffee. I then joined countless New
Yorkers in having my breakfast aboard the subway. [Some cities, like Washington, prohibit eating on the subway. I don’t think
that would ever fly in New York.]
Over the weekend the trip into Manhattan had been a slow one. That was definitely not the case this morning. The construction
was finished, and the E-train zipped express all across Queens. We reached 53rd & Lexington in Manhattan in just over twenty minutes.
I walked south nine blocks on Lexington and then turned into a side entrance of Grand Central Terminal.
Most of the crowd at Grand Central was commuters arriving from points north of the city. I fought the mob and headed the
opposite direction, making my way toward the platforms. Eventually I found Track 34 and boarded a MetroNorth commuter train.
Three different commuter train services serve New York. I’d taken the Long Island Railroad earlier over the weekend, and on
earlier trips I’d ridden on New Jersey Transit. I’d never taken a ride on MetroNorth before, though. They run three different lines (one
with multiple branches) that connect Grand Central with points north and east, extending as far as New Haven, Connecticut. MetroNorth
fares are pricey. Even short rides cost about $5, and lengthy trips can run more than $20 one way—about the same as Amtrak charges
for similar distances. [The fares are actually pretty typical for commuter trains (as opposed to rapid transit) anywhere. Chicago’s
Metra charges similar amounts, as does Metrolink in Los Angeles.] I was taking a fairly long trip, running from Grand Central to the
end of the Hudson Line in Poughkeepsie, New York. This is about halfway between New York City and Albany, far enough from the city
that the locals don’t really think of themselves as “suburban” at all.
The train I boarded was almost identical to the LIRR trains. Each car had padded seats in a 2 – 3 configuration, with half the
seats facing forward and half facing the rear. I think there were ten cars on this train, but only three of them were actually open to
passengers. The engine was at the rear of the train, and it pushed us from behind all the way to Poughkeepsie. There they just headed
back from the same platform the train arrived on.
We left Grand Central shortly after 7am and headed north through a tunnel under Park Avenue. At one time there were stops
spaced nearly as frequently as the subway along here, but they have all been abandoned. The train surfaced in Harlem, and our first
stop was on an elevated platform at 125 th Street. Through most of the rest of the city we ran in a graffiti-covered open cut, with public
housing towers soaring at the side. We passed Yankee Stadium, but I couldn’t see the actual stadium because we were depressed
below ground level. Our next actual stop was at Marble Hill, and it was the busiest one on the line. That’s because Marble Hill is in a
different fare zone than Grand Central and 125 th, and they also don’t charge a rush hour supplement from this “minor” station. Marble
Hill (an outpost of Manhattan that is actually located on the mainland surrounded by the Bronx) is served the subway, so a lot of people
who need to take out-of-town trips take the 1-train there and then transfer to MetroNorth. I could have saved about five bucks by doing
that, but it was quite a bit easier to begin my trip at Grand Central.

Hudson River – near Tarrytown, New York
Just beyond Marble Hill we began to see the reason why the Hudson Line has that name. We hugged the shoreline from there
pretty much the whole way to Poughkeepsie. Guidebooks describe this as one of the most beautiful rail trips anywhere. I’m often skeptical
of travel writers’ descriptions, but they are definitely right on this one. The Hudson is nearly as wide as the Mississippi, and much of it is

lined with cliffs (the Palisades) that really are spectacular. Once we passed Yonkers (a bleak old industrial city just north of the Bronx),
there was one gorgeous view after another.
While it’s about eighty miles form New York to Poughkeepsie, the trip goes fairly quickly. It takes about an hour and a half,
which is quite a bit faster than you could do the trip by car. MetroNorth uses a local/express system much like the subway. My train only
made a few stops on the southern half of the journey, skipping nearly a dozen commuter stations en route. Beyond Croton—Harmon
(where the main reservoir for the NYC water system is located) the stops are much farther apart. We made all the stops in that area, but
with ten miles or so between them, we could pick up speed pretty easily. Having our train run express was especially nice, given that we
were going against the standard rush hour flow. I don’t know how many tracks there are along here, but it’s a lot. They can accommodate
both local and express MetroNorth trains in both directions, plus Amtrak trains that stop only at Yonkers, Croton—Harmon, and
Poughkeepsie as they run between New York and Albany. Surprisingly, there aren’t many freight trains along here, and those I did see
were stopped on sidings. The tracks are all owned by MetroNorth, so presumably it’s one of the few places where passenger trains
actually have the right of way.
Just south of Croton—Harmon we passed one of the more interesting sights on the route. MetroNorth’s Hudson line runs directly
through the grounds of the infamous Sing-Sing Correctional Facility. When New York gangsters were sent “up the river”, the phrase was
literally true. Sing-Sing comes from the same Indian word as the town where it is located, Ossining (pronounced roughly like OZ-un-ing).
The old prison is located right on the Hudson, about an hour north of New York City. Most of the institution is old stone buildings that
look a lot like the Iowa State Penitentiary in Ft. Madison. The railroad runs in an open cut straight through the middle of the prison
property. There are pedestrian overpasses that pass over the railroad tracks to connect different parts of the grounds. The walls of the
train cut are lined with stone, and a fence topped with razor wire stands overhead. It’s not the sort of thing you see every day on a
commuter train.
I had a reservation to rent a car in Poughkeepsie.
While I had been less than thrilled with the rental I had with
Enterprise in Seattle, that was the only national company
available in Poughkeepsie. In addition, MetroNorth had a
deal that implied you could rent directly at the station,
rather than going to an off-site location. The deal also
supposedly offered a discount on Enterprise rentals,
although it was still the single most expensive car I’ve ever
rented. In fact I once paid a weekly rate in California that
was almost the same as the one-day rate in
Poughkeepsie.

Sing-Sing Prison – Ossinging, New York

At some point in the distant past they actually did
rent cars right at Poughkeepsie station. That is no longer
true, though. These days you’re supposed to call the rental
agency when you’re twenty minutes away. Then someone
will pick you up at the station and take you to the Enterprise
lot, which is in a bad neighborhood about three miles to the
east. You take care of the paperwork there and get your
car. You then return the car to the agency (although,
oddly, they don’t give you directions on how to get there),
and they take you back to the station.

I called Enterprise when we got to the Beacon stop, which is about twenty-five minutes out of Poughkeepsie. The man who
answered the phone seemed surprised to get the call and said most people just wait until they get to town. He assured me that someone
would meet me at the station at 9am, though. We arrived right at 9:00, and I made my way up to a skywalk and then over to the main
lobby area. No one from Enterprise was in the building, so I went out to a driveway in front. No one there appeared to be from Enterprise
either. I paused a while, and then went back to the skywalk and crossed to a parking ramp on the other side of the platforms. I went
down to street level and saw an Enterprise sign near the entrance to the ramp. It apparently marked what used to be a key drop back
when they let you rent right at the station. There was no one from Enterprise there either, so I called the office again. The guy seemed
surprised no one had met me and asked me where I was. When I described the location, he said I should have waited up by the lobby
(though there were no instructions on where to wait). He told me to wait where I was, though, and said that soon someone would come
to get me.
I felt foolish standing by the sign, but I obeyed orders. Ten minutes passed with no one other than commuters arriving.
Eventually I called the office a third time. The man seemed a bit perturbed this time. He put me on hold and apparently radioed or made
a cell phone call to the person who was picking me up. Before long a college girl came by in a black suburban. She may well have been
parked up by the lobby when I first went there, but there was nothing about either her or her vehicle to indicate it was from Enterprise.
[I checked while writing this revision, and they have clarified the rental process on both the MetroNorth and Enterprise
websites. There are very explicit directions on where you’re supposed to wait and when you’re supposed to call. That’s a
definite improvement—and there’s a good chance I might have had something to do with it.]

At one point I had considered exploring Poughkeepsie as part of this side-trip. The trip from the station to the Enterprise lot was
more than sufficient, though. Poughkeepsie (pronounced poo-KIP-see, by the way) is a ratty old river town. It reminded me of Burlington
or Clinton, though the water is on the other side of downtown. It appears that what good times Poughkeepsie may have had are well in
the past. Main Street, which runs from the train station straight through downtown and on to the Enterprise lot, is mostly lined with
boarded-up buildings. What business is still open includes payday loan outlets, pawn shops, dollar stores, black hair salons, liquor stores,
and Mexican groceries. Perhaps saddest of all, we passed three historic-looking churches that had been completely abandoned.
The process of renting the car was quite a bit quicker than it had been in Seattle. The girl who picked me up was also the rental
agent. She photocopied my driver’s license and scanned my credit card. Then she asked a couple questions and gave me the key to a
silver-colored Honda. I had a bit of a deadline, so I was a little worried by the delay at the station, but I was out on my way out of the
rental car lot in good time. [I’ve since had some other positive experiences with Enterprise, most recently when I needed to rent
a car on the spur of the moment when mine broke down in Rockford, Illinois.]
While return directions were missing, the girl did give me detailed directions on how to leave the lot. They were complicated,
but clear, and they directed me to U.S. highway 44. This is a bizarre little highway that runs through Poughkeepsie on two separate
three-lane one-way streets. The westbound lanes (which I took now) skirt the north edge of downtown, while the eastbound lanes run
south of downtown, about six blocks to the south. The two halves of the highway circle around and join together right by the train station
so they can cross the Mid-Hudson Bridge. [There used to be a road with a similar routing going hrough Ottumwa. I remember
driving on it each day when I student taught there.]
I exited right before the bridge and followed U.S. 9 northward. This is also a strange highway that varies from two to six lanes,
with no good pattern to how many lanes it will have where. Parts are limited access, often with left exits and entrances, while other parts
have turn-offs for businesses at the side. What seemed strangest about highway 9 was that the wide parts never seemed to have any
traffic. As I drove along the six-lane section in Poughkeepsie this morning, I was literally the only car on the road. On the other hand,
when I needed to make a left turn on a two-lane section later in the day, it seemed as if I had to wait forever before there was a break in
traffic.
I drove about four miles north, and just inside the town limit of Hyde Park I stopped at my first destination of the day, the CIA. In
the context of New York “CIA” has nothing to do with intelligence. (Of course, there are those who will argue the initials have nothing to
do with intelligence in Washington, either.) Here “CIA” stands for the Culinary Institute of America, the nation’s foremost cooking school.
The CIA was originally founded just after World War II in Connecticut. In 1970 they moved to the current campus, which was an
abandoned Jesuit seminary. Thousands of restaurateurs, including dozens of the top chefs in the world, are CIA alumni.
I had arranged to be part of a public group tour of the Culinary Institute of America. They give public tours each weekday
afternoon when class is in session, and also Monday mornings. Their 10:00 Monday tour fit my schedule perfectly, and at $6 it was both
one of the cheapest and one of the most enjoyable things I did on this trip. [The price is the same in 2016, and I’d strongly recommend
the tour to anyone who happens to be north of New York City.]
My tour guide was boy named Chris, who hailed from suburban Detroit. He had the strong, but miniature build of a wrestler and
wasn’t really the sort of person I’d picture as a chef. He had completed the institute’s associate program (the type of degree you get at a
community college) and was now studying for a bachelor’s degree in culinary arts. He walked us all over the main building, and we got
to peak inside the various classrooms, kitchens, and on-site restaurants. Classes were underway, and the whole place was a buzz of
activity as we made our way around.
As we made our way through the ornately gilded hallways, Chris described how classes at the CIA work. Prospective students
must be high school graduates and must have successfully completed at least a six-month work stint in restaurant that does its own food
preparation (he specifically said places like Applebees don’t qualify) before their application will be accepted. Tuition is about $12,000 a
semester, and the total cost of attendance is from $25 - $35000 a year. The cost gets cheaper the farther along you are, because there’s
a lot of up-front investment in equipment and supplies. Board (i.e. food) is actually cheaper than at most colleges, and it includes all-youcan-eat gourmet entrees and desserts. Financial aid opportunities are similar to any other private college. The recent recession has cut
into enrollment substantially, but there still have about 2,500 students.
The academic calendar here is divided into three-week sessions. New students arrive and graduation ceremonies are held
every three weeks. Students here take just one class at a time. They study that topic intensively for three weeks and then move on to
something else. While there are some specializations, the majors basically boil down to culinary arts (which means savory cuisine) and
baking and pastry arts (sweet cuisine). Regardless of which major students choose, they must also take courses in the other field. This
is because almost everyone who works in “real” restaurants will end up having to work with both sweet and savory foods.
The CIA publishes all its own textbooks, which are written by their faculty. Chris pointed out that two versions of most of these
books (which are, of course, basically glorified cookbooks) are available—one intended for the students and the other for the general
public (though anyone can buy either version). The student versions have much more advanced techniques and more obscure
ingredients, while the general books recreate the featured dishes in a more accessible way. Chris pointed out that students often buy
the general books for their families, who invariably want to know about the food they cook at the CIA. Many professional chefs also use
the general books as a way to make due in a pinch, when they are missing certain ingredients or specialized equipment. [Interestingly,
I just checked Amazon, and both versions of a wide range of books are available there. They also publish math, science,
language, and business books that are written specifically for those in the hospitality industry.]

There are half a dozen restaurants on the campus of the Culinary Institute of America, plus the student dining hall (which
happens to be the former chapel of the seminary). CIA students prepare and serve the food. The culinary arts students have to train in
two different restaurants—working both in the kitchen and the dining room at each. Their goal is to master not only different cuisines, but
also different kinds of service. Chris asked, for instance, if any in our tour group had experienced tableside food preparation. He was
referring to the type of thing Margaret and I had when we ordered bananas Foster in New Orleans, and I raised my hand. (Surprisingly,
only two other people did.) They want the students here to master that kind of service. They also want them to be able to offer intelligent
wine suggestions and to be able to explain the ingredients that are used in dishes. They point out that chef-owners don’t just cook; they
typically end up doing every job in the restaurant at one time or another.
The baking and pastry students only have to work in one restaurant, but they actually more work than the other students. The
Apple Pie Café is by far the busiest restaurant at the CIA, serving as many as 3,000 patrons daily. They serve both sweet and savory
dishes, and while the dining room service is minimal, the students still need to make sure that the diners are happy and that everything
stays clean. The café is open primarily for breakfast and lunch, so the students who staff it need to be up early to make sure things are
ready to go when the doors open at 7am. The bakers come in around 1:00 to start making bread and pastries, and the rest of the kitchen
staff arrives around 5:00. The students who work in the other restaurants keep the opposite hours, since their restaurants primarily serve
dinner. They don’t arrive until mid-afternoon, but they’ll still be cleaning up after midnight. That is, of course, precisely the hours restaurant
workers keep in the “real world”, and their goal here is to get students used to them.
Part of every CIA program is an “externship” at an off-site restaurant, hotel, or cruise ship. Many well-known establishments
have agreed to mentor CIA students on in this on-the-job training. Chris, for instance, did his externship at the Fontainebleau Hotel in
Miami Beach. The students typically work as sous chefs during their externships, overseeing one major aspect of the meals (Chris
oversaw all the salads) under the ultimate supervision of the restaurant’s chef de cuisine.
Another graduation requirement for every student here is catering a group event. Sometimes these are on-campus events (like
meals for the graduation ceremonies). Other times they are social events throughout the mid-Hudson area and even in New York City.
(Chris had catered a wedding reception in nearby Rhinebeck—not, he pointed out, last weekend’s Chelsea Clinton nuptials.) There’s
apparently a waiting list of people who want CIA students to cater their affairs. To pass the requirement, students need to satisfy their
customers and also make a profit—which is, of course, precisely what a “real” caterer must do.
The tours are not officially supposed to include any food, but I gather virtually all of them do have some sort of tasting. With cart
after cart of delicious food running past us in the hallways, it would have been tacky for them not to have offered anything. Our group got
to sample some cookies the pastry students had baked. They were good, but really nothing special—just shortbread cookies with a dot
of jam in the middle. My sister makes a similar cookie every Christmas, and I can’t say these were any better than hers. I’d have loved
to have sampled the elegant desserts we saw passing by (the sort of thing we serve at our annual Gala fundraiser at Garrigan), but they
were headed to the student dining hall.
After the tour I had lunch at the Apple Pie Café. The atmosphere, menu, prices, and style of service here are a lot like Panera
or Corner Bakery. I’ve also been to independently-owned places in Massachusetts and California that had that were similar. The décor
here is bright and happy, but not at all elegant. The restaurant overlooks a courtyard, which gave a much better view than the strip malls
where most such restaurants are located. Customers order and pay at a counter, they are given a number, and then they sit where they
please. Students bring the food quickly, and they keep the drinks (in my case, both water and iced tea) filled. They specifically say no
tipping is allowed (this is also the policy in their “nice” restaurants), but they do accept donations for their scholarship fund. [On their
website they explain IRS regulations forbid tipping unpaid employees, and the workers at the CIA restaurants are essentially
unpaid interns. In the nicer restaurants add a service
charge which goes directly to the college scholarship
fund.]
The Apple Pie Café may not be the most elegant
restaurant at the CIA, but I can honestly say my lunch was
one of the most delicious meals I’ve ever eaten. It included
a turkey and cheese sandwich. The turkey had been
marinated, the cheese was full-bodied and tasty, the bun
was thick and crusty, and the sandwich was dressed with
chimichurri (finely diced vegetables and herbs mixed with
oil and vinegar). On the side was a cup of zesty chipotle
mayonnaise and a cold dill pickle spear.
I also had a big bowl of one of their soups, a vegan
concoction of white beans, canned tomatoes, and kale.
We saw them making this soup when we passed by on the
tour, though I’d bet the batch we saw would actually be
served tomorrow. On the shows I watch on the food
channel, they often describe dishes as having “depth of
flavor”. That’s exactly what I’d say about this soup. Layer
after layer of different savory flavors tempted my taste
buds. I don’t think I could replicate the soup if I tried, but it

Lunch at the Apple Pie Café
Culinary Institute of America – Hyde Park, New York

really was outstanding. [The menu here changes frequently, but there’s never a shortage of good things to try.]
For dessert (and who wouldn’t have dessert here?) I chose a Nutella danish. It was very good, but honestly I’d say it was my
least favorite part of the lunch. I also picked up a gourmet chocolate bar the students had created for a candy class, which I munched
on back at the hotel. It was dark chocolate with praline and marzipan filling—truly out of this world. [I don’t remember exactly what I
paid for this lunch, but I checked their menu while writing the revision. It’s a little on the pricey side, but not terrible. The soup
is $5 in 2016, and most baked goods are $3.50. They didn’t really have a sandwich equivalent to the one I got (and I think I got
it as part of a combo deal), but I’d bet it would be $7 or $8. Theyalso have full entrees like rack of lamb and beef Bourguignon
which are true bargains at $14 each. All the prices at the Apple Pie Café are about half what similar things cost in the “nice”
CIA restaurants. That’s why I ate there.]
After lunch I took a quick drive around the grounds of the Culinary Institute, which are on a lovely overlook above the Hudson.
I’m not sure it’s the most beautiful campus I’ve ever seen, but it’s really quite attractive. After seeing the grounds I headed north a couple
of miles to Hyde Park’s main attraction, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt National Historic Site.
The historic site includes a modern museum, the lifelong home of President Roosevelt, his presidential library (the first such
library, and the only one actually used by a sitting President), and the graves of both Franklin and Eleanor Roosevlet. The same park
service property also administers Val-Kill, a cottage where Eleanor went to relax and where she set up a workshop for people with special
needs. Adjacent to the property is the Vanderbilt mansion, which showcases life in America’s gilded age. I was not able to see either
Val-Kill or the Vanderbilt home, but I did enjoy my visit to the FDR site.
The museum is free and open normal business hours, but you can only tour the FDR home on a tour with a timed ticket. I paid
$14 for a slot on their first available tour, which was at 1:30pm. I then entered the theatre and saw a twenty-minute biography of President
Roosevelt. It was balanced almost to a fault, with a surprising amount of negative discussion of his policies and legacy. This was quite
different from the treatment of John Kennedy I saw in Boston last winter. The Kennedy museum is a shrine to its namesake and implies
he could do no wrong.
A fairly large part of the film (unnecessarily large, if you ask me) was devoted to Roosevelt’s battle with polio and the concealment
of the extent of his handicap from the public. While they don’t directly say it, they imply that it was wrong for FDR to minimize his disability.
He lived in a different era, though, and I don’t think the filmmakers really took that into consideration. What’s more, it’s telling that even
today there are almost no high-level public figures with disabilities. (The governor of New York, who happens to be blind, is one notable
exception.) [I actually think in this era of constant TV coverage, it would be even harder for a disabled person to be elected.]
After seeing the film I still had about an hour to kill before the tour. I filled some of that time by driving to a nearby Stop ‘n’ Shop
supermarket. I mentioned the pathetic supermarkets in New York City before, and it was interesting to find that Hyde Park (a place the
size of Algona) had a better store than anything in the city. It was very awkward to get in and out of Stop ‘n’ Shop, but the store was
really very nice. I bought a variety of types of juice and also a couple of snacks there. The most interesting thing I bought was probably
organic apple chips, slices of dehydrated apples that advertised themselves as a “genuine product of New York state”. They were at
least minimally nutritious, and quite tasty as well.
When I saw a “Duchess Loop” bus stop at Stop ‘n’ Shop I was pleased with my decision to rent a car in Poughkeepsie—in spite
of the cost. In theory I could have taken public transportation, but that really wouldn’t have been at all practical. I would have needed to
take one bus from the station to downtown Poughkeepsie. From there another bus stopped at the Culinary Institute and then made
another stop at Stop ‘n’ Shop. Each of those buses runs only hourly, which would have made it an inconvenient connection. What’s
more, I’d have had to walk from Stop ‘n’ Shop to the Roosevelt home. On the map the supermarket looks relatively close to the historic
site, but it’s over a mile even from the turn-off on the highway, and at least a mile and a half from the actual entrance. It was 98 o out
today, which would have made that walk absolutely miserable.
After killing a bit of time at Stop ‘n’ Shop, I made my way through the museum. They have a large and eclectic collection, and it
really was fascinating to see. I took a picture of one of the most fascinating artifacts, which I placed on the previous page. It was the
original manuscript of the “date which will live in infamy” speech. Roosevelt initially composed the speech on a portable typewriter, which
is also on display in the museum. Most interesting, though, are the various cross-outs and other edits he made. I tried to imagine modern
politicians, who always just read off of computerized teleprompters, even being able to interpret cross-outs and marginal writing.
It was also fascinating to see some artifacts that showed how President Roosevelt coped with his paralysis. His leg braces were
on display, as were the wheelchairs he had designed himself—essentially straight kitchen chairs with wheels on the bottom. They also
had his modified 1936 Ford Phaeton, which operated exclusively with hand controls. Unlike most of his successors, President Roosevelt
preferred to drive himself whenever that was possible, and he logged 19,000 miles before he died—just driving on the country roads
around Hyde Park.
Before long it was time for the tour to begin. We were led through the house by a young man named Kevin who really wasn’t
much of a guide. He seemed to spend longer telling us how people become rangers at National Park Service sites (they’re hired from a
national pool of applicants, with little regard to whether they’d prefer to work at historic or natural environment parks) than he did telling
us about the home we were seeing.

Pearl Harbor speech manuscript at Franklin D. Roosevelt National Historic Site – Hyde Park, New York

While the guide was nothing to brag about,
I did enjoy seeing the home. Springwood is a large,
but surprisingly simple home. At one time the
Roosevelt family owned an enormous estate that
extended miles south and east to the border of
Poughkeepsie. Both the guide and a museum
display explained that as an “old money” family and
the primary landowners in the area, the Roosevelts
had nothing to prove. That’s why Springwood is a
true home, unlike the palatial and ostentatious
Vanderbilt mansion nearby. The home actually
began as a small one-floor cottage. Two more
stories and additional wings were added as the
family grew and the home became a place where
foreign dignitaries were entertained. The exterior is
in a Dutch colonial style, which is simple and elegant.
The interior, which was left largely as it was in the
‘40s, is crowded with family gifts and souvenirs of
foreign travel, the same sort of stuff with which I’ve
filled my own apartment.
Roosevelt was born at Springwood and
Springwood (FDR’s home) – Hyde Park, New York
spent most of his life here. Even during his Presidency, he came frequently, arriving by the same train tracks I had taken earlier today.
He delivered more of his fireside chats from Hyde Park than from Washington. Some of them were done in the home, and others from
his office in the Presidential library next door. Winston Churchill stayed overnight at Springwood on several occasions, and the President
and First Lady even entertained then Princess Elizabeth here. (Kevin called her Queen Elizabeth, but of course she didn’t become queen
until several years after FDR died.) We saw the bed the future queen slept on, a very simple single bed in a tiny upstairs bedroom down
the hall from the bathroom. I should point out, though, that Eleanor’s bedroom (which was separate from Franklin’s for most of their
marriage) was even more spartan.
Kevin pointed out that we can tell just how fond FDR was of the British dignitaries from the fact that they were allowed upstairs.
Most visitors to Springwood stayed on the first floor. The President generally greeted them while seated at a desk, another way of
disguising his disability. If a meal was served, he would excuse himself before the affair and be seated before the guests entered the
dining room. Guests would only be allowed for longer visits or to go upstairs at all if they knew about and fully accepted the President’s
condition. There was no hiding the handicap at bedtime. To get from the main floor to the bedrooms, FDR traveled in a dumbwaiter.
Several people remarked on how comparatively modern the house was. I’m not quite sure what they expected. It’s not like
FDR grew up in a log cabin. The Roosevets were a wealthy family, and it’s no surprise that by 1945 their home would be electrified and
have modern plumbing. Springwood even had one of the first television sets in America. President Roosevelt was presented the TV on
the occasion of his opening the New York World’s Fair in 1939. He gave it to his mother Sarah, who lived at Springwood, though until
the ‘50s no broadcasts could be received there.
I took a quick look at the gravesite, which features a starkly simple headstone and is surrounded by a small flower garden. Then
I made my way to the parking lot and set out again. I drove all over Hyde Park, which is a really weird little community. It combines the
fake “olde worlde” charm you might find in a place like Pella with a rather tacky small town that appears to be lost in the ‘70s. Aside from
the Roosevelt home and the Culinary Institute, I can’t say I cared a lot for the place.
I drove east from Hyde Park and followed a series of county roads through Duchess County. I pictured myself following the
roads FDR himself might have driven decades ago. In his day this area was likely truly rural. Today I’m sure the people who live here
think they’re in “the country”, but the area has more of the feel of a junky suburb. The homes are all on acreages, but there are a couple
dozen in a mile. Most really don’t look all that nice, either—even if their owners do keep horses.
Eventually I made my way to the Taconic State Parkway, which I’d describe as a “rustic” four-lane highway. It has extremely
narrow shoulders, tight turns, and low-clearance stone overpasses. The parkway winds through the Berkshire foothills near the New
York—Connecticut—Massachusetts border. It connects I-95 in the Bronx with I-90 east of Albany, but between those places it basically
goes nowhere. It was mostly built by the Civilian Conservation Corps during the Depression, and it was intended to be as much a park
as a highway. FDR drove himself from Queens to Hyde Park after the opening ceremonies of the 1939 World’s Fair, mostly following
this newly-opened route. As I drove along, I pictured that enormous TV he got sticking out of the trunk of his hand-controlled car.
I drove about ten miles south on the parkway and then turned off onto U.S. 44. Before long I was in the Town of Poughkeepsie,
the mostly white suburb that surrounds the highly diverse City of Poughkeepsie. I was greeted by a group of dowdy women gathered in
the parking lot of an abandoned discount store holding signs saying they represented the Duchess County Tea Party. An enormous sign
that three women held said “IMPEACH OBAMA,” though there were no reasons given for doing so. That was honestly the last thing I
expected to see anywhere in New York state. It was, after all, quaint old Cooperstown where a few years back I saw a “HONK TO
IMPEACH BUSH” sign with a long list of ways the former President had gone against the Constitution. New York as a whole is proud to

be a liberal state, and the “tea baggers” here have to be a very small minority. Poughkeepsie seems to be a very depressed area, though,
and hard times often bring out the worst in people.
[New York politics are particularly in the news as I write this revision, with the state’s primary coming up next week.
Three of the five remaining candidates have local ties. Donald Trump is of course from New York City (he grew up in Queens
and spent his adult life in Mahanttan). Hillary Clinton (who moved to the Hudson Valley to run for the Senate) claims to be a
local girl, and Bernie Sanders grew up in Brooklyn. Trump, who has made quite open appeals to racists and xenophobes
throughout his campaign, has mostly been talking economics in New York. His main opponent, Ted Cruz, gained the wrath of
the Empire State earlier by saying that Trump exemplified “New York values”. Cruz has been remarkably silent about his ultraconservative stand on social issues while campaigning in the Northeast. The local officials in Duchess County, by the way, are
mostly Republican, which is typical in upstate New York. However, Obama won Duchess County in both 2008 and 2012.]
I had one more major stop before returning the car. I wanted to visit the Walkway over the Hudson, a former freight railroad
bridge that was one of the engineering marvels of the 19 th Century. It was abandoned after the Penn Central Railroad’s bankruptcy in
1970 and stood rusting for thirty-five years. The bridge was restored with privately-raised funds, and in 2009 (111 years after it originally
opened) it re-opened as the longest pedestrian bridge in the world.
The walkway is operated as a New York state park. They charge no actual admission fee, but there is a $5 fee to park in the lot
at the base of the bridge for up to four hours. You feed coins or bills into a machine to pay for the parking, and I had no small bills on me
at this point. I made a quick detour to a scruffy little convenience store a few blocks away, where I broke a twenty to buy a bottle of juice.
I then used part of the change to pay my parking fee.
Walkway over the Hudson is not a landscaped park like the High Line.
The state park designation is basically because it’s a historic site, rather than
parkland itself. Where the rails once lay there’s now one concrete section after
another. Basically this is just a big long sidewalk in the sky. In spite of that,
and in spite of the God-awful heat, I did of course have to cross the thing. I
actually had to cross twice, because there’s no other way to get back once
you’re on the far side. The round-trip is about three and a half miles, which
with the mercury pushing 100o was about three miles more than I really wanted
to do. Fortunately it was very windy in the middle of the river, which made the
walk minimally tolerable.
The Hudson is actually only about half a mile wide at Poughkeepsie,
but the base of the bridge starts far away from the shore. It rapidly rises,
Website view of Walkway Over the Hudson
soaring over a residential area north of downtown. Apparently one of the
residents of this neighborhood didn’t care for a park being built in his back yard. His entire yard is covered by a thick green mesh. A sign
sticks out of the mesh on a pole proclaiming “This privacy screen NOT paid for by the State of New York, the City of Poughkeepsie, or
Walkway over the Hudson”. Of course that need for “privacy” made me stare through the mesh as best I could, and I certainly wondered
what went on there. I’d think they could just shut their curtains when the need for privacy arose. I’d also think that mesh overhead would
make it rather unpleasant to use their yard, but I guess it’s their place not mine.
I must say Poughkeepsie looks its best from overhead. When you get away from the cracking plaster and peeling paint, it’s not
such a horrible place. The setting along the river really is quite beautiful, and some of the old buildings that have been kept up are striking.
The walkway is lined with informative signs every hundred yards or so. Some tell of how the bridge was originally built (largely
by hand, by construction workers who had more guts than I do). Others describe the economic rise and fall of the area. Poughkeepsie
used to be a major industrial center. They made just about everything here—from saddles and beer in the 1880s to computers and
cough drops in the 1950s. One by one all those factories moved to more economically favorable locations, leaving the shell of a city that
remains today.
They also have signs that describe the natural environment surrounding the walk-way. The Hudson was horribly polluted at the
time the railroad bridge was abandoned, and it has made a remarkable comeback since then. Both recreational and commercial
fishermen work the river these days, and only minor treatment is needed to make the water drinkable.
Still more signs describe the efforts to rehabilitate the bridge. While the main structure is intact, they replaced almost every bolt
and rivet. Removing the old rails and placing the cement panels was also a challenge. The result is interesting, and even with the heat
I had a pleasant afternoon walk. There are composting toilets at both ends of the walkway, as well as vendors selling drinks. The vendor
on the west side had a sign saying he also had various South Asian dishes for sale. Those sounded good, and I thought about having
an early supper. Unfortunately the only thing on his sign that he actually had in stock was soft drinks.
On the way back I listened to a guided tour of the walkway that could be accessed via cell phones. They had basically the same
information that appeared on the signs, though in slightly more detail. It did keep me entertained on the return trip, though.

I stopped at
a
run-down
Gulf
station just west of
the walkway to get
gas. I’d only driven
about forty miles, but
I didn’t dare return the
car with anything less
than a full tank. My
rental contract gave
Enterprise the right to
charge me $8 a
gallon for any gas
they needed to add.
It was not really a
surprise that I added
more gas than I could
possibly have used.
Rental cars almost
always are sent out
less than completely
full. I put in almost
four gallons of gas (at
$2.849),
and
I’m
pretty sure the car got
better than ten miles
to the gallon.
Since
we
had
no
better
directions, I drove
straight down Main
View of the city from Walkway over the Hudson – Poughkeepsie, New York
Street to get to the
(The Mid-Hudson auto bridge—U.S. 44—is in the background.)
Enterprise lot. I first passed what the Duchess Chamber of Commerce listed as one of the area’s main attractions, the Poughkeepsie
Grand Hotel. When I heard the name I imagined a restored Victorian inn, but that’s not at all what this was. It was a tan brick and steel
building that looked like it was built shortly before IBM closed their factory here. It reminded me of the old Ramada in Waterloo that had
identical lamps in every window of a slab-like tower. [That building is now a senior housing complex.] It was an interesting modern
hotel, but I think it stretches the meaning of the word “grand”. Apparently they have a lovely courtyard and meeting rooms, but from the
street there was nothing that differentiated the place from an aging Holiday Inn.
I then passed all the abandoned stores downtown and made my way into a neighborhood of run-down two-floor wood-frame
homes that reminded me of the area where my brother Steve used to live in Moline. Eventually I saw the Enterprise sign, and I turned
into a tiny lot the rental agency shared with a Mexican restaurant.
This morning I got the car quickly, but it took a lot longer to return it this afternoon. There were no surprises, but they just seemed
to do everything in slow motion. Eventually I got my receipt, and an old man drove me to the station in the same car I had rented. He
told me they do about half their business with people who come from the station. On weekends especially, they’re almost constantly
busy with people coming up from the city for a relaxing getaway on the river.
Both this guy and the girl who picked me up this morning agreed that I was wise to be staying in Queens rather than Manhattan.
“Only a fool would pay $400 a night for a hotel,”: said this man, and I must say that was my opinion when I booked things. There are
cheaper hotels in Manhattan, but even the least expensive (most of which had horrible reviews) were double what I was paying in Jamaica.
If I’d paid those prices, I’d never have been able to afford a side trip like the one I took today. [In the past few years a plethora of
midrange hotels has opened in Manhattan. Choice Hotels has about a dozen properties there, and there’s also new properties
from Fairfield Inn, Holiday Inn Express, and similar chains. None of those is anywhere close to $400 a night, but they’re still
not cheap. Even at their cheapest, Manhattan properties are about $129, and $159 and up is more typical.]
I arrived just in time to catch the 5:40 train to New York. The scenery was identical to what I saw on the way up, and this I had
an uneventful trip back to the city. The train was nearly empty when I boarded, but it gradually filled with people. By the time we reached
Yonkers, I was the only person sitting alone anywhere in the car. It emptied out at Marble Hill, though, and even more people got off at
125th Street. By the time we reached Grand Central only about half a dozen people were left in the car.
I was the first person off the train. Grand Central Terminal was still busy after 7pm, but I negotiated my way through it without
any problem. I made my way down to the subway and quickly caught a 6-train that whisked me up to 51st Street. There’s an underground

connection there to the E-train station at 53rd and Lexington. I took the E-train back to Jamaica—Van Wyck and was back at the hotel
right around 8:00.
I was a little hungry, so I decided to go to a Baskin Robbins just down the street from the hotel. The place was open, but none
of the employees seemed to actually want to serve anyone. About three potential customers were just standing there, while the
employees did absolutely nothing. Eventually I just gave up, went back to the hotel, and snacked on the chocolate bar I’d gotten at the
culinary institute. [I’ve actually had this problem on at least two other occasions at different Baskin Robbins locations. I wonder
if they monitor their staff at all.]
I spent some time this evening watching the local news on TV. There were two big stories in the Big Apple. The first was the
story some reported as “desecrating sacred ground by building a mosque on the World Trade Center site”. That does sound bad. The
conservative Republican talking points parroted by many reporters don’t come anywhere close to giving the whole story, though, and in
some cases they’re completely untrue. The mosque in question isn’t new, and it isn’t at Ground Zero. Moderate Moslems (a term most
conservatives see as an oxymoron) have been worshipping in lower Manhattan for decades. There was a mosque about four blocks
northeast of the World Trade Center when the Twin Towers still stood there. In recent years membership at that mosque has expanded
beyond what their facilities can handle. For about five years they’ve been meeting in a building that used to house a Burlington Coat
Factory store a block closer to the World Trade Center site. The proposal in question wasn’t to build a new mosque, but to renovate the
old clothing store that was already being used for that purpose so it would look more like a religious building. Part of the proposal would
also provide an interfaith meeting center that Jews and Christians could also use. So the location in question is an existing mosque, not
a new one, and it’s three blocks away from the far edge of the WTC site.
Even if this were a new mosque, though, and even if it were right across the street from Ground Zero, that still shouldn’t matter.
The opponents seem to forget that one of the founding principles of our country was religious freedom. That freedom applies to Moslems
just as much as it does to Baptists and Catholics. Two of the streets surrounding the World Trade Center are named “Church” and
“Trinity”, after Trinity Church, a historic Episcopal congregation in the financial district. St. Paul’s Catholic Church is also right across the
street, and there’s a Presbyterian church and a synagogue closer to Ground Zero than the mosque is. No one is asking them to move—
nor should they. The Moslems have as much right to be in the neighborhood as Christians and Jews. That was the main argument that
Michael Bloomberg, New York’s moderate Republican mayor, was making, and he was being tarred and feathered by his own party for
doing so. [The same people who don’t think moderate Moslems exist seem to forget that in the past most Republicans were
moderate.]
The other big news story happened just today. This was the saga of flight attendant Steven Slater. A quick summary of the
event appeared in the free commuter newspaper Metro:
A JetBlue flight attendant flew off the handle on JFK’s tarmac, inflating the emergency chute after an obscenity-laden
tirade to Flight 1052’s 100 passengers. A defiant passenger lit Steven Slater’s fuse by reaching for overhead luggage on a justlanded flight from Pittsburgh before the plane had stopped. When Slater moved to stop the passenger, he was hit on the head
by the bag and demanded an apology, according to a source. Instead, the passenger told him to “f— off.” Slater grabbed the
intercom and reportedly told the whole plane to “go f— themselves.” “To the passenger who called me a m— f—er, f— you.
I’ve been in the business 28 years. I’ve had it. That’s it,” he said according to a Daily News reporter. In a grand exit, he opened
a hatch, released the emergency chute, and slid to the tarmac with a beer in his hand. He ran to his car in the employee parking
lot and made it to his home in nearby Belle Harbor, Queens, where Port Authority cops arrested him. Slater, 39, was charged
with reckless endangerment and criminal mischief. No action was taken against the rule-breaking passenger, a Port Authority
spokesperson said. Slater reportedly lives with his mother who has terminal cancer. On his Facebook page, Slater states he is
a fan of spirituality, Alcoholics Anonymous, fashion, interior decorating, anything outdoors, and St. Tropez.
The TV reporters couldn’t get enough of this story. They interviewed Slater’s mother, the wife he divorced, and his gay
companion. The talked to practically every passenger on the plane, getting a wide range of versions of how the event transpired. They
even brought in psychiatrists and lawyers to analyze the situation. The initial treatment toward Slater was quite negative (with headlines
like “Cursing Flight Attendant Goes Bonkers”), but within a day he had become a folk hero for people who were fed up with their jobs.
The change was amazing, but public opinion definitely seemed to be with Slater.
There’s no question that what Slater did was inappropriate and stupid. I’m sure he’ll be fired, and rightly so. I really don’t think
legal action is warranted, though. Deploying the emergency slide on the ground didn’t really endanger anyone except perhaps himself.
Apparently the passengers weren’t even delayed in deplaning. What really bothers me is that while people debated the flight attendant’s
actions, no one seemed to fault the rude passenger who had started the whole brouhaha. I’ve seen far too many airplane passengers
who seem to think the rules apply to everyone but them. It seems to me the passenger is as much at fault as the flight attendant, and I
think she should be detained or fined as well. That won’t happen, of course, because JetBlue needs the business of self-important people
like her, so their service workers just need to put up with them.
[Slater was eventually sentenced to a year’s probation and made to pay restitution to JetBlue for the damaged
emergency slide. He’s apparently working for a technology company these days. Interestingly just this past week there was
another incident in the news regarding an airplane emergency slide. A United flight that was only shuttling crew members was
landing in Phoenix when a flight attendant released the slide while the plane was still in the air. It fell nearly half a mile and hit
a suburban house. Perhaps needless to say, the woman involved is no longer working for United.]

It was nice to have some free time tonight. I felt rested even before I went to bed, and I got a good night’s sleep.

Tuesday, August 10
New York City
I was up around 7:00, very late compared to the fast couple days. I had a bagel and some coffee and then set out on for the
day. I took an outbound E-train just one stop east to Sutphin—Archer—JFK. I could have walked there in nearly the same time it took
to go by subway, but I was just a bit sluggish this morning. The Sutphin station has two platforms, one stacked on top of the other. I
walked downstairs and quickly transferred to the J-train. [It’s kind of strange that the deeper subway platform is for a train that just
one stop away begins an elevated run across Queens and Brooklyn.] I took the J west just a couple stops to 111th Street, where I
made my first stop of the morning.
111th Street (that is
the street in Queens with that
number, as opposed to samenamed street in Harlem) is in
the neighborhood of Richmond
Hill. [As a side note, streets
in Queens run north/south
and avenues east/west, the
opposite of Manhattan). I
walked down from the elevated
station
and
entered
a
neighborhood quite different
from almost everything else I’d
seen in New York. Richmond
Hill is a well-shaded, tidy
neighborhood of single-family
Victorian homes with lawns.
The lots are small, but it really
looks like a very pleasant place
to live. It reminded me a lot of
the older neighborhoods in
Richmond Hill (Queens), New York
Iowa City and also parts of southern Minneapolis. Jamaica Avenue itself is crowded and gray, but the surrounding residential streets
could be in a small town.
When those Victorian homes were built, Richmond Hill was made up
mostly of British and Italian residents. Later the neighborhood was home to
people of every European background, among them such prominent residents
as Jack Kerouac, Dale Carnegie, and the Marx Brothers. Richmond Hill’s white
residents have moved on (probably to places like Garden City), and today the
single largest ethnic group is South Asian. The largest Hindu temple in America
is in Richmond Hill. There are also a lot of Hispanic people here, and a few
Caribbean blacks.
I walked a few blocks north and west until I came to Forest Park, an
enormous green space that extends about six miles across Queens and
Brooklyn. Forest Park is historically important as the site of much of the Battle
of Long Island, one of the bloodiest battles in the American Revolution. The most
noteworthy feature in the Richmond Hill part of Forest Park, though, is a
monument to a more recent war, World War I. At the southeast entrance to the
park is “My Buddy”, a bronze statue of a soldier pausing over the grave of his
fallen comrade. It’s really quite a nice work of art, and it made a good destination
for my morning walk.
I took a different route back to the subway, this time walking on the
border of Richmond Hill and Kew Gardens. This area is full of fake British
architecture. The homes, businesses, and even the neighborhood church have
the half-timbered look of an old Super 8. This was the “in” style for suburban
living a century ago. The woodsy British look was a reaction to all the brick that
dominated most of the city, and it certainly does look different.
“My Buddy”
Forest Park (Queens), New York

I walked to the elevated station at 121st Street, where I caught a Z-train.
The J and Z trains run the same route, but the Z runs only at rush hour. Each

train skips every other stop in most of Queens and Brooklyn, which makes service just slightly faster. This is still one of the slowest routes
in New York, though. It reminded me of all the slow zones they used to have on Chicago’s pink line, before they closed it for renovation.
Even skipping stops, we just inched along on the century-old elevated line, and it took the better part of an hour to get from Richmond
Hill to lower Manhattan. [The elevated structure dates to the 1880s, and it shows.]
Almost everywhere I went in New York I had a good sense of direction and found my way with no problem. The lone exception
to that was lower Manhattan. The streets there are named rather than numbered, and they intersect at odd angles. The subways also
run at different angles than they do elsewhere, so they I couldn’t get my bearings from which way the train was headed. When I surfaced
at Fulton Street in downtown Manhattan I wandered five blocks out of my way before realizing I was headed entirely the wrong direction.
Eventually I made my way to a place I’d been years ago when I was
in New York with Margaret and the quiz bowl team. This was the McDonalds
at Broadway and Maiden Lane, just north of Wall Street. This elegant fast
food outlet features a doorman, marble fixtures, and a grand piano. [A lot of
McDonalds, particularly those in big cities, have been made over with
elegant décor in recent years. I don’t think I’ve seen a grand piano in
any other fast food restaurant, though.] They sold the same Egg
McMuffins that any other McDonalds would have, though. The price was
more than in Queens, but the same as it would cost back home. [Some of
our band and choir kids who recently went to New York also
commented that prices weren’t nearly as exorbitant as they’d been led
to believe. The exception to that is places that cater primarily to
tourists, such as Times Square.]
Just around the corner from this McDonalds was my main destination of the morning, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The Fed board happened to be having its monthly meeting here today to
set interest rates and decide monetary policy. Ben Bernanke hadn’t invited me here for that, of course, but several months ago I had
arranged to take a tour of the facility.
There are several levels of security involved in taking the tour of the Federal Reserve Bank. You initially apply on their website,
at which point you consent to having them do a background check. About a week after the application, the tour is either approved or
denied. Mine was approved, and they e-mailed a confirmation. I was told to arrive forty minutes before the scheduled tour time and bring
both the confirmation and an official government photo ID.
I got to the bank at 9:20am. The public entrance to the Fed building is not clearly marked. I found the door that obviously had
to be it, but I had to ask a guard if I was at the right place. The guard made me wait while he checked the identification of several
employees. He then looked at my passport and tour confirmation, compared my name with a list he had, and then let me inside. He
denied entrance to a family waiting behind me because their paperwork wasn’t in order. Inside the building another guard also checked
my confirmation and passport. He then directed me an airport-style security lane. I walked through a metal detector, and they X-rayed
the small bag I was carrying. Only then was I allowed to enter the museum in the lobby of the building.
[I have also visited the Federal Reserve Bank in Kansas City, and on occasion I’ve considered visiting the one in
Chicago. Both of those are open to walk-in visitors, but security is still tight. I’ve also checked on visiting the Federal Reserve
Bank in Minneapolis. Like New York they only welcome pre-arranged tours. I have no idea why security is so tight in the Twin
Cities.]
I still had about twenty-five minutes to kill before the actual tour started, and I spent it looking through the museum. It’s a
fascinating little collection. A large part features historic coins from around the world. They have coins dating back to ancient Greece
and a large collection of colonial American coins. There’s strangely shaped money from the South Pacific and even genuine Iroquois
wampum.
There’s a rather extensive display on the history of American money, with a sizeable display on how to identify counterfeit bills.
I found out here that they’ve finally completed the re-design of the $100 bill, with color and security features similar to the overhaul they’ve
made of lower-denomination currency in the past few years. I doubt I’ll be seeing many hundreds, but it was interesting to see what
they’re supposed to look like. [The time I have seen hundreds is when taking tickets at basketball games and plays. It really
amazes me just how many people do pay for such things with large bills. The $100 bills people spend are invariably brand new,
and I will say all the security features make them very easy to authenticate. I’d think a counterfeiter would do better passing
beat-up old twenties and fives.]
Better than half of the museum deals with banking in America and the role of the Federal Reserve. Having no interest at all in
economics and not a great interest in history, I found this the dullest part of the museum. I went through it quickly, but mostly this part of
the museum was just filling time. [The Fed has made itself known to me this past year when they chose to raise the prime interest
rate twice. As is true with most credit cards, the interest I pay on mine is tied to the prime rate (pumped up by a large number
of points). That meant that when the prime rate went up even by a small amount, what I had to pay also increased. Never mind
that the interest banks pay on deposits is still very close to an all-time low.]

Shortly before it was time for the tour to start I went to the waiting lounge for the next security check. There was a stand set up
in the lounge full of free brochures. Among these was a series of comic books that were probably designed to teach economic principals
to high school students. I took one of each, and I must say I learned more from them than from the museum displays.
Before the tour another guard checked our IDs and confirmations. We then had to leave any personal items in lockers. Yet
another guard exchanged our confirmation e-mails for stickers that showed were part of a legitimate tour, and we then proceeded into a
small theater.
The film we saw talked about one of the Fed’s major jobs, processing cash and checks. That used to be done in this building,
but the crowded, narrow streets nearby made that difficult. A few years ago the “Zone B” processing center was moved to an office park
in East Rutherford, New Jersey. The film showed us inside that facility and explained that the space that used to be used for money
processing in New York City is now offices.
Our guide next walked us through the museum I had just seen on my own, pointing out a few highlights. I was glad to have
already gone through it, because she really didn’t provide time to see anything there on the tour. While we waited for an elevator she
explained some of the security procedures that are in place here that we hadn’t already encountered.
We took one elevator down, waited in an underground lobby, and then took another elevator much further below ground level.
We paused to see another brief film and then continued to our ultimate destination, the gold vault. Nearly one-fourth of all the gold that
has ever been mined on earth is stored beneath the New York Federal Reserve Bank. Their enormous vault is carved out of bedrock
about 150 feet below the level of the subway. Compartment after compartment is filled with gold bars. Almost all of these belong to the
governments and central banks of foreign countries. The Fed stores their gold here for free, in exchange for those banks’ business and
investments in the U.S. The guide explained that it’s similar to having a consumer bank giving safe deposit boxes free to their customers.
That was an interesting analogy, though I don’t know of any bank that gives away safe deposit storage. At least around here there’s
always a rental charge, even for very good customers.
We spent quite a while
gawking at the gold.
The guide
explained that the pieces that looked
like rectangular building bricks were
older bricks cast in America, while the
trapezoidal bricks were either cast in
Europe or made since the mid ‘90s.
The world standard is now trapezoidal
gold bars, which are apparently easier
to handle. She also explained the
nearly century-old scale, which
continues to weigh tiny fractions of an
ounce with great accuracy. Gold bars
weigh around 27 pounds each, but
with the high price of the precious
metal, even the slightest variation from
that amount will significantly affect the
value.
The guide next explained
how they lock the vault. She had the
guard close the door and turn one of
the locking mechanisms. The one he
turned could be easily re-opened.
There are several other locking
mechanisms, though, and once closed
most of them cannot be re-opened
until the next business day. All the
locks are mechanical rather than
electronic, so security is intact in the
event of a power failure. It takes three
separate people working together to
lock and to open the vault. They also
use three employees to handle each
gold transaction.
Inside the gold vault at the Federal Reserve Bank – New York City
Normally the vault is open
(picture from the Fed publication The Key to the Vault)
during business hours, and they frequently make deposits and withdrawals of bullion. The vault has been locked down on about half
a dozen occasions in its history, most recently following the World Trade Center attack. That intrigued me. I had read before coming

here that there used to be a gold vault on the WTC property itself, which belonged to a consortium of Canadian banks. That vault was
seriously damaged by the disaster, but every single gold bar was recovered and returned.
As we left they gave us the publication from which I got the picture above. We then made our way back up the elevators to the
main level. I got my bag from the locker, but was confused to not find the New York Yankees cap I’d been wearing there. I mentioned
that to the guard, and he said that the security checkpoint had reported a Yankees cap had been left there. He escorted me over to the
X-ray lane, and sure enough, I’d left the cap when I came in. I thanked the guard and went on my way. [Ball caps contain metal rivets,
so they have to be removed when going through metal detectors. I’d imagine it’s fairly common for them to be left at security
checkpoints.]
I walked across lower Manhattan to the World Trade Center site. This was the third time I’d been here since the towers fell, and
it was interesting to see how things were progressing. I recently re-watched a documentary I’d taped shortly after the attack that said
that Freedom Tower, the replacement for the WTC, would be completed in 2010. That may have been the plan back in 2002, but it’s
definitely not what happened. The building (which is no longer called Freedom Tower, but rather One World Trade Center) is now slated
for completion in 2013. [It actually opened in November of 2014.] While it’s nowhere near done, they are making significant progress.
They’ve appeared to have finished all the below ground work (which is what they were working on the last time I was here), and you can
tell a building is actually rising. There’s really no more to see here than you’d find at any construction site, and I just made a quick look
around and moved on.
There is a museum across the street from the WTC site, but I really didn’t have much interest in seeing it. I have no idea what
their admission is, but I can’t imagine there would be anything there I haven’t seen countless times on TV. [The kids on the music trip
liked this museum, and I might stop by if I’m in New York again.]
Something that was interesting to see was the “miraculous” steel cross that was found among the wreckage at Ground Zero. I
use the quotation marks because it really wouldn’t be that unusual for ruins of I-beams to make a cross shape. That said, even accidental
things can be inspirational. They have the cross displayed outdoors as public art, and it was interesting to see.
Just down the street from the World Trade Center was another large construction site (99
Church Street, which is planned to be the tallest residential building in Manhattan). [This tower is
still under construction, but is expected to open in summer 2016. It has been renamed to 30
Park Place. I suppose the Monopoly-like address seems superior. Its height has already been
surpassed, so it is now on track to be the second tallest residential building in Manhattan.]
Like most such sites, this one was surrounded by a wooden wall to keep passersby safe. Most
construction barriers are little more than graffiti magnets. This one, however, had been turned into a
work of art. Created by artist Maya Barkai, the Walking Men installation even has its own website.
The artwork is based on photographs of the walk light symbols used in cities all over the world. It’s
fascinating just how many different variations there are on something we take for granted. There are
ninety-nine different “men” displayed at this construction site, and apparently that’s just a tiny part of

WTC Cross
the total collection.
[The
artist has since opened
similar installations at other
NYC locations, and also in
Russia and Australia.]

Walking Men – 99 Church Street, New York

I continued from here
on a walk around lower
Manhattan. It was hotter and
much more humid than I might
have wished, but I still enjoyed
the walk immensely. Mostly
I walked up lower Broadway,
essentially completing the
route I’d begun on Sunday. I
made a few side-trips here

and there, though. My only stop was at a Baskin-Robbins, where I picked up a peach
smoothie. I’d never ordered anything but ice cream at B—R before, but the smoothie was
really very good.
Around 11:30 I entered the Bleecker Street station, where I caught a northbound
6-train. [I should note that Bleecker Street is nearly two miles south of Herald
Square, so I never really did complete my walk along Broadway. I would do a bit
more of it this afternoon, and I certainly saw plenty of New York away from that
street.] I rode up to 50th & Lexington. I then walked west and south just a couple blocks
to my ultimate destination, the Waldorf=Astoria Hotel. I should point out that the “=” is the
correct divider in the name of what was once two separate hotels. They call it a “double
hyphen”, but it looks like an equals sign to me. This is the place that set the standard for
what a grand hotel should be. Some will say it’s past its prime, but I could still sense the
kind of elegance that only an old hotel can provide.
I had made a reservation to have lunch at Peacock Alley, the lobby restaurant at
the Waldorf=Astoria. From the 1930s through the 1960s this was the place to see and be
seen in New York. Generations of actors, writers, dignitaries, and social elite had dined
here before me, and it was honestly fun to follow in that tradition.

World’s Fair Clock
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel – New York

First, of course, I had to get to the restaurant itself. I walked up to the elegant
Park Avenue entrance and was secretly pleased that the doorman was occupied hailing
a cab for another guest. Once through the street door I walked up a grand set of stairs
before arriving at another set of doors. I passed through one of them and finally entered
the inner sanctum that is the Waldorf=Astoria lobby. It’s hard to describe just how ornate
this lobby is. The ceiling is gilded, and the surfaces are hardwood and velvet. The central
focus is a two-ton clock that was originally displayed at the 1893 World’s Columbian
Exposition in Chicago.

Peacock Alley is at one side of the lobby, with most of its seating in full view of passersby. Half-walls of hardwood separate the
restaurant from the rest of the lobby. I was a little scared of being a party of one, but I grittend my teeth and made my way over to the
entrance. The restaurant manager (a middle-aged man named Dustin, a name I normally associate with people less than half his age)
greeted me warmly and seated me as the first customer at lunch today. Dustin spent most of his time wandering through the restaurant,
making sure everything was going smoothly. His place at the entrance was taken by Diana, a pleasant but very pregnant hostess. I
had made a point of dressing well today. I wore a long-sleeved dress shirt and the new pants I’d gotten at Macy’s. It turned out I was
slightly underdressed for this restaurant. Most of the men wore jackets, some with and some without ties. My dress was certainly
appropriate, though [particularly for lunch in summer], and that’s something that could not be said of all the patrons. Some people
who I think were guests at the hotel came in wearing T-shirts and shorts. I was interested that Diana seemed to bury them back by the
kitchen, where they could not be easily seen by other diners or by people in the lobby.
I sat down, and almost immediately my main waiter, Pedro, asked what I would like to drink. He suggested a champagne
cocktail, but was perfectly willing to serve non-alcoholic alternatives. I settled for raspberry-infused iced tea, which was excellent. The
tea was served in stemmed crystal that seemed like a white wine glass to me. Both Pedro and Dustin refilled the glass constantly. I was
a little afraid I might be charged for refills, but one exorbitant charge covered unlimited tea. The tea was served unsweetened. That’s
how I drank it, but I could have opted for several kinds of powdered sweeteners, each served in elegant packages with the Waldorf=Astoria
logo. (I, of course had to pocket one of each of those.) Someone at a nearby table didn’t care for those and was instead served a cruet
of simple syrup (sugar water) to sweeten the tea without adding grittiness. [They suggest this method for sweetening tea on the food
shows, and I know some of the New Orleans restaurants also provide simple syrup with tea.]
The menus at Peacock Alley are covered with gold lace and printed on real parchment. [I remember a play John directed
years ago that included a restaurant scene that used similar menus.] It was fun just holding the thing. I won’t even begin talking
about the prices. I knew what I was getting into ahead of time, and I knew I was paying for the experience of dining here as much as for
the food. It really was a delightful experience, truly a once in a lifetime treat.
I began my meal with traditional Waldorf salad. I’m not sure I’ve ever before eaten a dish that was invented in the place I ate it,
so of course that’s what I had to choose for my appetizer. My Grandma Burrow used to make Waldorf salad with apples, raisins, and
walnuts bound together with copious dollops of Miracle Whip. The salad I had today was much lighter and much more elegant than what
my grandmother made. Tart, flavorful apples had been julienned into tiny matchsticks, mixed with a very light homemade mayonnaise
(apparently made with balsamic vinegar). A bed of walnuts was placed in the center of a china plate, the apple salad was arranged on
top of them, and a few fresh greens (more garnish than a salad) topped the apples. The whole thing was lightly dripped with a truffle
vinaigrette, which was also drizzled in a ring around the plate. Grape halves were then carefully arranged all around the edges. I was
hoping just to like the salad, but it was honestly one of the best things I’ve ever eaten. [While in the original version I said I wouldn’t
mention prices, I’ll bring them up in the revision. In 2016 Waldorf salad goes for $19 at Peacock Alley. I think I paid $17 six
years ago. Yes, that’s absurdly expensive for a fairly small salad. It really was quite good, though, and really what I was paying
for was the experience.]

The main course was not as good. I had their vegetarian entrée, which Pedro described to me as ricotta-stuffed pasta served
with Bolognese sauce. That was not an inaccurate description. There was really nothing special about the dish, though, and it was a
rather minimal portion. An enormous flat bowl had three large shells of pasta carefully arranged in a pool of red sauce. A bit of Parmesan
cheese had then been melted on top. [I think that was $21. Similar lunch entrees go for $24 these days, while various meat and
fish dishes fetch around $30.]
While the entrée was a
bit disappointing, the dessert was
absolutely perfect. I chose to
have lemon verbena crème brûlée
with berries. I must be honest and
say I had never heard of lemon
verbena before having this lunch.
It happens to be an herb native to
South America that has a vaguely
lemony taste and scent. It’s most
often used with fish and poultry
and is not unlike the lemongrass
used in Asian cuisine.
The
verbena definitely added to the
custard, giving it a fresher, lighter
taste. While it may have tasted
light, this was definitely no diet
dessert, though. It was rich, thick,
and truly decadent. The burnt
caramel crust was topped with
assorted berries, which in turn
had been topped with a drizzle of
liquid caramel.
Two dainty
cookies topped off the whole
thing. The cookies were nice,
because they allowed me to get
Lemon verbena crème brûlée with berries at Peacock Alley
every last bit of the custard when
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel, New York
I finished my dessert. [I think I
paid $12 for the crème brûlée. Every dessert on their lunch menu in 2016 is priced at $14. Tea, by the way is $9 today (I think I
paid $8), and those cocktails the waiter was suggesting would go for over $20.]
Each course of my meal was accompanied by its own flatware. I’m still not sure whether Peacock Alley used silver or stainless
steel [almost certainly the former], but their flatware was the heaviest I’ve ever encountered. Each knife, fork, or spoon was slightly
larger than what you’d normally expect it to be, and it weighed probably double what would be expected. The flatware and china all had
a sleek, modern design, but they blended surprisingly well gold-highlighted tablecloths and with the antique décor in the background.
Pedro was my main waiter, but each food
dish was brought directly from the kitchen by
different staff members.
There were also
separate bus boys who cleared the dishes after
each course, plus a janitor who just went around
the room cleaning up spills and crumbs. I have no
idea how large the staff at Peacock Alley is, but for
a fairly small restaurant it seemed enormous.
Once I’d finished dessert I asked Pedro
for the check. This was easily the priciest meal
I’ve ever eaten. With tax and a generous tip it cost
roughly the same as the expensive Yankees
ticket—$80 for dinner for one. This was definitely
better value than the Yankees ticket had been,
though. It was expensive, but I really didn’t feel I’d
been cheated. The food was good, and the
atmosphere was exquisite. I thought of this as
much as entertainment as a meal, and with that
considered, I felt it offered good value. I even
enjoyed live entertainment, with a excellent pianist
playing background music (on the grand piano
Cole Porter had used to Cole Porter used to

Peacock Alley – Waldorf=Astoria Hotel, New York

compose Anyuthing Goes) as I dined. [Everything about this meal was fun. It really was delightful.]
If I’d been dishonest, I probably could have gotten out without paying a dime. When Pedro brought the check, he included a slip
that I could use to charge the meal to a room at the hotel. I probably could have just made up a room number at random and left the slip
on the table. [Almost every hotel restaurant allows charging to a room without any real check. It wouldn’t surprise me if they
get quite a bit of fraud.] I generally am honest, though, so I put my credit card in the folder and placed it on the edge of the table. Pedro
soon retrieved it and passed it to Dustin, who processed the card.
After lunch I spent a
while exploring the public
areas at the hotel. There
aren’t a lot of hotels that have
their own museums, but the
Waldorf=Astoria does.
In
fact, there’s essentially two
museums here. One is in the
main hallways that surround
the lobby. It showcases old
furnishings and accessories.
They had examples of beds,
desks, telephones,
and
chairs that had been used
throughout
the
years.
Among the most interesting
displays was a formal
restaurant place setting from
early in the last century. I
certainly felt I had an elegant
meal today, but it was very
streamlined compared to
what they showed here.
[While I don’t know that I’d
care to have all the utensils
lined up so formally, it
would have been cool to
Museum display of historic place setting – Waldorf=Astoria Hotel, New York
eat off of gold-boarded china. The sleek modern dishes were definitely the least elegant part of my meal.]
Together with the museum is a very large gift shop. I must say it was a bit of a disappointment, though. I was hoping they might
sell Waldorf=Astoria themed gifts. I might have bought a coffee mug with their logo, for instance. There was nothing for sale that couldn’t
be found in other shops all over the city, though. [It really is kind of strange that they don’t have souvenirs for sale. I’d think they
could make quite a bit of money off them.]
The second Waldorf=Astoria museum is in their street-level display windows. In the same location where a department store
might feature their sale merchandise, the hotel traced through its history. I paused at the windows one by one, in much the same way
that I might contemplate the Christmas displays at Marshall Field’s. Back in the 1890s the Waldorf and the Astoria were two rival luxury
hotels, each owned by feuding members of the Astor family of fur-trading fame. They were
located next to each other on what is now the site of the Empire State Building. The
centerpiece of the feud died aboard the Titanic, and a later generation of the family merged
the hotels. The original Peacock Alley restaurant was literally built in the alley that once
separated them. In the 1920s the original hotel was sold and demolished, and the new
edifice (which for decades was the world’s largest hotel) was built on air rights over the
Grand Central railroad platforms. The hotel even has its own dedicated platform (closed
since the New York Central Railroad was taken over by MetroNorth), which was used by
dignitaries such as President Roosevelt. Since 1949 the Waldorf=Astoria has been the
flagship of the Hilton hotel chain.
It’s fascinating how many well-known people have lived here on a long-term basis.
President Hoover, for instance, moved into the Waldorf Towers for more than a decade after
leaving the White House. General Douglas McArthur also lived here, as did Cole Porter
(who coined the line “You’re the top, you’re a Waldorf salad!”), mobster Bugsy Siegel, and
the Duke and Duchess of Windsor. Marilyn Monroe also lived here for a time while she was
filming The Seven-Year Itch (the film with the classic scene of her skirt being blown up by
the subway vent). Unfortunately Miss Monroe was unable to pay her bill and had to re-locate
to more modest accommodations.
I have no idea what a room at the Waldorf might have cost in the ‘50s [according to the Waldorf’s own website, Monroe’s

bill ran $1000 a week in 1955—which an inflation calculator tells me would be about $8,500 in 21st century money], but it certainly
isn’t a cheap place to stay today. Lunch was expensive, but it would be a drop in the bucket compared to spending the night here. The
cheapest rooms (which appear fairly equivalent in size, amenities, and view to my room at the Clarion in Queens) start at about $300 a
night, and tower suites can be as much as $15,000 a night. [Their website currently advertises “springtime value” rates from $259,
though I was unable to turn up anything that low. Searching for dates equivalent to this trip brought up a low rate of $348 in
2016.] What’s almost scary is that these days the Waldorf=Astoria is nowhere near the most expensive hotel in Manhattan. Most New
York guidebooks define “budget” accommodations as anything under $250 a night, and they invariably label the Waldorf “midrange”.
There are standard chain hotels that charge $499 for their basic rooms in Manhattan. (A Hampton Inn just down the street, for example,
routinely has higher prices than the Waldorf.) If you book an “exclusive” hotel, you could expect to pay upwards of $700 a night. With
those prices, you can see why I chose to stay in Queens. [It’s interesting that the New York hotel with the highest rating on
TripAdvisor actually has rates lower than the Waldorf=Astoria--$269 a night for mid-August. A lot of the lower rated hotels are
dinged by guests because they don’t feel they provide good value for money.]
What makes the hotels so expensive is real estate, and it’s probably the fact that Hilton isn’t trying to pay off a mortgage that
make the Waldorf less pricey than many other Manhattan hotels. Those high prices extend to residential property as well. The average
efficiency apartment in Manhattan rents for $2,100 a month, while a two-bedroom costs $4,700. Those prices are apparently down in
2010 because of the depressed market [and they’re pretty much exactly the same in 2016], but the two-bedroom is still more than
twelve times what I pay in Algona, not to mention double my take-home pay. [My rent has gone up, so now it’s just 11½ times.] Rents
in Queens also more than in small-town Iowa, but much more moderate than Manhattan. Pretty much everything in Jamaica is under
$1000, and even the top prices in good neighborhoods are around $2,000 a month. Of course that’s still pricey for people on low incomes,
which is why many apartments all over the city are filled beyond their rated capacities. Multiple immigrant families have shared apartments
since the days of Ellis Island, and that continues to be true in an era when most immigrants arrive by airplane.
After finishing at the Waldorf, I made my way back to the subway. I took the 6-train southward to more a more down-market
destination. I ended up at a place I’d been to on three previous trips to New York, the Astor Place K-Mart. I personally think this store,
which is one of two multi-story K-Marts in Manhattan, is a just a fun place to shop. As far as I know, it’s the only discount store anywhere
with its own private subway entrance, and it just feels kind of cool to go up and down escalators at K-Mart. I was also amused at the idea
of heading here straight from the Waldorf=Astoria. [The Astor Place Kmart is still open, and it appears to be thriving—quite different
from most of the chain.]
I wasn’t really looking for anything specific here, but spent quite a while browsing. I ended up finding an orange and white striped
shirt that was being clearanced for $3.99. [I wear that shirt quite frequently, and I’d forgotten I got it in New York.] It may not be the
most stylish thing, but then again it’s partly because I wear discount clothes that I could afford my lunch today.
After leaving KMart I spent quite a bit of
time wandering around
lower Manhattan—both
on foot and by subway. I
had
three
main
destinations, none of
which is exactly on the
tourist radar. The first
was the Bitter End
nightclub.
This first
opened in 1961 and soon
became the center of
Greenwich Village’s folk
music scene. Staples of
the ‘60s like Peter, Paul,
& Mary, Bob Dylan, Janis
Joplin, the Mamas and
the Papas, Joni Mitchell,
Neil Diamond, and Pete
Seeger performed here
75½ Bedford Street
The Bitter End
regularly.
It’s almost
New York, NY
New York, NY
surprising that the place
is still in business and still considered quite a happening venue. In recent years stars like Norah Jones and Lady Gaga have graced its
stage. The place is very well maintained—at least on the outside—and it looks like a rather nice bar.
My second destination is has the twin distinction of both being the narrowest building in New York and also the place that was
home to poet Edna St. Vincent Millay. The house at 75½ Bedford Street was apparently built in what was once an alley. It’s just slightly
wider than a single picture window, less than half the width of the neighboring rowhouses. Even with three floors, it would be a very small
home. Apparently it is still an occupied house, albeit an awkward one.
My third destination was on the campus of New York University, in the Washington Square area. This is officially known as the

Brown Building, and it now houses
classrooms and offices for the NYU
College of Science. A century ago,
though, the upper floors of this building
were home to a factory called the
Triangle Shirtwaist. One of the biggest
industrial disasters in American history
took place here when a fire broke out in
1911. The main exit was locked to
prevent employees from leaving, and a
flimsy fire escape soon buckled. That
left 146 young seamstresses trapped
inside. Fire truck ladders could not
reach them, and many of the workers
jumped from the windows and died on
the street below.
The Triangle
Shirtwaist fire provoked a huge public
outrage, and it was able to tip public
opinion away from business owners and
toward workers. The fire led to major
reforms in building codes and working
conditions all over America. It also
sparked the growth of the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union. The
building is now a National Historic
Landmark, and (unlike Nathan Hale) I
actually managed to find the plaque at
its entrance.
Triangle Shirtwaist plaque

Those old “Look for the union
label” commercials went through my head as I walked around the Washington Square area, and I couldn’t help but think that the shirt I’d
just bought—like virtually every garment for sale in America today—was made in the Third World. I wondered what conditions were like
at the Pakistani factory where my shirt was made. I can hope they’d be better than at the Triangle Shirtwaist, but I don’t know that I’d
want to lay money on that.
The Triangle Shirtwaist was the last place I went in Manhattan. In the middle of the afternoon I took the E-train back to Jamaica—
Van Wyck, and I stayed in Queens for the rest of the trip.

LEFT: King Manor … RIGHT: Gertz Clock – Jamaica Center (Queens), New York
I changed out of the “nice” clothes I’d worn earlier and into shorts and a more casual shirt (though I pretty much always wear a
collared shirt, whether it’s formal or casual [My students think that’s weird, but it’s something I’ve always done.]). I then took the
train to the end of the line at Jamaica Center, two stops east of my hotel. Strange as it may seem, this is a shopping district that is more
lively, if not nearly so elegant, as Fifth Avenue in Manhattan. Jamaica Center is a bargain hunter’s dream. It’s block after block of every
kind of discount specialty store. You can find cheap family clothes, cheap food, cheap electronics, cheap cosmetics, cheap luggage,
cheap office supplies, cheap building materials, cheap bridal wear, and even cheap automobiles. If there’s an overstock of anything, it

seems to find its way to Jamaica. These are all legitimate stores (some chains, some locally owned), and they’re all conveniently located
in one place. People of every race and nationality crowd the sidewalks, looking for—and finding—every kind of bargain imaginable. I
didn’t buy a thing, but I had a wonderful time gawking in the windows and doing a lot of people-watching.
Almost every New York guidebook has a page on Jamaica, usually buried at
the end of a chapter on Queens that mostly features the art galleries in Long Island
City and Astoria. None of the books mention the discount stores, but there are two
Jamaica highlights they do mention. The first is King Manor. Named after Rufus King,
a signer of the Declaration of Independence, this is a rather simple farmhouse from
colonial days. What was once the surrounding farm is now a small city park across
the street from the modern circular tower that houses the Queens Family Court. The
park was full of old black men sitting around concrete tables playing cards and
dominos.
The other sight that guidebooks mention is the Gertz Clock. This is a cast
iron clock set in the sidewalk in front of what used to be Jamaica’s main department
store. (It’s has now been subdivided to make a mall.) The clock is old, but it’s in no
Queens Family Court – Jamaica
way unique. There’s a nearly identical clock in front of the courthouse in Algona, and another in “downtown” Whittemore (the town of 500
fifteen miles west of Algona).
I wandered around some side streets in Jamaica Center. Among the things I passed was a recording studio that advertised it
specialized in hip-hop records. Eventually I made my way up to Hillside Avenue, the next thoroughfare north of Jamaica Avenue. I soon
found the 169th Street F-train station, and I took the train a couple stops west to Kew Gardens—Union Turnpike. I then spent an hour or
so wandering down Queens Boulevard. This part of Queens looks very different from anything around it; indeed it’s different from pretty
much everything else in New York. In spite of being far from Manhattan, this is a surprisingly high-rise neighborhood. Lining both sides
of the twelve-lane mega-street are modern middle class apartment buildings and office buildings that reminded me of Madrid. It’s also a
lot like Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles. The lower floors of most of the buildings are full of shops and restaurants, and there are
subway entrances every few blocks. That helps to keep the sidewalks lively on what could otherwise be a very stark-looking street.
Just north of here is an interesting neighborhood called LeFrak City. This sea of apartment towers is the largest privatelyfinanced low-income housing complex in the world. More people live in a couple dozen towers here than live in Poughkeepsie (or
Burlington or Fort Dodge). It was built back in the ‘50s entirely with private funds and has always been intended as a profit-making
venture for its owners. They’ve managed to keep it that way, even though they charge less than half the standard market rents. Being
privately financed and maintained, it’s managed to stay fairly nice rather than becoming a seedy “project”.
I had an ice cream cone at a Baskin—Robbins on Queens Boulevard and then made my way to the Rego Park subway station.
Rego Park is a local station, so I had to transfer at 71 st Street to take the E-train back to the hotel. I was sweating profusely from the
walk, so while I relaxed in the air conditioning I got out the ironing board from the wardrobe and ironed away the sweat from my clothes.
They may not have been clean, but at least they were dry.
I had a ticket to go to tonight’s Mets game at Citi Field. As the crow flies, Citi Field is about three miles north of my hotel, just
the other side of Flushing Meadows—Corona Park. In cooler weather I might have considered walking those three miles, but in the
stifling heat that definitely wasn’t an option. I instead took the subway, which was a C-shaped trip that was more like seven miles long.
I got on a Manhattan-bound E-train and rode west to Jackson Heights. There I made my way upstairs to the elevated platform.
A 7-train came along very quickly. The stairs I’d used happened to let me off clear at the front of the platform, which allowed me to board
the very first car on the train. Many of the cars further back were quite crowded, but I managed to get a seat in a nearly empty car.
There are both local and express versions of the 7-train. While Jackson Heights is an express station on the E-train, it’s a local
station for the 7. [That combination is very weird indeed.] That turned out to be a good thing, because it meant my train never got
terribly crowded. Express trains passed on the center tracks, though, and they were jam-packed with blue and orange clad Mets fans
who had probably been standing all the way from Manhattan. I’ve been on trains like that when I’ve gone to sports events in other cities,
and it was nice to have a pleasant ride tonight.
Yankee Stadium is built on a compact lot in a rather dense neighborhood in the Bronx. Citi Field, on the other hand, is literally
miles from anywhere. It’s technically at the north end of Flushing Meadows—Corona Park, but it’s separated from everything else in the
park by an enormously long overpass that leads over the subway and Long Island Railroad tracks. Flushing (the largest Chinatown on
the East Coast) is a couple miles east of here, Corona (the Hispanic neighborhood I’d walked around on Saturday) is a couple miles west,
and LaGuardia Airport is a couple miles north. The area closest to Citi Field is called Willets Point. It consists of a run-down collection
of pole buildings that mostly house auto repair shops and acres and acres of parking lots that serve baseball fans who drive in from the
suburbs. [It looks very forlorn, and while it’s not really a residential area it is often shown as proof that we have Third Worldstyle slums here in America.]
The setting may not be glamorous, but Citi Field itself looks quite handsome indeed. It’s a brown brick structure with gently
curving sides, and it towers over anything remotely nearby. Old Shea Stadium was not a nice place. The Mets definitely traded up. They
now have a very pleasant stadium, which I must say this Yankee fan found the nicer of the two New York ballparks.

It’s not hard to figure out that this ballpark is named for the biggest recipient of bail-out funds from the banking crisis. There was
apparently some controversy over the fact that Citicorp took in billions from the government at the same time it was paying out hundreds
of millions for the naming rights to the stadium. I don’t approve of that (indeed I dislike corporate stadium names in general), but it’s
certainly no worse than the insurance companies who used their bailout money to send executives on luxury vacations.
There’s an enormous plaza in the triangle between the subway, the stadium, and the sea of parking [Jackie Robinson Plaza,
though Robinson never had anything to do with the Mets other than living in Queens]. I made my way across it (walking what I’d
estimate as the equivalent of three blocks) to the left field gate. They gave every fan a pat-down search on entering. The guards were
friendly and efficient, though, so that went very smoothly. Like the Yankees, they used those weird self-scan machines at the entrance.
The Mets had a whole array of them set up at each gate, though, and that kept the line moving right along.
Just about everything at Citi Field was more fan friendly than its equivalent at Yankee Stadium. To start with the programs were
only $5, and they had friendly vendors hawking them. The concessions were overpriced (that’s a given at any ballpark), but not nearly
so much as they were across town. When I go to games, I’ll most often budget $20 for any purchases I make. In the Bronx that bought
a program, a bag of unsalted peanuts, and what most places would call a “medium” Diet Pepsi. In Queens I got a program, a scorecard,
a souvenir pencil, a “super-size” cup of pop, a hot dog, a pretzel, and a bag of salted peanuts. That alone put me in a good mood for the
game. [The Mets marketing people set their prices at a good level. They’re low enough that people will buy stuff, but still high
enough to make a good profit.]
I made my way up a series of escalators (probably slower, but much more familiar than the elevators the Yankees used) to the
very top deck of the stadium, the 500 level of seats. It was easy to find my section and seat. My $19 ticket was the second cheapest the
Mets sold, and I knew it wouldn’t be anywhere close-in. I was in fact high above the foul pole, but honestly I had a better view here than
I had in my “good” seat across town. I had a panoramic view of the entire stadium, I could see the enormous scoreboard clearly, and I
had a good (if distant) view of all the action on the field.

Citi Field – Queens, New York

While I didn’t care for its green molded plastic seats, I liked just about everything else at Citi Field. On the inside it looks a lot
like Target Field, the new Twins ballpark in downtown Minneapolis. There are a lot of elements that remind you this is New York, though.
They took the main visual feature of Shea Stadium—a top hat that a “big apple” rises out of when the Mets hit a home run—and cleaned
it up and enlarged it. There’s also a new visual feature here that plays on one of the biggest (literally) landmarks in Queens. Towering
over right field is an enormous sign that proclaims “Pepsi-Cola” in old-fashioned script. It mimics the famous neon Pepsi sign across the
East River from the United Nations building. On a previous trip to Queens I went hiking at Gantry Plaza State Park and took pictures of
that mammoth sign. There is one big difference between the famous Pepsi sign and the copy at Citi Field, though. In Long Island City,
the Pepsi sign faces Manhattan and turns its back on Queens. At the Mets’ ballpark, though, you can clearly read the billboard.
The Mets’ scoreboard is unbelievably large. I don’t know its dimensions, but I’ve never seen anything that towered quite so
much as it did. You can see in the picture above that the Pepsi sign covers two full sections of seats (easily more than a hundred feet
across), and you can also see how dwarfed it is by the scoreboard. The smaller board in the middle shows the line-up for both teams,
and it gives you some idea of the size that I could easily read that from clear across the stadium. I should add that the scoreboard does
a good job of blocking the view of those run-down car repair shops in Willets Point. [Apparently the central display (where the flag is
shown in the picture—not the surrounding information or advertising) measured 52 x 105 feet. That scoreboard was replaced
in 2015 by a new one that was even larger, with a high definition display. Even the new one, though, is just the tenth largest in
Major League Baseball.]
The game was definitely not a sell-out, but they had a pretty decent crowd—particularly for a Tuesday night. I’d guess the place
ended up about two-thirds full, so there were probably 25 – 30,000 fans. Much of the crowd showed up late, not arriving until about the
start of the third inning. It was a fairly diverse group at the stadium. While there was nowhere near the racial hodge-podge of Queens
overall, there was much more variety than the almost exclusively white crowd the Yankees had. There was also a wide range of ages
here, from families with small children to the elderly. By contrast, just about everyone at Yankee Stadium appeared to be forty or older.
This crowd was also friendlier than the Yankees crowd. I got the feeling Sunday that a lot of people were there because it was what
people in their social class were supposed to do; tonight everybody was just here to enjoy a baseball game. My bet is that the difference
in ticket prices makes the biggest difference in who goes to which game. If I cared to pay here what I did in the Bronx, I could have had
one of the best seats in the house.
The game was a pitcher’s duel,
which apparently surprised most of the
fans. It moved quickly, but I still decided
to leave at the seventh inning stretch. I
walked out to the strains of Queens
native Billy Joel singing “Take Me Out to
the Ballgame”, accompanying himself
on a Queens-made Steinway piano. [I
thoroughly enjoyed the Mets game,
which was not the case with the
Yankees. If I head back to New York,
there’s a good chance I’ll be visiting
Citi Field again.]
Leaving at the stretch allowed
me to beat the rush back to the subway.
I had an easy ride and was back at the
hotel around 9:45pm. I watched a bit of
TV and packed up my stuff for the trip
home. My stuff fit surprisingly well. As I
often do, I’d mostly packed clothes that
were on their last legs and discarded
them throughout the trip. That freed up
room for the few things I bought and the
countless brochures, newspapers, and
other paper memorabilia I acquired.
[Invariably the biggest thing I acquire
when I travel is paper. I pick up every
brochure I see anywhere, as well as
all the free newspapers. I also stuff
my bags with placemats, postcards,
programs from plays and sports
events, and tons (almost literally) of
other printed matter. It’s kind of
amazing when it all fits.]

Wednesday, August 11
Queens, New York to Mason City, Iowa (via Detroit and Minneapolis)
I got up this morning at what I thought
was 7am. I soon realized that I had set the
alarm wrong, though, and it was in fact 6:00. I
grabbed another bagel in the breakfast room
and then set out for a bit more exploration.
I walked over to the foot of Queens
Boulevard, which was just a block east of my
hotel. I walked north a few blocks and stopped
for breakfast at the Flagship Restaurant. This
classic diner definitely didn’t have the
ambiance of Peacock Alley, but they did serve
decent food. I had some tasty ham and eggs,
together with soggy home fries (definitely the
most disappointing part of the meal), toast, and
flavorful coffee.
I happened to find out about the
Flagship in a somewhat unusual way. I’d done
an internet search for restaurants in Jamaica,
and one of the results was—of all things—the
website of a local funeral home. They had
recommendations for nearby restaurants
where families could meet before or after the
services. A diner probably would serve that
purpose fairly well. They serve an enormous
menu around the clock, and the prices are very
reasonable.

Flagship – Queens Boulevard
Jamaica (Queens), New York
While I was eating my breakfast a college-aged boy came in to apply for a job. The kid had apparently worked at the
diner in the past, but he quit. The place was apparently under new management, and the current owner understandably asked the
circumstances of the young man’s departure. I overheard the response and was amused. The guy apparently had disputes with the
cook, who he said had repeatedly thrown food at him. “As long as he’s gone,” he said, “I’m golden.” I’m pretty sure he got the job.
Since I had an hour more than I expected, I took the train west to 23rd/Ely in Long Island City. I’m going to use that station name
as an excuse to mention the strange street naming system in Queens. Queens is historically a county, and it really is several separate
places that grew together. From colonial days until the end of the 19 th Century places like Jamaica, Flushing, and Astoria were
independent communities separated by farmland. Each place had its own grid and set of street names. Newer places like Corona, Rego
Park, Kew Gardens, and Richmond Hill gradually filled in the gaps between the older settlements, often with grids and naming patterns
different from their neighbors. In the early 20 th Century, shortly after Queens joined with four other counties to form modern-day New
York City, the city imposed its own street numbering system. They imagined a perfect grid that would start at 1 st Street and 1st Avenue
in the extreme northwest corner of Astoria and continue counting upward to 150th Avenue and 275th Street in the southeast corner east
of what is now JFK. The main point of this was to avoid the same street name duplicating in different neighborhoods.
Where the grid works as intended it makes addresses easier. My hotel’s address, for instance, was 138-05 (the hyphens are
always part of Queens addresses), which meant it was on the north side of Jamaica Avenue, just east of 138 th Street. Every address in
Queens theoretically follows the same logic. That’s way easier than Manhattan, where buildings are numbered consecutively from the
start of a street to the end. [Manhattan’s addresses really make no sense at all. The borough has a much better grid than Queens
does, but they don’t use the cross streets to indicate addresses.]
Unfortunately the address grid falls apart all over Queens. Since each former town had its own unique grid, the overall plan has
streets (which theoretically run north—south in Queens) intersecting with other streets and avenues (which theoretically run east—west)
crossing other avenues. What’s more land has been repeatedly subdivided since the city-imposed grid was established, with new streets
being built between previously numbered ones. For that reason there are roads and drives with the same numbers as the streets and
avenues. There are also gaps (sometimes of a dozen streets or so) where grids intersect or the geography makes the routes run at
unusual angles. Then there’s the major thoroughfares (Roosevelt, Jamaica, Hillside, and Metropolitan Avenues; Queens, Junction, and
Woodhaven Boulevards; and Main Street, for instance), which somehow managed to maintain their old names, in spite of the city
ordinance. Queens is not a difficult place to navigate, but it doesn’t quite work as the city fathers intended.
23rd/Ely is one of numerous examples in the subway of current and former street names. Ely Street doesn’t actually exist in
modern-day Queens, and it hasn’t existed for more than a century. That was the old name of the Long Island City street that is now

called 23rd. Ely Street had already ceased to exist when the subway was first built. My bet is there were a lot of people back in the early
20th Century who still called it by its old name, though, which is why that ghost street wound up in the station name. Absolutely no one
calls 23rd Street “Ely” today. The main reason the subway continues to use that name is to avoid confusion with 23rd Street in Manhattan.
The E-train stops in both places, and the 23rd Street stop in Long Island City is nowhere near the one in Chelsea. [Apparently the
newest version of the NYC subway map has eliminated the superfluous street names in Queens. There are now two 23rd Street
stops on the E-train. I’m sure some people are confused by that, but it’s no different than having multiple “Western” stops on
the blue line in Chicago.
There are ways in which Long Island City is like Chelsea, though. Both are formerly industrial areas that are rapidly gentrifying
into upscale residential neighborhoods. I had a pleasant walk through Long Island City this morning. My “official” destination was a
sculpture that was supposed to be on the waterfront commemorating construction workers who had died in accidents on their building
sites. I never did find the monument, and I suspect it was hidden in an active construction zone. Much of the LIC waterfront is under
construction. While not long ago it was quite seedy, today this is considered a very desirable area. High rise condos are going up that
offer a view of the Manhattan skyline and a five-minute commute, with prices less than half what they’d be across the river.
There are some other benefits for those who live in Queens, too.
Long Island City is home to the single largest supermarket I saw anywhere in
New York. It covered about half of the first floor of a parking ramp. By
Midwestern standards it would be average or even a bit on the small side, but
compared to places like Zabar’s (or the pathetic little Pathmark and C-Town
stores that dot every neighborhood) it was enormous. I do wonder how New
Yorkers would feel if they made a trip westward and saw a Jewell or a Cub
Foods or a Hy-Vee. Even this store—the one grocery in New York that was
large enough to make me take notice—was no bigger than a standard
Fareway, though with a bit more upscale appearance. If I could afford it, I
might enjoy living in New York, but I’m not sure I could ever get used to the
shortage of real supermarkets.
I made my way to the one real landmark in Long Island City, the
Citicorp Tower. Citicorp’s actual headquarters is an oddly shaped skyscraper
in Manhattan, but they have a second tower in Queens. Depending on who’s
telling it, the fifty-story Queens building is either the tallest building on Long
Island, the tallest building in New York state outside of Manhattan, or the
tallest building on the Eastern seaboard outside of Manhattan. The first two
statements are almost certainly true; I think the last may be outdated, though
a lot of East Coast cities are surprisingly low-rise. [Of the places I’ve been,
the biggest challenge would probably come from Miami.] The green
glass monolith stands out like a sore thumb (almost literally) amid a
surrounding landscape that’s anywhere from one to ten stories tall.
I took the E-train back to the hotel, gathered my stuff, and quickly
checked out. It was a bit awkward lifting my heavy bag over the turnstile bar
to enter the subway, but I managed. If I’d wanted, I probably could have used
the emergency exit gate, which is also used for as a handicapped entrance.
People use these gates (mostly for exit) in subway stations all over the city
constantly, and only the tiniest portion of those who do have any disability at
Citicorp Center
all. Whenever the emergency gate opens, an alarm sounds. People give it
Long Island City (Queens), New York
all the attention they would an over-sensitive car alarm, though. Even the
station attendants and guards completely ignore the emergency gate sirens. [I think instead of jumping a turnstile, a better way
would be to sneak in through an emergency gate when someone else is exiting. I don’t know, but my bet is people do that all
the time.]
I took the E-train to Roosevelt/Jackson Heights, and exited to street level. I waited just a couple of minutes in the busway before
an empty Q-33 pulled up. I was the first one aboard.
Before long four teenaged Hispanic boys boarded the bus, all carrying unusually shaped bags that I know from my experience
with ballplayers are designed to store baseball equipment (bats, gloves, etc.). I assumed these boys would ride a few stops on the bus
and get off at a park or schoolyard. It surprised me that they rode all the way to LaGuardia Airport and joined me in gettin g off at the
Delta Terminal. They had no luggage other than the sports bags, but apparently they were traveling somewhere by plane. [Most sports
equipment, by the way, must travel as checked luggage. Things like baseball bats are rightly considered weapons, so they
don’t want them in the main cabin.]
The bus was about one-third full when we left the subway station, and it steadily filled up as we headed north. Lots of people
got on, and they all stayed on board all the way to LaGuardia. There were only a handful of empty seats when we turned onto the airport
property. Again there was no indication of where the stops were, but I knew Delta was the first terminal inside the airport. Just as I was
about to pull the cord, someone else did, and I joined about half the bus in exiting at Delta.

I crossed the street and entered the terminal at baggage claim level. I followed a hand-written sign to an escalator that was
hidden in a corner and made my way upstairs. I was immediately greeted by a huge mob of travelers all packed into an impossibly small
space. I saw some self check-in machines ahead and elbowed my way to them. By the time I had my ticket, the line had backed up all
the way to the escalator. There was nowhere else upstairs to accommodate it, in fact, so people were also waiting down on the baggage
claim level. [The main problem LaGuardia has is that its terminals are just too small for the traffic it handles in modern times.]
Amazingly, this ridiculous line moved right along. In fact, LaGuardia had one of the most efficient security checkpoints I’ve ever
dealt with. Theoretically travelers were to divide themselves into “expert”, “average”, or “novice” lanes. (I’d read a newspaper article
about airports adopting that type of self-selection, and I wondered if pretty much everyone wouldn’t consider themselves an expert.)
LaGuardia may have had those self-selection signs, but no one paid any attention to them. What actually happened was that the woman
who checked IDs directed each person to a different lane. There were more than a dozen lanes, and people moved through all of them
quickly. When I saw the line, I expected I might wait an hour, but less than fifteen minutes after I’d gotten off the bus I was through
security.
While there aren’t a lot of good things I have to say about LaGuardia, one other thing on the positive list was that when I got out
of security, there were chairs where I could sit to put my shoes back on and get my stuff in order. I think these chairs actually belonged
to a Burger King rather than to the TSA, but I had no problem using one of them. Far too many security checkpoints just dump out into
an empty hallway, and it was nice to be able to sit while I got everything back together. [Why this isn’t standard, I have no clue.]
Shortly before going on this trip I’d gotten an e-mail from Delta advertising a discount rate on a one-day pass to their SkyClub
lounges. Margaret had used the lounges when she flew to Egypt, and she spoke very favorably of them. Since I’d be spending time at
three major airports today, I figured the one-day pass might be a pretty good deal. It was particularly nice as a way of getting away from
the constant chaos on the concourse at LaGuardia.
I made my way through the sliding door and showed the rather indifferent woman at the desk the one-day pass I’d printed out
and my boarding pass. There was a bar code on the pass, but for some reason she couldn’t get it to scan. After trying about five times
she finally entered the number by hand in her computer and quickly confirmed it was indeed valid. She then did some searching to find
an old-fashioned date stamp, and she validated the pass by stamping “11 AUG 10” in purple ink. She then returned my paperwork and
ushered me into the actual lounge.
So what does $45 get you in the Delta lounges? For most passengers the main attraction appears to be alcohol. At LaGuardia
they had a full bar, with complementary drinks of all sorts. The only cost was a tip jar for the bartender. I passed on the booze [which
I’d never have in the morning] and just had coffee and water from a self-service counter. I’d bet three-fourths of those in the lounge
were drinking alcohol, though, and it wouldn’t take a lot of drinks to add up to the cost of the pass.
I got some value out of food rather than drink. When I arrived it was still officially breakfast. They had a small buffet set up with
muffins, bagels, yogurt, and fruit cocktail. While I’d already had breakfast, I did take advantage of some of the freebies. In particular I
enjoyed a little individual container of citrus salad. I sometimes buy those at Hy-Vee when they go on sale for a buck a piece. Normally
they’re closer to $2, which is well beyond my budget.
Before it was time for my plane to leave they’d taken away the breakfast selection and set up for lunch. They don’t really serve
a full meal for lunch, but there are enough snacks that you could certainly have your fill. They put out a strange snack mix that combined
salty, sweet, and spicy flavors. It included Asian rice crackers, and while it was odd, it wasn’t too bad. [While this was the first time I’d
encountered it, I’ve seen that same Asian snack mix several times since.] They also had miniature pretzels covered with what
looked like white chocolate, but was apparently actually yogurt. There were individual packets of Tillamook cheddar and Swiss cheese
and whole grain crackers to place them on. There were also smaller versions of the same ginger cookies Delta serves for its in-flight
snacks, together with little individual packets of Nutella chocolate and hazelnut spread. Finally there were pre-packaged bags of itty-bitty
carrot pieces (smaller than the “baby” carrots they sell in stores) with a ranch dip (that I passed on) accompanying them. All three of the
lounges I visited had the same food available, though it was displayed differently in different places. (At LaGuardia, for instance, nothing
was refrigerated.) Margaret told me that when the lounges were operated by Northwest instead of Delta they served actual entrees at
lunch and dinner. [I remember her describing some very tasty samosas.] I may not have gotten that, but grazing through the snacks
all day left me plenty stuffed—and meant I didn’t buy anything on the planes or in the airports.
The LaGuardia lounge turned out to be the worst of the three I visited. It was apparently undergoing renovation, and about half
of the area was closed off. The rest was overcrowded and dirty. The seating was all arranged in groups of four, which meant almost
everyone was forced to sit with people they didn’t know. There were no tables, so pretty much everybody (including me) balanced laptop
computers on their knees or atop their luggage. The combination of dozens of people talking on their cellphones and cheesy background
music made it more than a bit loud, though it was a lot quieter than the main part of the airport. While in the lounge I used the men’s
room, which was filthy and had a big hole punched in the wall as if someone had been in a fight. It was the sort of restroom I’d expect in
a bus station rather than the “sky club” at an airport.
I e-mailed Margaret and made some notes for this travelogue. Then as the departure time for my flight approached, I made my
way out into the main departure area. The Delta Terminal at LaGuardia is basically just one big circular room, with about a dozen jetways
hooked up around the perimeter. There are about fifty seats near each gate area (for planes that accommodate about three times that
number), but otherwise the entire concourse is just open. [Something else that was peculiar was that there was almost no business
on the airside portion of the terminal. There’s nowhere to put anything, but it was really odd not to have the ubiquitous snack

bars and newsstands.] There was nowhere to sit remotely near my gate, so I stood by a TV with my bag in front of me. There were a
few delays, so I ended up standing there for more than forty-five minutes.
The purpose of the TV I was standing by was to let people know whether they had received upgrades (either to first class, exit
row seating, or stand-by tickets) that they had requested. They’d put the first three letters of the last name of everyone who had requested
an upgrade on the screen in order by priority on a wait list. When each person’s upgrade became available the letters for their name
changed color, which was the indication they were to go to the desk for a new boarding pass. At most airports they accomplish the same
thing by having the gate attendant get on the loudspeaker and say something like, “Johnson, party of two, please approach the podium.”
The method they used at LaGuardia avoided adding unnecessary announcements to the already chaotic airport, and it also saved the
gate attendants from having to pronounce difficult foreign names.
The main delay for our flight was due to weight concerns.
Apparently the allowable weight varies by temperature; the warmer it
is, the less they allow planes to carry. The gate attendant made her
way through the crowd, attempting to identify how many children were
on this flight. This was important, she said, because each child only
counts as half a person. She was having trouble, because of the way
the airport was set up. There was no real delineation between one
“gate” and another, so people were waiting for a variety of different
flights in the area near our gate. In the end she told us there was little
enough checked luggage that no one would have to be bumped. Given
that they now charge $30 to check a bag, I’d bet luggage is way down
these days.

Typical chaotic scene near Gate 5-A
Delta Terminal – LaGuardia Airport

We boarded quite efficiently, so even though they started late
we actually left the gate on schedule Our taxi was one of the most
disorganized affairs I’ve ever seen. It looked like a big mob of planes
in no particular order, all jockeying for position on the tarmac. Only
when we neared the far end of the airport did the planes seem to sort
themselves out into a line.

We spent about five minutes advancing in that line, but then we turned off and parked on the tarmac. The pilot told us there
were thunderstorms in Detroit, and they’d stopped all arrivals there. We’d been ordered to park until the storms passed. The flight
attendant asked that we close the window shades, saying that while they’d try to keep the air conditioning going, when it was 95o out, it
was likely to get warm inside the plane. Fortunately, it never got unpleasant while we waited.
About half an hour later the pilot came on again, this time saying they were “communicating with dispatch” to see how they
should proceed. This is particularly important for airlines these days, because of recent changes to federal law that happened after some
planes had been held on airport tarmacs for hours. Now any delay over 90 minutes warrants a stiff fine. It’s not clear exactly where those
fines go, but the airlines are trying hard to avoid them. It can take up to half an hour to get a plane back to a gate, which is why they have
to decide what to do well before that 90-minute limit.
While we were waiting the woman sitting next to me offered me a New York Times she had been reading. The paper had a
label identifying the elegant black woman as Kathryn Williams, who apparently has her paper delivered in Floral Park, the area on the
Nassau County line I’d gone through on the way to Garden City. I found out later she was visiting relatives in Detroit, one of the few
people for whom DTW was a destination rather than a transfer hub.
About an hour and five minutes after we’d parked, the engines started up again. The pilot told us the storms were moving north
of Detroit and they had re-opened the airport. Delta had arranged to expedite our departure, and we would now be #3 on the taxiway.
We took off within a couple minutes of his announcement.
Unlike many of the schedules Delta inherited from Northwest, this one was not particularly padded. We arrived in Detroit at
3:35, almost exactly an hour late. Several people were rushing to make tight connections. I had that experience last Christmas (when I
ended up missing a flight), and I was perfectly happy to let those people by.
Once in the terminal, I found that my flight to Minneapolis would be leaving from gate A-17. Not only was this fairly near A-26
where we’d arrived, but it was also directly below one of the Sky Club lounges in Detroit. I made my way inside. The woman at the desk
here again tried to scan the barcode and failed, and she again entered the number by hand. Only then did she appear to notice that the
pass had already been validated with a stamp. She gave it back to me, and I made my way into the main part of the lounge.
I’d honestly been rather unimpressed with the lounge at LaGuardia, but the one in Detroit was really quite nice. There are
actually three different lounges at DTW, one right at the center of the mile-long concourse and two others on the upper level, across from
the tram stations near the east and west ends. I was in one of the satellite lounges, but it was large enough to easily accommodate
everyone who wanted to use it. They had a main sitting room with leather-upholstered easy chairs, a business center with desks and
computer hook-ups, and a combination bar and TV room.

I was a bit surprised to see that the bar was entirely self-service. There was a sign saying that those under 21 were not allowed
to drink alcoholic beverages, but there appeared to be nothing but that sign to stop minors from picking up all the booze they wanted to.
I again opted for non-intoxicating alternatives—cranberry juice, Fresca, and a bit more coffee. They had the same snacks as at
LaGuardia, and I had a different variety of them here.
I went to the gate at the time that was printed on my ticket. When I got there the arriving flight that was our plane had not yet
arrived, but the TV by the gate still said we’d be leaving on time. A plane from Indianapolis eventually showed up, and we started boarding
ten minutes late.
Delta boards by zones. They called Zone 1, and a few people boarded. They then called Zone 2, but no one went forward. A
couple minutes later, the gate attendant called Zone 2 again, and again no one showed up. Eventually she gave up and called Zone 3.
I was standing quite near the gate, and I ended up being the first person in that zone to board. I’m glad I was, because for space in the
overhead bins was very limited. About a third of them were already closed when I boarded, and I got the only space remotely near my
row. [Several times I’ve boarded planes that were nearly empty but had large numbers of the overhead bins intentionally closed.
I always wonder what’s in them.]
This was a strange flight, because about half of those on board were flight crews, pilots and flight attendants who were being
shuttled from one hub to another. If it hadn’t been for the crew people, the flight would have seemed quite empty. With so many people
in uniform, though, there were only a couple of empty seats on the plane.
While we waited to depart I thumbed through the free papers I’d picked up this morning in Queens. While the flight attendant
was doing his safety check, I happened to be reading AM New York, which featured a full-page photo of Steven Slater, the infamous flight
attendant who’d quit his job by the emergency slide the other day. Our attendant gave me a “thumbs up” when he saw that picture, and
I just laughed.
We had a fairly lengthy delay at the gate, while the pilot said they were “cleaning up paperwork from the mechanics”. I was
seated on the aisle (21-D) on this flight. The man in the window seat was obviously perturbed by the delay, and he eventually shared
with me that he was afraid of flying. I’d actually think if you were afraid of flying, you’d like to spend more time on the ground, but I
suppose his attitude was that it was best to get an unpleasant thing over with as soon as possible. [It probably didn’t help matters that
“mechanic” was mentioned in the explanation for the delay, either.]
After about twenty minutes we started taxiing, and we were soon airborne. We were told there could be turbulence, the remnants
of the same thunderstorms that had delayed our arrival in Detroit. The flight was smooth and uneventful, though, and we ende d up
arriving in Minneapolis right on schedule.
A family behind me had a connecting flight to Grand Forks. Even though we’d arrived on time, their connection was tight enough
that I doubt they made it. While I let them past, they still had to wait for the forward rows to empty out before they could proceed. By the
time they reached the door, there was less than half an hour until the Grand Forks flight would be leaving. We’d arrived near the end of
the G-concourse, and I saw on the TV they were departing from Concourse F. Unless they could hail one of the carts that normally
shuttles disabled people around, they’d have to run full-speed to make it before they closed the gate, I did notice there were two later
flights to Grand Forks, so hopefully if they missed this one they were able to find space on a later one.
I’m amazed at just how tight some connections are. Given the size of hub airports and the frequency of delays, I’d think the
airlines wouldn’t even allow their computers to book
connections of less than an hour. I usually try to schedule
two or three hours myself, just to have a bit of a cushion.
I’d rather have time to kill at an airport than miss my flight.
That’s obviously not everyone’s feeling, though.
[Sometimes it’s the airline computers fault. There are
times I’ve known flights were available that would
allow a substantial layover, but the computer doesn’t
even bring up that possibility. Instead it insists on a
short connection.]

Delta Sky Club on Concourse C
Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport

I would advise anyone who is flying with a tight
connection to sit as far forward on the first plane as they
can. Except for jumbo-jets, pretty much every plane
empties out from front to back, so you can save as much
as fifteen minutes by sitting near the front. On most flights
these days the first couple rows of coach are reserved for
people who want to pay extra for them. A businessperson
with a tight connection might consider doing that. For a
more casual traveler, I’d advise booking somewhere
around Row 10—just behind the “premium coach” rows.
Time could also be saved by having a carry-on that will fit
under the seat, rather than trying to find somewhere to

stow it overhead. [Re-reading that paragraph made me look up the flights Margaret and I will be taking this summer. We’re flying
from Los Angeles to Chicago, with a tight connection in Atlanta. I managed to move our seats up two rows—not a lot, but the
best I could do without paying $79 more for “Delta Comfort” seating.]
Like Detroit, Minneapolis/St. Paul has multiple Delta Sky Clubs. That makes sense, since until quite recently this was
Northwest’s primary hub, and Delta inherited the lounges when they bought the company. I chose the Concourse C lounge. The attendant
took a quick look at my pass and said, “Well, I see the date’s already on there.” She gave it back to me, and I made my way inside.
I thought that would be another satellite lounge, but it was enormous beyond belief. Visitors to MSP Airport will notice a long
break in the C-concourse where there are restaurants and shops, but no gates. The lounge occupies the area where eight or ten standard
gates would fit. It’s honestly hard to describe just how big this place is. It has multiple sitting rooms (each with a fake fireplace), a
combination bar and TV room similar to Detroit, private offices, each with its own desk, multiple meeting rooms, a luggage storage area
(something that was sorely lacking at LaGuardia), palatial bathrooms, and multiple changing rooms where people arriving from long flights
could change into more presentable clothes. The interior was finished in marble and hardwood, and the whole place had a really elegant
feel.
Because it was so large, this lounge seemed almost empty, even though there were dozens of people inside. It was also quiet
and peaceful, a real refuge in the midst of a busy airport. The LaGuardia lounge was adequate, and the one in Detroit was nice. This
one, though, was outstanding—by far the nicest one I’d been to.
They had the same snacks and beverages as the other lounges. I had hot chocolate and ginger ale, and I stuffed myself on
Nutella. (The stuff is surprisingly good for dipping carrots in, by the way.) It intrigued me that while the bar in Minneapolis was also selfservice, it would be much harder here for an underage person to drink. That’s because at MSP they had an employee who constantly
circulated throughout the lounge. Part of her job was janitorial. She picked up trash and kept all the snacks and beverages tidy. It was
also clear that she was keeping a close eye on all the patrons, though, and I’m pretty sure she’d notice if people were drinking things they
shouldn’t be.
I checked my e-mail and made some updates to the Garrigan website, for which I’m responsible. It was weird to think that the
school year was almost here. Tomorrow I’d need to start getting my room ready, since just one week from today I’d be teaching.
I started walking to Gate B-5 around 8:30. The whole airport seemed nearly empty at this point. Delta seems to have far fewer
evening flights than Northwest did, and pretty much all of those that remain are on “connector” services rather than the main airline. I
wonder if they don’t pay overtime to flight crews that travel at night and therefore try to avoid it.
It’s standard practice on the little planes that fly to Mason City to have most carry-on luggage “courtesy checked” at the gate.
The overhead space is very limited, so anything larger than a purse ends up in the hold. Normally they do that as you board, but tonight
the gate attendant was circulating among the passengers, tagging all the courtesy check luggage ahead of time.
One of the families waiting at the gate was from Algona. I have no idea who they may have been, but the kids were wearing
“Algona Swim Team” T-shirts. It amused me when the mother remarked that they’d have an hour’s drive after they got to Mason City
and the person sitting next to her said, “Oh, where are you headed to?” She obviously hadn’t noticed the kids’ shirts.
We began boarding at 9:05pm. The attendant called Zone 1, and no one came forward. He then called Zone 2, and again no
one came forward. So he said, “Well, I guess our ‘exclusive’ boarding will begin with Zone 3”—at which point pretty much everyone in
the gate area got up.
It seemed like there were very few people waiting at the gate, but the plane turned out to be mostly full. I think there were just
three or four empty seats. The morning departure and the evening return have always been the busy flights at MCW, and that’s obviously
still the case after the separation of Ft. Dodge service.
We left the gate at 9:20, fifteen minutes before we were scheduled to depart. I trust everyone who had checked in for this flight
was accounted for. We were in the air at 9:25. Normally a beep will sound when planes get above 10,000 feet (the level where electronic
devices can be used), and again on landing when they get below that level. We never got above 10,000 feet on this entire flight, and our
flight attendant (a boy named Jason who was barely old enough to shave) just sat in his backwards seat the whole way. It’s only a halfhour flight down to Mason City, and I was in the MCW terminal right at 10pm. This flight schedule isn’t padded much (since there aren’t
often delays late at night), but we still arrived seventeen minutes early.
I could have joined the swim team family in driving the hour over to Algona. I’ve done that on other trips, and I universally hate
it. I’m almost always dead tired when I arrive in Mason City, and the last thing I want to do is drive. Because of that I was ending this trip
by redeeming another free hotel night. This one was at the Mason City Holiday Inn, and it was mostly from points I’d earned on last
year’s trip to Hawaii. MCW Airport is actually in Clear Lake, about five miles west of the Holiday Inn. That was a much easier drive than
heading all the way to Algona, though, and I was pleased to settle in for the night.
I’d never stayed at this hotel before, and I certainly won’t be staying there again under the Holiday Inn banner. That’s because
on Labor Day the place is changing into a Clarion Hotel. As part of the Choice chain (which I patronize a lot and have gotten a number
of free nights from) I might consider staying there at the beginning or end of a future trip—although honestly it’s not a particularly nice

hotel. It dates to the era of the “Holidome” (I wonder what they’ll call that with the name change), an indoor pool area with the rooms
arranged around it. The dome traps noise and makes the entire hotel smell like chlorine. The rooms are enormous, but very dated. I
also didn’t care for the fact that my only windows opened to the pool area, so there was no view and no privacy. There was also no
natural light at any time—day or night.
[This hotel no longer
exists at all. They tore it down
last fall.
At the moment it’s
basically just a big hole in the
ground, but apparently they’re
about to start construction on a
new Hampton Inn. The corporate
website shows rooms available in
Mason City next winter, but they
certainly aren’t cheap.
A
weekday in January goes for a
minimum of $154 a night. That
makes New York seem quite a bit
more affordable.]
A rather clueless high
school boy checked me in.
Normally a complimentary room is
just about the easiest to process. A
Artist’s rendition of the new Hampton Inn being built in Mason City, Iowa
lot of hotels don’t even issue a
formal folio for such rooms; they just give out the key, and you’re on your way. “Kevyn” (I hate the stupid spellings kids’ names have
these days) made me initial in half a dozen places, though, and he also seemed to have to go through level after level of menu on his
computer. He never did ask for a credit card (which is sometimes required for incidental expenses), nor for identification. He did present
me with a big folder full of various coupons I could use at the bar and restaurant, as well as a tiny bottle of Nature’s Crystal water. I’m
not sure if every guest gets those or just those in freebie rooms [or—the most likely possibility—Choice Privileges members in
general], but I thanked him for the gifts—none of which I actually used
Kevyn told me to go to the stairway by the pool, go upstairs, and then my room would be straight ahead. I did that, and I saw a
door with the appropriate number beside it. I put my key card in the slot, and the light turned green. Unfortunately the door handle
wouldn’t move at all. I tried about five more times, with precisely the same results. I went downstairs and explained the problem to
Kevyn, who seemed perplexed. I expected him to issue another key, but he instead called the maintenance man. I waited by the room,
and eventually the janitor showed up. I showed him the problem, and he politely explained I was putting the key in the wrong door.
Apparently my complimentary room had been upgraded to a suite. The suite had two doors, but one of them couldn’t actually be opened.
There was nothing to indicate which door I was supposed to use, though, and I surely can’t be the only person to have made this mistake.
If they do any remodeling with the switch of brands, I think they’d be wise to take the room number off the inactive door.
The room was immense and had a very empty feel. It had obviously once been two separate rooms that had been combined to
create a suite. What was now the bedroom had a king bed, a TV, and an end table. That was it. There were no chairs, no dresser, and
no wardrobe, but there seemed to be acres and acres of empty space. The sitting room was similarly empty. There was a desk, a love
seat, and an easy chair [all ratty, beat-up furniture]. Then there was a big empty area of stained carpet leading to what had obviously
once been a bathroom, but had long ago been remodeled into a kitchenette. Only once before (when I was at a convention at what was
then the Sioux City Hilton—it’s changed brands a couple of times since then) have I been in a room that seemed so huge and so empty.
For such a huge room, they had a remarkably small TV. It wasn’t much bigger than what I have in my apartment, and most
decidedly not flat screen or digital. They did have a pretty decent cable selection, though, and I got my fix of Food Network and TruTV
for the first time in a week. Then around midnight I settled off to sleep.

Thursday, August 12
Mason City, Iowa to Algona, Iowa
[It’s kind of amusing that I’ve been writing this revision almost in real time, taking one day of the trip each day for a
week. I’ve even written on the day of the week mentioned in each part of the diary. Today is Thursday, April 14, 2016, and I’m
writing about the final Thursday of the trip. It’s good that there’s not much to revise on this part, because I don’t have much
time to do it tonight. After school I made a very rushed trip over to LeMars (two hours plus west of here) and back to go to the
wake for a coworker’s father. We’ll see if there are any revisions to be made in the three paragraphs I wrote about a Thursday
in August six years ago.]
It was really weird to wake up in a room with no real windows this morning. [That was REALLY strange. I distinctly remember
it today, and I honestly hope I’m never in a hotel room like that one again.] The only way they could insure privacy in a room that

faced the pool was to place black-out blinds over the only windows. That made the room equally dark by day and night. I happened to
glance at my alarm clock and noticed it was 7am, so I got up. From the looks of things, it could still have been midnight, though.
It wasn’t really a surprise that the Holiday Inn shower barely dripped. I really think that rather than changing brands, they’d do
better to just tear this place down and build a new hotel. It’s really in need of some major renovations. […And, as I mentioned in
yesterday’s write-up, that’s precisely what they ended up doing.]
Check-out was surprisingly easy. I passed on the breakfast coupons (and breakfast is never free at “nice” hotels). I instead
stopped at a nearby Burger King for a ham croissant and coffee. I then made my way over to Algona and was home before 10am. This
had been a nice vacation, but it was definitely good to be home.

Epilogue
What did you like the most?
I absolutely loved my hike down Broadway. It was fun to see just walk down the street and see people going about their business.
It also amazed me how much neighborhoods can change in just a couple of blocks. [This is true in every city, but it seems more true
in New York than many other places.] Except for a couple of snacks, it didn’t cost a cent, and it was every bit as entertaining as some
pricey attractions I saw. When I return to New York (and this is a place where that’s a definite when, not an if), I’ll probably repeat that
walk. I’d may also try some long walks down other well-known streets. Time Out magazine describes a walk down Queens Boulevard,
for instance. That wouldn’t be as exciting as Broadway, but I think it would still be quite fun. [The walk really was quite fun, and it
probably is the most memorable thing from the trip.]

What did you like the least?
While I didn’t dislike it, I was honestly disappointed in my experience at the new Yankee Stadium. I’m a lifelong Yankees fan,
and I was really looking forward to seeing a game in the team’s new home. Not only was everything severely overpriced (even compared
to other major league parks), but the stadium was set up awkwardly, the fans seemed rude, and I could see almost nothing from what
was supposed to be a “good” seat. My cheap seat for a Mets game provided a much more enjoyable outing. I might go back and do a
behind-the-scenes tour at Yankee Stadium (the tour of the old stadium I took a few years back was quite fun), but I doubt I’ll ever be back
for another game. [Over this past winter the Yankees cap I’ve had for years got lost. I haven’t bothered replacing it, but I do
quite frequently wear a Mets cap. There are some new stadiums that are nice, but the new Yankee Stadium is not one of them.
I would pretty much guarantee you I won’t be heading back there—certainly not until the place has established some history in
its own right.]

What will you remember most from the trip?
This trip will be most memorable for its food. I had the most elegant lunch I’ve ever eaten in my life, as well as a gourmet touch
on simple foods created by culinary students. In addition I sampled favorite foods of several of the many ethnic groups in Queens. Even
when I didn’t care for the foods (like the Jamaican patties at Golden Krust), it was fun to try them out. A number of companies offer food
tours of New York City. Many of them focus on the ethnic neighborhoods in Queens, often stopping at the same places I did on this trip.
I’m not sure I’d care for a formal tour, but it was fun to check out different places on my own. There are literally hundreds of other places
I’d love to try, though. I could make half a dozen other trips and still not sample all the different cuisines New York has to offer. [I don’t
think I’d change or add to that paragraph. I’ve since sought out somewhat exotic food in other cities—notably the Twin Cities
and Chicago. Hopefully before too long I’ll be back to see what else New York has to offer.]

